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with confidence inhimself, and "| 2. The Preachers’ Journals ‘of labor and
be pleased to make thy will known
is so clear and logical in his expositions the reports of the ‘Committeeon Sabbath “Lord,
8 me by these th
signs:If it be m

A WeEkLY RELIGIOUS

four days in advance, let me wish all your

~preach. t
Jineraney, Woman's |¢duty
gospel, Sofieco
let myne wile
of
to meofA this, and
His heart is in his work, Education, Assignments and Tem- |} takSeto
let
lonarigs
speak
to
me
of
work
it, and
; he makes men feel this, and this is perance, were remarkably encouraging :
le
FREEWILL ‘BAPTIST | PRINT!
one secret of his influence and moral pow- indicative of real solid progress. Bro.
:
before the apOffice, 89 Washington Bt., Dover, N.H.
or. ‘7
hy
Bilas Curtis recordé
journal ‘the | P aching Conference beging its session
ublisher, | . Some weeks ‘ago he began a series of cheering/fact that he dhad inbeenhis warmly
Rev, X. D. STEWART)
was a
a week before Conwel- ; Bt 1
ence. My wife and the missionaries ‘had
To
letters on business, remi:
ot ‘Sunday afternoon discourses on the Prodi- come ‘by the people wherever he went on
money,
+ ‘Should be J sent, AH comm
cations
The his - preaching tours, and (hat in some from time to. time sp en to me on this
designed for publication ‘should be addressed to the gal Son, ' They were at once popular.
Editor,
:
Tremont Temple was crowded, and, many places not only shelter but .food had been cet. @ signs, or Eo ar ns prayer for
my wife spoke to me again
Terms: $3.00
per you i or ifpaid strictly IN AD- were turned away.
To secure seats peo- offered him by Hindus. One of the young- as follows; * Why , are ou so sad
. VANORB, $2.50
a
| settled in mind?
plé began to go to, the Temple at a very er brethren read from his journal fof
BREMITEANCES
must
be
made
fo
miney
or
ou will never have
No© ders, bi
checks
r drafts, if ossible.
The Globe reporter estimated vember a most interesting account of a peace until you give up your worldly work
. neithero
ese can b procured, sen: the money'in a early hour.
devote yourselfto preachregistered
ter. ' All’ Postmasters “are obliged to that as many as five hundred pgople were
visit to some, inquirers, who have boldly i ng glows.
the
r
and 4 Th e
s whenever requested to do so.
is ca
you
oners thus sent will beat our risk. Otherwise
unable to gain admittance on a single
- renounced Hinduism, and now fearlessly to hi RL
he eal
oubt
the:
be at the risk.of those sending them.
day afternoon.
The protracted meetings proclaim their faith in thé Lord Jesus and delay you ean have no rest or joy +
i
e regular chr es {or money orders, bank
checks, and Post O. ce money orders may be de- and wonderfi religious
Christ: The place is in the Midnapore Now: hear and: obey his voice.’ She knew
interest last wee
"ductedfr ‘om the amount due, when thus sent. Agents

audience with his own.

s
give me hrthese
ow

SUU

» ©. NEWSPAPER DECISIONS,

District,

of people

desirous of hearing last Sabbath afternoon's

discourse.

It was estimated that

Midnapore,

mer’s voice.

within hearing of Dr.

nearer ‘Santipore

© The

Education

ports, which

rich-

church

‘and Temperance

told

of

and

cheering

substantial

this the

Any

person

who takes

ly deserves this success, and,

a newspaper

regularly
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WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 25, 1874.

Boston Correspondence.
or

—

%
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Boston, Feb. 17, 1874.
Boston is again enjoyinga religious re-

vival of unusual extent and power.

The

in

his

that is no cause of self-inflation.

. in Dr; Parson's church on Columbus Ave.
nue,and Sunday developed an unprecedent-

ed religious interest in Tremont Temple.
Thousands were turned away from the
. crowded doors in the afternoon, for want of

path

Com:

|g

re-

STATE-CHARITIES

0]

y,. if

ved inh

Murray,” said he, recently, in
8. The ordination of Jacob Mishra,” son
rapid talking, “‘says we have had a week of our departed brother Rama, ‘greatly enof prayer, now let us havea week of work. hanced the interest of this meeting.
The
I only wish that Mr. Murray would show |Midnapore church
letter. contained a reus a week of work,” an incautious slip that quest, to the effect, that the Conference
his

‘indignation as any allusi
to sectari
onan differences af time of a revival.

When

remembrance in prayer after the

Rev.

Mi. Yoskip was preaching the doctrine of

sermon in the

evening.

Meetings

were

a
is young in years,

held nightly in the Temple, during last but seems old in religious experience. He
week, and at each a yery large-number of is quite different from his intimate friend,
inquirers, estimated from thirty to
fifty, Mr. Swan; calm, careful, cautious, just the
publicly expressed their desire
followers of Christ.

to

become

For weeks, Bon has been a praying
pity. The prayeg test has ‘been tried in

»- a1 tnusual mauner, and is now
the faithfulnesss of "a covenant
iy
God.

A Relay meeting

proving
keeping

was held fn Tremont

Temple in January, under
the Y. M. C. A., which

the direction of

lasted

seven hours,

for the purpose of praying specially for a

revival of God's work

in the

old common-

wealth of Massachusetts.
Last Monday,
week, Relay meetings were held in this city
and in

Worcester

for

the

same

purpose,

and on Monday, a series of Relay méetings
. Were begun in the churches of the city,

min to build

up a church.

tions for more wonderful displays of God's

converting power,
The Citizen's Noon
prayer meetings in Tremont Temple
are
piten attended by several hundred people
,
afiong whom are many attive ang influenVial business then: ' Whatever "has been

sermons

tions of truth.

He

is greatly

beloved

by

bis own congregation, and respected by

all denominations,

and

like Messrs.

Lori-

mer and Swan seems to have a happy facultv of influencing young men,

Dr, Parsons seems to be an older nan, but

views of Bible doctrine

| or of the very

tisfactory answers he gave

to the questions touching

in it. when pointed

AID.

simple

and

unobtrusive: organization

| converted ip 1865, while working as a compositor in the

might become a strong man, and do much

we

“have spoken, our brother has done the

work of an evangelist with great

devotion

ities Aid Society.

The

Society

H. Burtirworts.

pore church assumed his support last April,
and have fulfilled their pledges well. Their

Midnapore.

the church by O.R. Bachand soon attempted talking for Christ with
eler, - Let the friends of the Mission pray
he
people
who stood on the edges of the
|t
for this young man.
1 arge congregation.

Ere

was recognized as a lay

many months He

preacher,

and

be-

gan
doing good service at .the bazar
preaching stands. All this time, he used

in the crying necessity for aid to the state
charities which forced itse}f upon the be
| nevolent ladies who. systematically
visited
the sick and the prisoners in our public in-

We hope he may yet
become the pastor at Midnapore, supported
wholly by his'own countrymen.
4. There was a vote in Conference which

about

calling

men

into the|™€et once in three months, such are the

Lord|' nconveniences
traveling,
preachers
the

of

priniitive

methods of

than

common

preach better,
The Mission Committee
were so pleased with this, and the good
|

tise he made of his time, that they voted to
h
’
grant him'a small allowanee to énable him
Several hours

| daily he still spent in the printing office,
for he now had a family to support. He

interest,

words about it may prove

and

We all felt that

a few

the

Lord

entertaining to Jacob to the special ministry

those of your readers who watch the prog-

But to test his faith

a sore

mitted to come upon him:

wad Galling|ly death of the Free Baptist Quarterly,
of his, word. |and most earnesily hope that active meas:
trial was per- {ures may soon be taken at home for reviv-

A trifling re-|ing denominational literature of a more
said of Tywddls theory of prayer by the
mark made in conference, on his journal | permanent charatter, in the shape of a
and
prayeth
a
AT
press or int the pulpit here, Boston has not
The | monthly magazine or a quarterly review.
1. TH
presence of the reinforcement of laborf proved a #e¥ious offense,
often beeri’so moved by praying men as it
bfother who made it meantno rebuke, and (4) Voted that we encourage the public
fro
home
brought
éhder
Jo
the
meeting
is to-day.
wi
spoke in perfect kindness, but his words consecration
Every. general vevival has ita conspicnous’ and produced a wdilderful’ effect upon the Pp ferced his heart like a barbed arrow, that our nativeof the children of believers, so
Christian parents may foel
spirits
of
the
Biethren.
One
of
the
native
Workers, and the four ‘men most active in
and the ‘wound was slow to heal. For more deeply the weighty obligations they
preachers:
moved
a
resolution
of
thanksthe present work seem to be Dr. Lorimer,
geveral months Jacob was extremely un: | ave under to train dp their children in the
giving for the help from Aderica, and I
of\ {he Tremont Temple B
hurch; Rev. was struck with the very thoughtful and! easy. = He continued preaching in the fear of the Lord. There was also a unanC.Y. Swan, of the Bowdgin Square Baptist |
bazar, but declined all aid from the Mis- imous vote for your correspondent to move
appreciative way he worded it. He ekchurch, Rev. Mr. Hamiltpn, of the Temp
le pressed gratitude to the N. Y. and Penn. sion, and reverted to his former place in to. Bhimpore and devote himself to the
St. Free Methodist - Episoopal chureh, and
the printing office. We all felt that Satan
churches of the Central Association for was testing a true Christfan, and that he Santalsi Noed I say that was a welcome |
Rev. Dr. Parsons of the"Columbus Aven
vote to those of us who have looked ‘#nd
ue
raising the funds to send out the new misCongregationalist. church (Dr.
4)
Nehemiah ' .sionaries; he thawked the Foi. M. Board would surely come out of the trial brighter longed for years for. such #h [phopen
door P
Adams's). Ther ave other Jaithful and
than before. So we prayed on, and-eqc- Thank God, the-way is’ at last ‘open, and
forsending Tiém, and for sending back the
earnest workers with wart ‘Hearts and
1ib: experienged Wissionaries, Dr, and. Mrs. casionally spoke with him about his state we are here. ' My dear sister is with us,
eral views, but thdse seem 66 have

an

in-

fluence over the public'that is not cireum-

seribed by denominalioiW lines.
costly is, we

Bachéler; then he praised. God for bringing the party in safety across the great

Three of deep; and finally he bespoke the prayers

x these pastor's churohivk are free, the other,—

. Dr. Parsons’, «though

ress of the Gospel .in India with sympathy

very .grand

and

bélieve, ° disposed to be very:

hospitable. “Of these four pastors, perhaps

the most popular is Dr. Lorimer’s, the «suc-

of all native Christians ih behalf of the new
missionaries, that they might be blessed
with good health,

the language, and

of mind. He was ill at ease, but
for peace.
The sequel 1 shall
:
Jacob's own words, as nearly as I
call them. With manifest emotion
the

long

life’ to

labor

for

A

Conference

what
1 have

and continuedas follows :—

and an ability’ to -master | -

precious souls in this
land.
This
cessor of Dr. Fulton, He is a small man in’ resolution met withapagan
hearty ‘reception,
stature, with a face all emotion, of a quick, and was responded to
by our friends trom
néryous temperament,
full -of energy, vigor raerdss the sea; Dr. and
Mr, Bivheler
and magnetic power. He is little confined speaking in the
ernacular, and the others,
to notes while preaching; he illustrates his in ‘English, which was
interpreted’ to thes
Sermons by telling incidents; he inspires audience.
5|

washing, &c.

One

nurse is required for each ward by night,

so that the present complementis twenty

in all, besides the lady superintendent.

The

regular hespital systém allows only

one day nurse,
at $16 per month, to each

le eystem
would cost for. the five wards, The pro-

bationers

engage to

stay

for two years.

Next year, if competent, they will be head
nurses,

it is hoped,

in additional wards to

which the school may be ext€aded by pub-

lic liberality ; or they may be sent out to
private nursing. - They attend medical

lectures twice a-week, on hygiene, prepas
ration of food, and all matters pertaining

to their noble and self-denying

profession,

and are expected 10 take notes like medical students.” Good nurses are worth thir-

ty

dollars

a month with boatd, and are in

general not to be had at that. - The demand
must for a long time continue to exceed the
supply"

of trained

nutses, even

if the new

formed already in twelve or moré of the most important counties of the state. They have

praying | and
give in us,
can re- may
he told | take

said" above,

!

“Sie During those months (Nov.to March)

we are making & beginning. - Pray for
dear friends, of the Mission, that we
expect great things of God, and under-

great things for God.
On New Year's day (D. V.) we hope to

s, appointed by the Gov6-0-0
ARE
on a o
ernor under a recent law ; so that they visit
Mission Field.
all ‘public institutions by authority of the
—
state, an their reports to the ‘State. Board |
CHINA.
come officially before the legislature-and the
The Macedonian has an extract from a letter
‘public. There isa good deal of the true (written by Mr. Baeschlin, a German Baptist
missionary in Ningps, in which he
givesan actheory of charitable administration in this, count of a universal
day of
prayer,
served by
and whether the true relation of the parties native Chinese Christians. Phe day oselected
was

is inverted matters not; since the present

position is the immediately practicable one.
This system of ov
go
let the
light into the dark placed that are full of
the habitations of cruelty. \ And this is,

after all, the one thing needful, for

cruelty

is the one thing which the American people
detest heartily. We are, to a large extent,
a luxurious, self-indulgent, cheating, swearing, lying, and generally unfaithful people;
but nobody can charge us with direct cruel-

he

was

calling: me.

I said in my prayer,

for the most part, by a hospital, is in a condition analogous tQ our domestic service,
only more so. Demanding the highest en-

the wedding day of his Imperial Highnes
was also the day of his entering on the s, which
functions
of the government.
A circular was issued, addressed to all Christians in China, presenting

three objects for prayer,

the

emperor’s

peaceful

First, to thank God for

preservation

hitherto and for his

accession to the throne;

second, to pray
in his office, and to make him an hefr of eternal
life,
God to preserve him and his family, fo bless him

third,to pray that his administration may be
respected by the nations of the earth, so that
theJecble of God may be free from molestation
and
blessed in their endeavors to spread the kingdom of Christ in this mighty empire.
+
;
Says the missionary: © I only wish Christia
ns
at home could have heard how, with one
accord
these brethren from among the heathen implore
the King of kings to bring the hopefcl prince
to a
knowled

ge of the truth,to lead him to renounce

idol'worship, and to become a believer in Christ.
The Christians in China number at present about
four thousand souls. Think of this number of na~
tive Christians on the wedding-day of their monarch, assembled together, in the name of the
Heavenly Father, to offer praises and to pray
that God’s kingdom: may come and his will
be
| done on earth as it is in heaven.
The Lord put
the first thought of this undertaking into
the
heart of one of our Baptist converts,
It was
once said of the soldiers of Christ, that ‘they
conquer on their knees.
If this is true, then we
may well call that day, a day of battle and
of vie¥
:
tory.
ASSAM.

The

Friend

There

We

prayer meetings at sunrise, and

i oud

dowments of our nature, if .commands only the lowest. Domestic service itself is
more attractive to women who work for

of India, in a late article, gives

They havé established a school
in Bellevue Hospital, in the

for

hope

nurses

of creat-

Ing a profession, with sométhing of professional spirit, position and pay, that will
draw out the dormant reserve of womaualy
pity upon which the best hopes of -humanity ever depend, into this choked and neglected channel,

. This poor world is full of unfledged angels, Who never devalop or teveal or even
know themselves, unt,
some fit appeal
coties

home

to wh

their breasts.

sympathy in

A little of suggestion and

example is sufficient to elicit the ministering spirit peculiar to “woman, in thousands

of istances

and in all ranks of society.

{ found in the Bellevue school for nurses
beautiful instances of this spirit, from the
extremes of society. A poor, uneducated,
and

even

dull

girl,

was

enthusiastically

killed by a tiger, his father, mother, brothers and

sisters all’ change their name;
any man ‘who
has been attacked by a tiger and has escaped, also changes his name to prevent the tiger knowing him again. « « The people are slow
0 to make
]

a promise because they meun to be faithful in its

observance.
They are affectionate fathers, kind
husbands, and in their conduct towards women’
conxiderate and respectful.
Already has the gospel taken root among them,

and there are several

ands of Christian Garos

AN

The
story of

INDIAN

PRINCE,

Macedonian tells a somewhat

romantie

Dhuleep Siugh, one of the sovereigns

India. He transferred his titles and authorit;
the British crown for a royal revenue.
eis
living a little out of London in one of the most
gorgeous palaces in England, combining the
splendor of Oriental life with

English

home.

Queen

the comforts of an

the “relig-

interest is encouraging. And

now,

v
hE

of)

self-devotéd to a pure labor of love among

these lowly sufferers, and her smile threw

‘a bright and kindling ray of love upon

each pallid countenance as she passed from

cot to cot.

Miss Borrden, or Sister Helen,

from England; who is the superintendent,

the realm. * After he had transferred his autho
ity to England, he became interested in the mis-

sionaries of India, among whom he was educated. He visited England, it was thought for the
purpose gf allying himself with some of the emj-.

leave her sphere of labor, or desert the cause of .
her family and her nation, The” Prince
offered

her his whole fortune with: unlimited
of religion. She took a year to consider

authority
to spend the whole income annually,
in the cause

ter; was married Sais
|ceived
by the Que

WX

the mate

3 on to England;
was fein Jepson; lives in regal
style; and yet is as simple-hearted and devote»
as when a barefooted peasant in India. All .
missionaries going to India start from her house

with their expenses paid,

a

»

1J
t
oh

him her annual visit, His court dress and jew1s outshine those of the proudest nobleman of

w
N

iad

Victoria has just made

neni families of the kingdom, . As he stood on anperforming the to others repulsive offices equality
with the
Queen it*was thought that it
to the sick—who in a hospital are, of course, would not be difficult to marry among
the prondnobility, but he went back to his coun y’
mostly very common and coarse persons, est
without an engagement. In one of the mission
and in many cases degraded by pauperism | schools, was sa young girl who had
lived with. .
her
widowed mother, and was distinguished for
and vice. "This girl, without mediocre talher simple piety. She walked several milesto
ents for anything else, seemed to have school; wore the simple dress of the country,’
something of a divine - gift for ministry to shoeless and unbonneteds .. She brought her fru

rank (such as American society admits

.

different places, who meet from Sabbath to Sabbath al vost'the year-round to sing and pray.

dinner, and ate it from a plantain leaf. The
are the sick. On thé other-hand, I found there | alrince
offered himself to this girl.
She refused
are living a young lady of hereditary wealth and him, mainly
on the ground that she would not

organize a.Santal church here.

cheering tokens of good.

my mind was troubled with many: doubts. i
I felt at times that God wag calling me to n tents while our mud house is . going up.
the ministry, and at othe fimes it seemed The people have given us a most hearty
clear to me that, my place was to work as a welcomé. *.On “the 8d prox. the Santal
layman anddo what 1 could fer Christ in that schoolmasters meet here for their semi.
capacity’; but I found no rest, no
eace. annual examination. We are holding daily
Then , prayed the Lord to give me three

igns, that 1, might kuow of a gurety that

ble for a millionaire to ‘place his wealth
where it could do more good or less evil,
or less to hinder good in others, than by
amply endowing a school of nurses in any
of our large cities.
Vibr.

much curious information concerning the Guaros
of Assam.
It says,‘ Squat; active and muscu.’
lar when young, they run to fatin later years.
Their faces are broad, with high cheek bones,
h their noses flat, their eyes like
almonds, and ob=
| 1.) It was voted'to request our For. Miss. wages, than
sick-nursing, and draws a het- liquely set. A strip of cloth six inches wide suf:
bois
Board to make regulations
similar to those ter class. So that
fices
for
clothing
to
the
men.
Decency doubles
politics
are not solely to this
of other societies,
for women. Both sexes love to weight
for the examination of new . blame
for the brutal character of hospital their width
.
.
.
.
ars with brazen rings, and to- cover their
| Missionaries in the vernacular at the close
service.
No sort of administration short of stomachs with necklaces of beads or scales of
f
their
first,
second
steel,
. The religjon of the Garos does not rise
and
third
| ©
bibl)years in the omnipotence could enforce the fiat, Let there above .demonoid
The evil spirits have to be
| country. (2.) Voted, that in view of the be
nurses. The State Charities Aid Society constantly propitiated by sacrifice... Every field,
[necessities of the work at Patna, and Sister
cress road, and bathing place "has its
have therefore found it their tirst duty to | footpath;
bamboo shrine smeared
blood and decoratCrawford’s need of a change, we urgently create nurses by slow and finite processes. ed with feathers or egg with
shells. When a Garo is

was a diligent student, and stood at the
Oiie BruMPORE, INDIA, Dec-27, 1873.
During this term of| request the Board to senda young ludy
head of his class.
The session of our Mission Conference study he preached regularly in the bazars|to her help at the earliest opportunity, (3.)
Voted that we all deeply regret the untimewhich closed on the 8d inst. was one of and showed decided improvement.
more

The head nurses receive
and the probationers
$10,

with board, lodging,

They found vulgar ignorant
.
gat,

,

to téll me, he was- not conscious of a call will cheer our friends at home. It was to
the effect that in view of the prospect of ty. On the contrary, whenever our sym| {0 the ministry, but was doing
only what
e feltit his duty to do as a : Christian lay- our soon dividing the Mission churches into pathetic nerves are directly touched, we
man.
While I repeatedly ¢alled his atten- two Quarterly Meetings, we: request to be are perhaps the most humane people on
Great good may
tion to the claims of the ministerial work, dismissed from the N. H.Y. M., that we the face of the earth.
organize a Yearly Meeting of our own therefore be hoped from the reports and
and prayed constantly that the Lord would may
|,
direct his young servant, I could not so in India. This indicates the lengthening recommendations of the State Charities
Taree
much as suggest to him that it would be 0 f cords and strengthening of stakes, The Aid Society.
his duty to leave all and follow Christ -as territory occupied by the Mission is now
A SCHOOL FOR NURSES.
his minister and a preacher of the gospel. so great that it ‘ is quite out of the question
But
sik-nursing, ‘or what
we mdan,
4are temptations
!
There
here which make us forYepresentatives o f all the churches
urches { to
X

| to attend the Biblical class.

Fah,

from vecessity.
$16 per month

originated

He has never been disobedi- also obtained an
act of the legislature constituting them representatives of the State
troubled again” with doubts. The MidnaBoard of Charitie

calls can become successful
of|
his gospel. "Jacob soon expressed a de5. I mist riot fail'to mention several imis not narrowed to sectarian channels.
order that he might |P: ortant votes of
the Mission committee.
Prayer, work, and sympathy forall men : si re to study in

a larger imitation,

drawn from the ranks of the probationers,

der the mame of the New York State-Char-

ent to the heavenly. vision, nor has he been

Mission Press. He was the
first person whom I baptized in India,” in request for his ordination ‘was unanimously
granted, and on the Lord’s day, Nov. 30th,
Nov., '65, four

very catefu’ anout, calling
ministry.
Only those whom

seem to be the secret.of these pastors’ success. They reap largely where they have
sown much. The lesson surely is worthy of

medical, two

May, but some of the head nurses are

un-

times and nations. Association was’ thits
forced upon thesé noble-hedited women.
The first great work was a systematic vis-

for him, that. he

a minister's in- and success.

dividual and social life, I wish to make
particular mention of his Christian experience and call to the ministry, Jacob was

ful

is evidently animated in his preaching by
love for souls, His heart is warm in his
work ; his views are liberal, aud his work

which are to continue daily until Saturday.

* Working Christians ssem moved to prayer. +
The union prayer meetings are marked by
profound feeling, and strong, earnsst
peti-

His

are persuasive, full of ‘spiritual interpreta-

two

‘ward and
I believe,
,
one night nurse for
of the sick, as nursand
esfn other capaci- the five, and this is “the allowance conties,—and such may still b&" found, and al- tributed by the county
toward the mainways will be found wmatil the administra tenarice of the ‘school:
4.
e., exactly what,
tion (though not the support) of charities its own ‘meager
and miserab

aske
him to d
do so,

months after our arrival at
he was publicly set apart to: the“ministry
From the first he has been an
of
the word by the imposition of hands.
earnest worker in the church and Sabbath
The service was as follows: Introductory
tional difference between them. school. His convert days exhibited a
He is always at work—he knows nothing of fervor -and maturity that often surprised exercises by J. L. Phillips; Sermon from
edsy-chair piety—he preached three ser- and cheered us. While still earning his Romasds 1: 14, by J. Phillips; Prayer by
mons on Watch Night, one for his own |! iving in the printing office he began ae- Silas Curtis; Coarge by J. L. Phillips;
people, ene for the Methodist, and a mid. companying native preachers to the “bazar, Hand of Fellowship by Kamala Kanta
Naika; Address to

Bowdoin Square.
Rev. My, Hamilton

at present embraces five

the hospital,

‘* probationers,” as the pupils are called.
are, of course, aware that ladies in "The
school has been in operation only since
this city, some two years .ago, formed a
last

-3

special

of

good. We all ‘prayed and wept together,
school system should be extended as rapidly
and praised God for<his great goodness. itation of -the public charitable institutions as abundant pecuniary means could do it.
This occurred in March, 72. The Confer- (more especially hospitals) throughout the Little more can be done beyond the present
would examine Jacob with a view to or.
state. Subsidiary
‘and yet sapplementary [ ““ product” of
ence
‘was held that very month, and Jacob
twenty per annum, until’
| dination. ‘The request was entertained,and
to this, came the organization of county greater
was received as a student ‘preacher. The
means are’ placed in the hands of
| # Committee appointed to conduct the exauxiliaries throughout the state. These aux- the
society. A call will probably be made
following November he was licensed fo
iliaries ¥ire not affiliated societies, but local for subscrip
| amination in open conference. Not 10 preach at’ the
tions by the year to carry on
request
of
the
Midnap
ore
speak of how well the candidate acquitted
committees of the State ‘Charities’ Aid So- further
operations. It would be. ‘impossichurch.
*
From
that
night
in
March
$f
which
ciety
himself, of his Jour
itself. They have been

would not have escaped from Dr, Lorimer.
| Heis one
of the most unsectarian of men,
and nothing seems so much to awaken

school

wards

You

prayer. | seitutions,

anked God for the two signs, and

entreated us all to pray

~The

surgical, and. one lying-in. Each ward
contains about twenty patients, and is tnder. the care of one head nursg and two

- New Yorr, Feb. 18, 1874,

pastor's wife |.

Bibi to confirm my faith by
giving
ie thiSoon
rd.
after,
" I had a dream

growth,’

case,

room; about one hundred persons arose in night sermon for a poor colored church.
the congregation for prayers at the close of Such a man’s church deserves to be a perthe sermon, and a very large vumber of petual revival, a continuous stream of reand such a church is that on
persons came forward to the front seats for. freshment,

~.

0

With all

special religious interest began in Tremont the highest Christian life at the Free MethTemple, in a quiet way, at almost the be- odist obutch, he was found present among
ginning of the winter. A little later a sur- the inquirers, and advised the members of
prising work of grace commenced in the his own church to go forward to the Met hTemple St. Free Methodist chureh, which odist altar fo seek larger experiences. He
still continues, and which has proved’ the was often heard praying fuside of the Meth.
means of more than two hundred professed odist altar, during the revival, and the
conversions. A revival of religion in the ‘young men of his church and those of
Bowdoin Square church followed, which the neighboring Methodist church to which
has already resulted in some sixty or sev- we have alluded, are accustomed to work
enty conversions, A revival is in progress together as though there was no such thing
as denomina

J

no

:
sentRoriquforth
rsedwould
whi mo.
druuit
en
thievis
h
and
insolen
sly, e, saying an ouve
creat.
t
that God
show very
me | brutal
ures, the very dregs of humanity, in charge

:

mittees presented able

/Muswering my
er

A day or tw

than

ae

‘Aday

not that sk

we hope there may

organized there.

Lori-

We believe that Dr. L.

so that

soon be a branch of the Santipore

from two

to'three. thousand were turned away from
the Temple, unable to find so much as
standing room

bat much

hho eae

Babhae

yet decided manneras a lady admirably
adapte
fo her chosen
d work,
»
Lp

and of solid, hard work. The other com:
‘| be entirely severed from political adminismittees also did their work well,
tration. They found abuses too numerous
Our,
from the post-ofce—whether directed to his name or
another’s, or whether he has subscribed or not—is of his nervous energy, he is a calm thinker, native brethren attend to this business, and pel.
rose and thanked God for answering my to be recountedin the limits of a letter, in
responsible for the payment,
a careful and judicious man.
are learning to acquit. themselves - honora:
rayel
2. ya prson orders yd aper Wiscontinued, he
at once to the pastor's all parts of the system itself. They found
mus
arrearages, or
As deserving of suagess is Rev. C.Y. bly. ‘When they all become diligent
publisher may conremonstrance and entreaty in all quarters
ouseto tell him my experience.”
work,
tinue bo send it until ayment
pays is e made,
and collectthe
whole amount, whet erthe paper is taken from the Swan, of the Bowdoin Square church, all of ers and cheerful burden-bearers, we shall
1 shall never forget his coming add wak- unavailing to remedy any of these shanieoffice or not..
have much more done than ‘now. We try
ful evils. It was a task too great for private
8. The courté have decided that refusing to take ‘whose energies seem consecrated to the
ing me, then begging with tears fhatel
newspapers and periodicals from the
to
teach
ost-oflice, or work of bringing souls to Christ:
and
them
single hands. .Great power and influ
that
-it
He
is
is
not
a
so much in would forgive him for his’ many
remo
and leaving them uncalled or, is prima
doubts ence must be concent
facie evidence of intentional fraud,
son of Rev. Mr, Swan, the venerable revi- producing a vivacions.and entertaining rerated against the
and his disregard of our advice. He told
valist, and inherits many of his father’s pe- port as in downright hard work throughout
abuses. By analogy, it was presumable
a When Agents receive remmms, no-percentage
me howit had now been made plain to
on moneys séu for the Star hallowed in addition.
culiarities. He is not always as careful in the twelve month, so as to produce mate- him
that he should preach, and that he dar- that such abuses permeated all the ramifiAa
We send send no books out to be sold on commis. what
he
says
rial
extempor
cations of public charitable administration,
for
Son, or otherwise, with the privilege of returnin
a
aneously
sterlin
as
g
Dr.
report,
Lorrepres
enting
bona ed not doubt again.
g
He confessed his through
imer, but he seems to possess even greater fide progress in all departments of missio
out the state; nay, the fact was
n weakness in stumbling
at what a brother
earnestness and fervor of sympathetic feel- work.
:
:
x
d spoken in Kindoss for his good, and ‘notorious of state clarities generally in all
ing» “Mr.
1.

o

immensely increased the number

ect,

it

8.

impressed me by her winning and cheorful

that he asia y carries the conviction of his schools, Revivals,ls,

|

are particularly requested to make their remittances
as large as possible and thus save expenses,
. Papers
Pay
are forwarded until an explicit order is
réceivedbry the |Publisher for their
iscontinuance,
and until payment of al arrearagesis made as re.
quired by law,
3%
subscriber 1s particnlarly re nested to note
the date on the label for the expir
¢
ation of his sub:soription; and to forward what is due for the ensuing
year, without further reminder from this.oflice,
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a case, escape the corruption which Though the teacher scarcely knows how
the classes np less, sad it may do “some good to all, or all needful Pouch permit.
Some are constrained by to take the time from classes,he invites him
29—31. Siply. a brief recapitulation and | the teacher and all
they
Iever saw.— good to some,

S. S$. Department.
.

?

REV.

BY

A.

H,

-~

passed before our minds, and full of spirit[ual instruction.

the experience

THE RED SEA.

The’ child-like con-

fidence that enabled them to follow into
the midstsof the sea,—the reward of that

,

14; 19-31,

closed.” These are some
of his brief notes on scholars :qf ‘this sehool,.
made’ in 1860.. * E. D— is a wealthy
physiciah in Boston; N. S—— is cashier
of a bank; I, De has been state senator ;
FW Pours and W. H. We are Free-

of the humble Christian in dwhen the school

his exodus from sin.

faith y—protection,—the

. GoLpeN Text: —* Thou in thy mercy
hast led forth-thy people which thou hast
rodeemed ; thou hast guided them 1in thy
strength unto thy holy habitation.”

removal

of

every

obstacle,—the overthrow of every.enemy,—
triumph,

a complete

wonderfu]ly

will Baptist ministers; H. S=—— is,a Uni-

develop-

ing the soul in its noblestparts. For then, versalist minister in Massachusetts, &c.”
«'Nov. 27, I commenced the Center
we are told, * the people feared -the Lord,
BR
and believed the Lord and his servant district school in Epsom, N. H. The FreeNOTES AND HINTS.
Moses.” And let them not fail to show will Baptists had no minister. T was rehow Egypt's hardness of heart, persistent quested to supply the desk on ‘the Sabbath.
and blindness, rashness, and terrible “I told them I would, provided® the church
19, 20. The angel of God here referred folly,
n when God’s face shone upon’ would work with me for a. reformation.
rnatio
conste
.to was evidently the cloud that ‘had hitherto
through tbe cloud, showing them They agreed to.. I had five meetings or
gone before them as leader ; for while God them
danger, and their final terrible over- nore weekly for 13 weeks in succession,
was their real leader, this cloud w as the their
How
throw, but, faintly pictures the confusion I often got home at 10 or 11 o'clock, and
wisible symbol of God’s presence,
and everlasting sorrow that shall over- avould sit up to swdy till 1. A reformaHebrew's
simple.
terribly impressiveto the
whelm the soul thaf fights against God. tion broke out. I also held a meeting at
heart must have been this changing of the
If these lessons be faithfully taught by Rev. Edson Hill's, Northwood. Dea. Locke
cloud from front to rear. Isaiah 58: 8. God.
rs who go from their closets to their and ‘myself often went fo N— and - held
is always at the point where the need is teache
s}ng will "surely follow. evening’ meetings. Av powerful reyival.
seblessi
greatest. The children of Israel ¢¢ were clasGod's
commenced. Dea.L. labored here “yrith
sore afraid” when they saw the war ¢hariots
me for many weeks. Many were converted
across
them
of Egypt rolling’down upon
and
baptized here. "All the societi®s in
the plain. Their courage was fast oozing

~ Communications.

out. God shuts out the terrible vision with
a cloud. .Thus, daily does he cover from

the eyes of his lov ed ones a thousand dangers, the sight of which would appall the
soul and paralyze its energies. Nor this
alone. -It also conceals the Israelites from
blood-thirsty

their

Itis ‘‘ dark-

enemies.

ness” to the Egyptians, and in that darkness they are confused and unable to accomplish their wicked purpose; but it is
Thus God ever
“light” to the Hebrews.
plants himself between those that love him

their foes, not only guarding them in

and

“front and rear, but surrounding them with
his holy presence, He “hides the trusting
soul in his pavilion. (Ps. 17: 5). Of every
evil he says, * It shall not come nigh thee.”
Thus

also

it frequently

happens

thatthe

same circumstances which bring darkness
and confusion to the sinner, bring light and
joy te the Christian.. Many a trustful soul
whom the world thinks groping its weary

way in darkness is really walking in a raThe shadows which the
diant circle.
world sees are only the outward symbol of
God’s presence, which incloses his. very
pavilion, its fleecy walls radiant as gold in

the light of life.
21, 22. ' “ And

.

Lét the teacher carefully, close of my term, I had formed many happy acquaintances hefe, and. I. was sorry

point out thé many features here similar to

We

LJ]

Strafford academy. Van Dame adds, * I
bad an exhibition in the evening at the

is indeed a most wonderful picture that has

”

EXODUS

I had then just closed my first term at the

narrative. ' It

brought out in the previous

a

HEATH.

was one of the best schools

important . points

most

of the

summary

‘Sabbath School Lesson.—March 1.
NOTES

Moses

stretched

out

his

should

town shared in this solemn work of God.
The interest in Epsom constantly imcreas-

ow

Dame.

Prof. B. Van

ed.

be rendered ** east” or ** south ;”

possibly it gvas south-east. The. Hebrew
word translated‘ east” ;means primarily
previous ; so that this verse might, perhaps,

be rendered,—‘* The Lord caused the sea
to go back by a strong previous wind all
that night.” Thus removing the difficulty
of supposing the hosts of Israel crossed the
sands in the teeth of a wind strong enough
to heap up waters as a wall on either side
of a dry path. The phenomena of that
pathway through the sea, inclosed in liquid
‘walls, are not sufficiently explained by the
presence of the wind, God's hand must
have parted those waters; the wonderful
deed was accompanied by a mighty wind,

studies,

as later the *¢ still small voice” upon Horeb

to

CHAPTER VI.

folds

between:

fol-

them and

their enemies in the rear.

23-28. “The Egyptians pursued.” Blinded by the darkuess of the cloud, it is probable they did not know the ground on which
. they were traveling. Sinners seldom realize their danger.
Many a soul to-day
-stands

-in the-midst of the sea, readyto be

swallowed up, and they do not know it.
Their sin had made the Egyptians.rash and
heéedless,—a Common effect of sin upon
the human soul.

** In the morning watch.”

At sunrise, a little bafere6, A. m., in April.
“ The Lord locked ‘through the cloud.”
It is

probable

the side of the pillar’of

eloud toward the Egyptians was suddenly,
for a few moments,illuminated with a blaze

of ‘light, which, coming

refulgent

flash

as

it were

in a

upon the dense darkness

which had preceded, so frightened the horses
of the pursuers that they rushed confusedly together -and -bgeame unmanageable.”
Every soul is filled-with terror at the sudden manifestation. So the.eye of God will
one day fall upou every sinful heart. It
will be a terriblé hour for the

soul.

“ Let

us flee,” was the ery thatrang along the
~ terror stricken ranks of the Egyptians. But
it. was too late for flight; for already their
serpent rod which Pharaoh despised is being waved over those stroubled waters,
They {sel the

spell of their

enchantment

“broken. God’s hands that divided the wa“ters. and held them apart are removed, It

only needs the removal of God's care to
destroy the sinner. ‘And thus the blood-

thirsty host of Egypt are swallowed up fn
the deep.

Thus too shall

winterI conjinued

in French

recited

my

to Dr. H.

school, but was

‘ ORDINATION CERTIFICATE. This certificate is

brick building erected at Gilmangon Center,

a beautiful village, at which also they had
a prosperous academy. This seminary was
now in operation with two Professors and
thirty students. Thither Rev. C. Small,
and Van Dame as soon ashe could, made
tracks, in order to enter the next y ear's
class. -Van Dame must first work up some
fands. He says, “I continued at Strafford
till Sept. 26. 1836. and then began my
school at Deerfield . Parade on the 29th.
Soon as this school closed,
I commenced
one in Northwood; and after my term
closed here, I left for Gilmanton, and
entered the Theological Seminary. We
now began the Hebrew language, and recited also in the Greek Testament. Mr.
Hidden was .Preceptor of the Academy.
I recited in French to him, and as an offset
used to hear some of his classes. On one

|

every rebellious

soul finally be overwhelmed and swallow.-

iven as an assurance that brother Bartholomew
an Dameis a regular member of the F. B.
church in Deerfield,N. H., and that he has this
day been publicly ordained to the work of the
Christian
ministry, in accordance
with
the
usages of our denomination and the wishes of
ihe church in this place.

out down somse of the side shoots of sin,
while the huge trunk still rears its ‘un-

poll

in this country are

Clough, Dr. Harper, and Joseph Clough.
Journal adds, * I suppose that these three
brethren Were the richest men ever ordained by a F. B. council.” April 12, Van

Dame baptized six converts, and May. 13th,

and desired mé to take charge of the Academy, whichIdid. By request of the Professors, 1 heard the theological class -in
Latin,” At this time he not unfrequently
attended Rev. Peter Clark's meeting two

two others.

trary to my expectations.”

traveling

several

miles

on foot.

Often

was he urged to open a school in many a
town. He says, ‘“ At the close of the secong/term, Eld. Small and myself went to
Newfield, Me., where I was requested to

open a High

School, Hosea Quinby,

ceptor,

Spent

the night

House.

I visited

Pre-

at the Boarding

x78

P. 8. B.

mm

capturing some of the

the

citade)

of

outcasts,

self-indulgence

remains

sturdily defiant, his labor is in vain, To
sceure - the salvation of men who will

from

neryes, and are like other men?

it are allowed to penetrate and illum-

Zeal

and Prudence

in

Pastors.

BY CHARLES C. STARBUCK.
—

—

guilt, “lest he should be hindered

by them

ical doctrines are not applied

‘as the chief

instrument of renovation, all mere attacks
upon specific forms of evil doing are very
nearly, if not altogether, a waste

of effort.

the

whole

ed teachers might have kept her free.

John

Buzzell,

the

wrong doing as aimed at themselves..
They are not wont to stigmatize the acts of

their .own

daily lives with - epprobrious

names, nor to imagine that the preacher is

too, are willing to denounce.

rebuke of wrong-doing

It isnot

which

the

disquiets

_ | men, but the rebuke of their own. particuwhich lar wrong-doings, which afouses them,
sometimesto anger,

sometimes

to ‘repent-

each ance, always to feeling.
Now this application of truth, which men
zeal
hand are so slow to make to themselves, must be
pru- | made to them, and the pastor may find it
all. “his hardest, but surely not his least necces:
The moral sluggishness of mankind, how- sary work.
ever, brif#s the former oftener than the latIt may be thought, however,
nor do we
ter into disrepute, and ‘‘zealot” is a term of deny thata conversion to genuine faith will
reproach, whilst “conservative” is assumed ofitself be likely to open the eyes of him
as a title of honor.
who experiences it to the real character of
In the pastoral office, which alone we now former sins.
But the objection remaios,
consider, zeal has a province of. action as- that to preach
the evangelic doctrines
signed to 1t without controversy, and an- without applying the evangelic precepts to
other province of action to which many all the “delinquencies of ‘the hearers is a
disallow
‘its claims,
All expect the method fruitful of spurious conversions.
pastor to deal faithfully with the indiWhen the gospel is only so far preached

ister of Christ. All allow, too, that
may-exist in unhealthy excess, that
without prudence destroys with one
what it builds with the other, and that
dence without zeal builds nothing at

vidual conscience concerning

“1 was one of that tweuty,”—and he added,
“My, Van Dathe taught all \ day long
through the weekg=studied nights till 12
o'clock, and when it came Sunday preached to the people.” His school attractéd a
|good many visitors;
— (+ Eid. Porter 8. Byr--

his apostles sent it forth, redeeming men,
indeed, from’ the painful yoke of yain attempts to build up ‘a fabric of Justifying
deeds, but implanting within them a principle whose legitimate development is in
every act of righteousness and benevolence,
a principle felt in the inward state, the outward life and the social relations of men.

those duties

influ

delusion into which it has allowed them to

ences of religious truth. may. be ‘trusted for
the gradual removal of sins Which will not
bear an open rebuke.
The former argament, must either Gen
that the pastor. who passes over sins in. his

Thug the church, the living witness
of the truth; is corrupted, and the evangelical principles, whose mere announcement

Secondly, that the indirect

Lh

Rey. George King.
|

a—i—

The above named brother, the subjeet of
this article, died at his residence
ton, Vermont, Nov, 1
1872,

in Sutaged 57

years,
As the deceased kept-no journal, and as
the statistics furnished by his friends’ are
very few, but compara ively little can be

said by ther way of ‘exiet statements, respecting either his life or Jabors in the
ministry.
He was a relative, —néphew, we think,—

of Elder Nathaniel King of Tunbridge, Vt.,
and is said to have

possessed

some

of" the

‘characteristics of that well known
father.” He

was

converted

pioneer

when a

twelve years of age, was baptized by
John Hilliard and united with the Free

Baptist church at Topsham. Rev.

H. F.

co-laborer

‘Soon

Dickey, brother-in-law, and for some time
of the deceased, says:

after his conversion bis mind , was exercised with the ‘subject of preaching the
gospel, -but he did not engage in the
work till some time after,”

Rebords show that Bro. Kihiy was licens
edto

preach

in 1850,

and

was ordained

at Goshen Gore, Oct. 1, 1856, Revs. Jonathan Woodman,

-R.. D.

Richardson

and .

David Cross being members of the coun-

cil. At this time he was forty years old,
surrounded with a growing family, for the

him to the ministry, he felt that
do all in his power to follow the
of God's providence in the line of
cial work. ‘So we find him going

de stitute community to another, as was the

ners, In this way he
he can dis- Eden, Craftsbury, Albany
charge, except by separating himself,in adjacent towns, ‘Some
‘in
the beginning of his ministry, not from in- were very successful
dulgence to the weaknesses, or even the Methodist m¥ndster, who
errors of men, not from

a wise

discretion

he must
openings
this spefrom ‘one

custom of the fathers, preaching the gospel
of comfort to saints and salvation to sin-

These duties I see not how

ciated with- Bro.

King

held

meetings in

and many

other

of these eftorw
saving souls.
A
had been asso
in

revival

worl,

ance of any great offense; by an earnest- bors.
His last ord charge was that of the
ness to deliver the brotherhood of faith
church
at South Wheelock. But his health
from any complicity with the works of the
god of this world, an earnestness that will baving failed so that he could not to his
grow stronger, not weaker, in proportion own satisfaction do the full work of a good
as the bad have gained boldness and the minister, he resigned his pastorate and purgood have been misled.
Knowing that ‘chased a farm in Satton, on which he lived
human permission given to an act of s¥lf- the remaining years of his life. Bro.
ishnesscan not convert it into right, he will King and his companion also transferred

their membership to Sutton church.
Though relieved of the mere public dudeter him from delivering his messageto
ties
of the ministry, Bro. King did not
the conscience that would sereen itself be-

not

let depraved custom or misapplied law

hind these bulwarks.
In fine, his princi entirely abandon preaching. As his health
ple in explaining to men the circle of moral and’secular duties would admit, he wus
duties into which the divine economy of the accustomed to carry the gospel to destigospel of holiness expands itself, will be tute neighborhoods, and always manifested
zeal for the truth of Christ ever supreme a readiness to supply the pulpit of a brothand governing, the caution of a sound er minister; or help in time of revival.
For the purpose of visiting friends, and
judgment ever at hand as its counselor:
Prudence in everything, silence in nothing. ‘with a hope of improving his health, Bro.
King spent the fall and winter of 1870 traveling in the west, In beholding a large
Ill-Bred References. portionof the ‘‘Great West,” the anticipa-

The remark of Fred Douglass, that President Lincoln was one of the most perfect

fall.

some think enough to purify society, are
robbed of their living power;

and

turned

tions of a lifetime were gratified;
a good visit with his friends, and
the hearts of God's

ple

by

he had
cheefed
preaching

gentlemenin America, giving as a reason the gospel in connection with several Quar:
for that opinion, that he had spent’ several terly Meetings. Thus far his tour was a

which though many neflect them, all acknowledge,
and those sins ‘which though

matters.

.

the moral sense of maukind; a duty fo the support of which, much of his time was
Head of the church to represent his gos- necessarily given to secular pursuits.
pel in the fair proportions in which he and Yet, with the feeling that God had called

to men as-to stir their sensibilities, and hours in his company, without once being
create a vague uneasiness in their conscion- reminded of his color, is worthy of the atoldest living® F. W. Baptist minister. I
ces, without bringing into view the full
was in the room where all the F. W. B. many commit them, none defend. Here he extent of its requirements upon their lives, ‘tention of all those who have communication with persons of a different color; race
ministers with Eld. Randall bad once met Thay speak plainly.
they do not find it hard to compose their or religion.
Why: not apply this plain
Oni the other hand, there are customs and- uneasiness by a half submission, which
to lay the foundation foxythe future prosprinciple
of
good
manners in.our inter
perity of the Freewill ‘Baptist. depomina- practices that will not so patiently bear re- lulls thelr anxiety without loosening their
course with all races or classes of people,
tion. I opened my school in the Drew buke, customs and practices for the sup-grasp on the things which they are most viz., ‘Never call attention to any personal
district,” West Newfield, Aug. 28, 1837,” pott of which many ‘are linked tégether,
reluctant to surrender,
peeuliarity in company” P—or this, ‘Never
This happensto be my native town, smd violations of justice or benevolence which
ls No one may conclude nimself possessed remind a person of any thing that may
the old school-house of my boyhood; and
re blended with men’s personal . interésts, SY zniine faith, who does not find within
cause pain” Pp ©
I ask the reader’s indnmlgence to a someinterwoven with the framework of so-.
himself a true willingness to follow to its
Many of the best friends of the colored
what particular description of Van Dame's: ai which can ‘summon to their ‘aid ‘the
uttermost details that principle of love people can do them no’ good, principally
school here, as showing the min, upon forces of specious argument,and even clothe
which is the foundation and essence of because they fiegléct in their intereourse
the principle that by one you may judge of themselves with the sacred sanction of law.
Christian virtue.
‘with them some of the plainest prinéiples
the many—¢ pluribus unum-—and promising These, in different, societies, are diverse in
-But one may easily fancy he has this wil-. of politenvss.. They are constantly rethat I will ‘skip: over his next dozen of form, and diverse also in degree, but: in
lingness, whose religions teacher does not minding them of their color, or of ‘their
schools taught in New Markét village, Lee, ‘some measure they ° exist everywhere.
by trhcing out for him former condition of servitude,- showing at
Epping, dnd other towns in New Hamp- Against these great sins, some think the test its genuineness
its
application
to
daily
life. Many please the same time that they regard both a8 a
preacher may not wisely speak. His inshire.
themselves with a certain glow of devotion- misfortune.
fluence
against
thesé'must
lie
in
his
own
His journal continues: ‘I ‘had fifty
al zeal, or dignily with the name of ChrisLet us illustrate the case. Suppase’ you
gcholars,—twenty who had kept school. It] example, and his general teachings,though
tian love the impulses of a barren emotion, are going to address a company of students’
lie
may
not
mention
them
‘by
name.
Here
was dne of the best ‘schools I have ever
whose confidence of their good _ estate in a school-robm. You begin, “My “young
had, and one of the most laborious on ac- prudence must rule, and zeal be still,
4
would quickly vanish ander such a test.
colored friends, 1 have always been a
count of. the many classes,” I chanced, . Forthis silence, two chief reasons are
In the dark days
If this be neglected, the. church may Le: friendof the black man.
a few weeks since, fo bé riding with a urged. First, that the pastor can accomplish
much
collatergt
good
without
periling
of
slavery
I
"did
great
things."
T believe
flooded
with
false
Christians;
whom
the
parishioner, and our conyersation recurring
to Van Dame; and to this school, he said, — his influence by an interference in disputed policy of silence will keep in the same self- colored young men and women are just as
Eld.

When we

preach to them or speak to them,

ciples of right into all their ramifications of in his methods of dealing with different told us that he had witnessed scores of
detail, nor to take general denunciations of classes of sins, but from a continued toler- conversions in eonpection with his la-

~

Zeal and prudence are qualities
all acknof®tledge should distinguish thé min-

They

why not
course of practice. The hely volume of remember simply. that they dre men and
God, it is true, does not lack fullness and women, and reason with them and perfaithfulness, but men will still iaterpret it suade them as such, and not asa class P|
by the voice of the loving teacher, and if “Put yourself in his place.”
SOUTHERN TEACHER.
he omitsto declare it in any important re-

ine the whole circle of duty,

not hear all the wilk of Ged is impossible; to aim at securing less than their
salvation is the extreme of unfaithfulness.
-On the other hand, suppose it be said, silation, the deficiency will stil] be thrown
lence respecting the sins of a powerful few,
will leave the pastor unmolested to *labop- back and imputed to the blessed revelation.
for the highest good of the rest.
But the itself. No
And if Christianity thus "suffers in outpastora} office pledges to a faithfalness
“without exception. It will not allow its in- ward reputation, no less is the universal
cumbent to save one soulby neglecting an- church distracted and confused, when she
finds her strength needed for exhausting
other;
How it.wonld shock all, should the
pastor, at his installation, let his people efforts to deliver herself from some enorknow that he meant to discriminate thus mous evil, from which more explicit declaramong them, leaving some unrebuked of ations of the law of Christ by her appoint-

meaning to do so when he denounces some
abstract injustice,or selfishness which they,

+e

of African descent,

Many of them are people of culture,

The cross is i seen or acknowledged in. read the newspapers and magazines. ‘Why.
not remember that they have hearts and
while | its true efficacy unless the rays that proceed

up in the floods of God's anger. £Theve
remained .not' 50 much. as one of them,” -bank and his ‘brother, Eld. Samuel Bur “hearers for which they will not tolerate re- into un empty form “of Words, that interNeither will there be ‘ so much as one” bank, visited my school. I introduce this proof, may ddo them good in other respects, pose no chéek to the graspings of worldly
winner who shall escape the vengeance of short. quotation, since it gives mea good or it means that by declining to irritate the desires, shat trouble not the “conscience ‘ o
- the Most High in ‘that day when he shall opportunity to say, that we perceived at a influential few hé may have freer scope the extortioner, the oppressor or the dealer
judge the world.
: glance a noble enthusivm on the part o for his labors among. the quany; that he in evil things. Nor do the ministry, in
rte
Ap
0)

policy prescribes, will be used as an argument for the impotency Qf the gospel itself.

healthy growth; if - his ‘wartare result-but

‘The real question is, whether a prevailing
evil, especially when clothed with a speARTHUR CAVERNO,
cious show of lawfulness, is likely to disap¢ Members.
JOHN KIMBALL,
pear under the mere announcement of the
DANIEL P. CILLEY,
Epsom, April 10th, 38.”
Christian _ scheme in its general statement,
Bro. Kimball preached; Cilley made the without any endeavor being niade to show
ordaining prayer,and gave the haad of fel. . particularly the inconsistency of the praclowship, and Caverno gave the. charge
gr tice. in question with the spirit which perthe above occasion. . .
8
vades that scheme.
The human intellect is weak in moral
- On the next day, Rev. Van Dame and
things,
the human heart is deceitful. Men
Dea. Locke attended the ordination of three
men in Canterbury, namely, Jeremiah are none too well inclined to trace the prin-

occasion he wished to be absent a week,

This summer he also preached several
low their leader along that path that stretched its mysterious way betweemthose watery "Sabbaths with the chureh [in Loudon. He
delivered a Temperance “address on the 4th
Jaws of death! And yet how safely they
ro
i
of July in Farmington,—nog- as always
march! Those heaped up waters have no
menace. for them. They are real walls of showing himself the indefatigable, irrepresprotection; on either flank they are safe sible Van Dame. In his vacations, it was
from attack, while Moses and Aaron march his wont to ‘visit much, either in places
before with their matchless wands, and where he had taught, or to attend conventhe cloud of God's presence shuts down tions and quarterly meetings, frequently

. its impenetrable

and

this

Dickey ofE. Iclosed my

that spoke to Elijah. *‘Into the midst of miles away, and sometimes preached for
He adds, ‘ When I left, the peothe sea.” How sublime the spectacle! How him.
ple
remunerated
me for my services congrand the faith that enabled that timid mul-'
. titude of men, women and children

During.

If the former is meant, I. answer, that it very self-respect. to change an uneasy 8i- to speak.
The stranger commences his addroess—
defense of wrong, and
is indeed possibleto indusié: the ‘cultivation lence into an open for.
at “My dear young Yankees—I am. deeply
whom
enemy
the
fighting
‘found
are
of many of the duties and, decencies of . life
declined to. engage. In interested in’ your welfare. To’ be sure,
in men who still cherish-evil in their hearts, first they merely
. tq defend you are the descendants of the long faced
case, thé few who
a
such
|
nor is this result of pastoral labor wholly
not altogether Puritans. Your fathers were ¢
yet*
guilty,
and
rot
if
are,
fil,
Valueless. ~ But it is not the function of the
as representing the mean and of
eles’
I
believe
taken
y
unreasonabl
plants
sickly
the
Christian minister to tend
"of becoming gentlemen
who are silent,.and a scandal is you are capafffe
of a superficial virtue. He is an embassa- many
approving that which and ladies,”
of
all;
:
upon
brought
dor for Christ, appointed to turn men from
It seems to me, “also, that our newspaby what they deem
hoping
been
have
they
‘selfishof
Satan to God, from the dominion
a judicious silence, fo undermine.
i
pers and magazines can afford to set the
ness to the practice of tha
love t
which work-| #
example of Christian courtesy in this matss
Moreoyer.
the
powerlessne
of
the
mueth no ill fo its neighbor, 1fhe fil in this,he
ter. More than one eighth of the people
tilated
form
of
Christian
truth
which
this
fails in his mission. -If‘he does nothing but

We conclude then, that, the minister of
“requested to teach a private term, which I in his efforts for the everlastifg good of
, . STUDIEMIMEOLOGY.—IS ORDXINED.
did. From Dee. 10th; till March 4th, I had others. Such an announcement of premed- God, the pastor of a Christian flock, owes
Van Dame thought somewhat of taking held 70 meetings, and taught a large school itated neglect would fill all his hearers with a duty to prudence, that he speak nothing
horror; w hy not then the fact of such neg- rashly, nothing out of proper time and
a college course, ‘My chum left for col- meantime.”
.
place, nothing with heat or bitterness;
lege. I was not ableto go through college
“ After my school closed, it was my in- lect ?
but that he owes also a duty to his own
Except in Latin tention to resume. my theological course , ‘No; he is todeal plainly and snl with
on account of money.
manhood, not to crush into a cowering sid
than
advance
every
man,
and
if
any
thrust
him
away,
on
rther
was.
I
and Greek,
at Gilmanton,—but the religious state here
admission to any college would require. [I was such that the church ‘wished me to be their headw, not on his, is the blood of those lence the indignation that rises within him
may truthfully add, he was farther advanc- ordained and settle with them. This, I from the.midst of whom they have driven at the sight of wickedness enthroned in influence and girded with power; a duty to
ed in the sciences and mathematics, than said, I should mever submit to as far as him.
his hearers that he leave them not to deBut,
after
all,
how
little,
even
of
outward
one-half of college graduates ever become.]
myself was concerned. * But for their good
Iwas now 28 years old. But if-[ had had | and the cause of God, 1 might. EIld. B. good, can be accomplished: when some ceive themselves with vain hopes, while redeadly upas taining a hold on forbiddep. things; a duty
the means, with my present views and Manson had baptized some, —but others wide-spreading evil, some
tainting
all
society,
spreads
its
branches far to the church of the living God, that by
thirst for knowledge, I would have enter- were waiting ; and the church urged.
Ire“applying every test of genuine obedience,
;
ed if I had been forty.” Thus he felt com- luctantly, consented. The Freewill Bap- and wide.
and by unfolding in its fullness, the law of
this
in
We
come
now
to
the
second
chief
argudesires
his
pelled to crush down
tists and ‘Congregationalists,in the latter
Christ,
he may help to save her, so far as
ment
for
this
silence
concerning
moral
evils
bd
has’
man
young
a
many
as
direction,
part of March, each held a protracted
human power can
go, from the intrusion
that
are
strongly
entrenched
in
influence
to do since.
meeting, and much good was done. The
into
her
communion,
of
ungodly men, that
and
interest
namely,
that
they
will
be
betthe:
Just previously to our present date,
day for my ordination was arranged for
be
may
save
her
from
the
reproach of inter
removed
by
general
Christian”
teaching
in
churches
and
pastors
Congregational
April 10th.” This day and the meeting
this state had decided, —much as they re-. were all that could be desired; and I quote than by direct attacks. Certainly, every terposing the sanctity of her name and the
veréd Andover, they must have a Theo- ‘the original ducument, in the beautiful one who believes perfect virtue to be the authority of her voice to harbor offenses,
offspring only of faith in the Lord Jésus, which,however deeply intertwined with the
logica: School in New Hampshire,—fands handwriting of chairman of the council:
must also believe, that where the evangel- interests of selfish men, are condemned by
had been secured, and a large three story |

~hand over the sea ;” probably holding the
rod that was transformed into a serpent,
and which had become a scepter of wonderful power. How convincing this grand
sight must have been to the trembling multitude, that Moses was divinely appointed
to his great work. Thus their confidence
in him would be strengthened.
¢‘ A strong
. east windA’. Opinions vary as to whether
it

TRIG

yg

R]

capable of improvement as white ones.” °

|

Now imagine how comforting
this must
be to a company of young men and women,

most of them

ambitious,

‘many

of them

very sensitive and some of them with better brains and more accomplished manners
than the ‘Speaker.
+
ii
_ Tam proud of being a Yankee; and yet I
have been called a Yankee when it was

anything but pleasant.
gentlemay

Visiting

guccess.

But he returned

with the

diseased body, made more feeble

posures incident to a long journey,
After
this he went out but little, though he attended church as long as he was able.
June 4, 1871, was a happy day- to him
and his companion, as they then witnessed
the baptism of their two youngest sons,
and their reception into the church of their
choice. The circumstance was especially
affecting, as these two weve the last of a
large family of children who had thus followed the Saviour and tie worthy example
of their. parents,

The ast time Bro. King attended public
worship. he, assisted. in‘ the administration
of the Lords Supper.

We

get his remarks to the

church

can’ never
on:

in Boston,

for-

that

oc-

casion, which proved to. be his ‘dying testimony. . He seemed to have a presentiment that thal was to be his last mieetiug

with the church militant.” He spoke freely
of the past, and hopefully of the future.

He was in sympathy with our yarious

moral enterprises, and had for years vontributed liberally for their support. He did
what he could to educate his family, and,

died with some evidence

would

God

that

answer his prayers in setting apart at least

one of his suns for the ministry. Just before his death he gave. diliberate -and minute divections respecting his funeral,

then

committed all to a convenant keeping God.
rand sweetly fell asleep in. Jesus. Funeral
attended by the writer, assisted by Rev. ‘B. -v¢
8. Moody and others.

Text,

Job.

“Imagine a strange —27., Seteeted by the deceased.

a ‘school

sme

by ex-

P, hy

19:25

Winer.

know why

Selections,

be early and deeply impressed on over,

the Omnipotent accomplishes

child) and it should

only yery slowly, and with long delay, and

|

A Legend.

from

with a long series of short stéps of prog:
fess, results which it would seem: that
alt might have brought into being
mighty
at once P No; to understand this at all, we

uncleanness

‘and: ' unfidiness

shrinks from vice ~N,

¥.

those who are imposed. upon.

as it

Tribune.

————

Pulpit Manners.

in the pulpit:

:

Se:

ra

. . +,

+

lady

of Presbytery the other

VE ER YE AE fad a

' «.0

Gathering the Fragments.

Lord,
I thank thee that my feeble strength
ted at m

; hh

sweet

thy service

\

ng!

and

#

how

safe

\

thy

“While souls that loved thee saw béfore them
90
suit holer hights of loving sacrifice,”

day, complaints were made that democracy

was Springing 4 in the church.

It was

is a-

mand

was not given by the Saviour from

is

the

sentiment

son.

in Life.

A common street cry of the day is: Give
.us plenty of your charity, but none of your

dogufas.

of

In other words: Give us plenty

your sweet fruit,

with

and

your

but

don’t

botherus

hidden mysteries about roots

engrafting..

For

our

part,

we

join

heartily in the £1 for more fruit; but we

are not content tb tie oranges with tape on
dead branches, lighted with small. tapers,
. and dance around them on a winter even-

ing.
This may serve to amuse children;
but we are grown men, and life is’ earnest.

‘We, too, desire plenty of good fruit; and,
. therefore, we busy ourselves in making the
tree good, and then cherish its roots with
all our means and all our might.
J
There are two errors, equal and opposite.” Those who teach

high

doctrine

and

wink at slippery practice in. themselves
~~—and others fall into a pit on the right hand ;

“

those Who

i

preach np all the charities.an

ignore or

denounce the truth and

that grasps it; fall into™a

the

faith

pit on the left.

Let not one man say, I bave roots; and another, I have fruits. If you have
ts,
letus see what fruits they bear; i Jou

have fruits, cherish tlie root whereon they
Wiles,

back,

but there
i

Had nothing been said, the ‘disciples

conform

to established usage.

seem to think a hindrance rather than a mean
{ omy

ny.

Under the name of econ-

The

3
The Bible
kept it, and

Bible

a Road.

DEA.”

“ CSme unto me all ye that labor and are
heavy laden, and I will give you rest.”

*¢ Cast thy burden on the Lord and he will
sustain thee.” We have friends who, because they can not sleep well, put’ under
their head at might, a pillow of hops; but
they have never tried the better pillow fill
ed with the myrrh and frankinsence from

it, must keep

on!

Their creed is that roll of saints shows

of

charity.

all the

majesty

ed through in} Preparaory

ago-

with

evils that flow

ly, my son ?”

Money this Bible? It is but a book. We must
Extrava- | not idolize it. We must not lean on a Letter. Herein is the power of its spell; it is
Mulititudes have been living beyond their the spiritual road.
No more does the level
infdomes. Luxury has been invited in to grade, the mark of wheels uncounted, the
| dinner, and refuses to leave at tea-time. | fine dust which stones have been ground
| The pocket-money of the boys and girls in | into, or the straight ouward line: that
[2a modern family would bave supported | stretches to your home or the city walls,
the _ grandfather's
pousehold.
The great show where the population have found it
trudge, than

I abjure truth ? ** Belovéd, if God so lov- | will keep us in school - till we have got the | alone, or for the first time.
ought

also to love one another.”

lesson.

In scattering

for worldly pleasure

The Apostle John got his charity-from the men have driven fleet horses; in saving for
bosom -of the Master, whereon he lay, worthy uses they have ridden snails. Flashe
Where do the modern apostles obtain theirs? | ion has been reigning in a fool's paradise.
How can you move the world if you have | Hundreds of nice young men have been donothing but the world to lean your lever on? | ing nothing but part their hair in the midThe Scriptures present the case of a man dle, and spend their father’s earnings. And
~ who was as free of dogma as the most ad- as many nice young women have been stick"vanced secularist could desire,and who was, ing their hair on the op of their head, and
notwithstanding, wofully lacking in charity. helping then. Now,Go has come to : cut out:
“What is truth P” said Pilate ; and he did not the proud flesh, and good and bad alike will
wait for an answer, for he bad made up his | feel the knife. In the practice of simplici-

mind that no answer could be given,
late

was

not

burdened

with ‘a

Pi-

ton, with

ty, honesty,

sincerity,

true

hristian duty begins.

economy,

matical

can

be

found

articulate demand

in all the creeds of

for a confession of his

faith upon the
point. And how did the
Master receive it? He not only acquiesced
in. the doctrine und the expression of it by
his servant, but departing in Some

from his usual habit of calm,

¢

measure

unimpassion-

ed speech, he broke into an elevated and
exultant commendation : ¢ Blessed art thou,

Simon Bar-jona; for flesh and blood hath
‘not revealed it unto thee, but my Father

which is in heaven.?

+

Let men keep con-

genial company, and let things be called
y their right names. Either doctrine—
truth revealed by God and accepted by man
—either doctrine is ‘decisive and
fundamenial for the salvation of sinners and the
- regeneration of the world, or Jesus Christ
was a weakling, You must make your
choice, . The divinity of Christ; as confessed by Peter,

Save frag-

Habits

In the coal-pit where Joe worked,

of the men would jeer

miss no chance to laugh at Joe.
|
One day, as Tim and Joe ‘were

never

rendering

it.

Good

husbands,

good wives, good parents rarely, if ever,

milk togkim,

Geology and all the sciences

-

which

to flet,

tell fixing

8 consumed in the growth

hat

childrn

One can't

themselves up.”

to

dress;

Spend

breakfast

much

time

«Al very true; hut

doesn’t go round « barefooted

ha 1” cried Tim,

MOTTOES,

D. LOTHROP

GIRLS.

went

& CO.

§ a8

came

back

to

said one

:

A

Adventures. .1 50

down

Dr.

Sto-

wratbful and

somber,

Now

come

baying

gleaming - with

1s the Time

Our

Sabbath

“The

down

with

their thunders

through every gorge.
blessing have a prickly
not lying at anchor; it
It is not sleeping
in a
our arms stacked ; it is

cued

We stumble over grave-stones and we drive
on with our wheel deep in the old rut of

in. the

School

Little Star,” .
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send
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In answer to many calls, and to mee

what we think a real want, we

in very
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-
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D. STEWART,
:
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20 cts.

in all cases in advance.

‘Cement STONE Pipe,
THE

of Hydraulic Cement,

for

Drains, Sewers, Culyerts, &8.
THE

BEST .ARTICLE

YET

INTRODUCED.

For House Drains, Town and City Sewers, &c.,
Railroad Culverts, Well Curbing, and Chimneys,
théy are better and cheaper than wood or brick, as
they will not decay, but continually
grow harder
and
smoother.
‘They have a joint which giyes no

;

trouble in transportation or laying, and the
ment
Pipe can be cut at any time. and branch in twbd.
r. SHEA has had ten years experience in manufauturing Cement Drain Pipes.

DENNIS SHEA
All orders
"|

Mail

at Factory

promptly

TREE (ONNUNION BAPTI 1,

attended

to.

Street

or by’

Box 597, Dover,N.

-.

BOSTON
.

H.

war

”

AND

WINTER

BAPTISTS,

& CO.

on Cocheco

Also at No.
Daniel St., Portsmouth, N, H.
Cement Lined Water Pipe made to order and
ranted.
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FREE
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Send orders to
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volumes begin with Jan
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ARRANGEMENT,
TRAINS

FOR

1874.

BOSTON.

Leave PORTLAND

at 6,15, and 9.10,A. M., and #0,
. 8.30 and 6.00,- P. M.
ALTON BAY at 6.35, A. M., and 3.45, P. M.
DOVER at 5.50, 7.85, and 10.58, A. M.; and
/
4.57, 5:20, and 7.45, p. M.
TRAINS FOR DOVER.

‘
“

D. D.

It contains 224 Rages and a large amount of interesting and va lufible matter, that can be found nowhere else, interspersed. with illustrative anecdotes,
and illustrated Ww. with

Leave Boston at 7.30, 8.30, A. M., and 12:30, 8.30 and -

Et
dad
ih
ad
Léave Portland at 6-13, 9.10, A. M., and 3.10%%nd 6,

« AL.
fl
Five Portraits :
Leave Alton Bay at 5.85, A. M., 3.45, P. M. -. .
J. PaiLLirs, D. D.,,
x
Ww. HUNT,
8. G. GARDNER,
TRAINS FOR PORTLAND,
BENJ. MCKOON, and ANSEL GRIFFITH, with a pict| Leave BOSTON at 843, A. M., and 12.30, 3.30, and
ure of Whitestown Seminary.
6.0 ,
P. M.
.
«
Arurok BAY 6.35, A.M., and 8.45, P.M.
;
For sale at the Star Office.. Price, $1.25, sent A
“ DOVER at 1045, A.M., and 8.00, 6.17, add
mail, post-paid, with diseount to the trade. Ail8.10,
®.
M.
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Portable Steam Engines,
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3

to
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Dinrie

he

Bitet Factioal results,
Senthy Mall, Price, $8.75. 4

Philadelphia,

rv

’

Dover, N. H.

TRAINS FOR ALTON BAY.

Leave BOSTON

“¢

THE ¢_~ THE LATEST, THE GREATEST,
rmx BEST

;

loTt

Chur

AND

TUNE

BOOK

DOVER at 10.45, A, M., 6325, P.M.
~~
OTHER TRAINS.
The 7.30, A¥M.; train from. Bosten leaves Dover at
10.10 for South Berwick Junction,
:
. The, P.M., train from Boaton leaves Dover at 7.45
for Great Fails. °
*
.
;

Price, $1.50.

Per doven COoples; $18 50.
One Sample Copy, by Mail, $1.25,
Chestaut Steoet, Philadelphia,

i

LEE & WALKER, #1
10w50

:

i

A Jain

Z
Portland

v

aS. M. PETITENGELL & ©0., 10 State
Streét, Boston, 37 Park

Row;

New York,
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701-

Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, are our Agents for
procuring advertisements for our paper,
Dover
Morning. Star, inftlie above cities, and authorized

to contract for advertising at our lowest rates. *
4
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at 8.30, A. M., and 8.80, p. M.

PORTLAND at 6.15, A. M., and 8.10, Pp. M.
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Choirs of all Denominations.
'

A

)

H.

:

year,

have re-

meat style, set-

They will be sold at cost to those

who order them for this purposeé.
50 cts. per 100; 7 cts. per dozen.

on a single copy of the

|
V.

ones, can

put into the hands of those who would learn, by
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the dwelling: places conventional usages in the
ing its fruits.
inisters wh i dress like
of pvp AL
TE
Parsons.
expressmen, and bang around the ‘pulpit
as if they were“ among a lot of ledgers in

.

in'&

est it all, Oh! when those . into" whose
bosom we used to breathe our sorrows, are
snatched from us, blessed be God, the heart

with all things o the-apirit, may. solve the
“ 8tdll 1at the glory, Lord, be thine alone”—
So praye She Mouk)his heart absorbed in ‘mystery of those unnumbered ages during
i“ Thine be the glary; if my hands have sown
The harvest ripened in thy merey’s rays,
It was thy blessing, Lord, that made my word
Bring light and love to every soul that heard,

too well what it is to be sick,” not to hel
those who suffer. Aye, he knows too we

wounded hand, and thy wounded feet,

Prices of Freewill Baptist Books.

One

knows

thy wounded brow, we are sure thou know-

:

At a meeting

He

what it is to die, not to help us in

must cast upon it the lightof the great |
truths, that the end of creation is ‘a constantly growing heayen of the human race,
The ‘Ney
New York Examiner & Chronicle
and that men can be prepared for heaven has the following disquisiic men irreverence
only in their freedom, only by their volun-

The Monk was preaching; strong his earnest
+ word,
oil
:
From the abundanceof his hegrt hé spoke,
- And the flame spread; in every soul that heard
tary co-opération with their Father’s workSorrow ndlove aid 200d reaujve javroke:
6 poor la
ér,
ignorant and old,
ing. The day
.come when this truth,
Piinted Sod that he bad heard such words bo, om in conn
n with the corvespon;
gold.
>
dence ofallth
of the material worlds

oagests|
REMARKABLE
SUCCESS!
.|
selling
days,
8
'n
$138.00
days, and another

‘well what it is to be persecuted not to ‘help

be taught to shrink

leaves Dover for Faluington, a9

A. a.

aves
Farmington for
Dover,
Boston an
at 9.55, A.M.
:
STAGE ‘CONNECTIONS.
- Stages leave Wolfeborough Tuesdays, Thursdays
and Saturdays for Tuftonborough, Moultonborough,
Sandwich and Center Sandwich.
A Lervo Allon Tuesdays, Thursdays: and Saturdays
or

Laconia.

.

hy

.

"

RETURNING ~Leaye Laconifl. Mondays, Wednesdays and Ffidays for Alton, in season to connect with

4

trains for

-

Boston

and

Portlands :

JAMEST, FURBER,

Gen, Suph,

.
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Don't wait for the church or for any of its

< =

other

Personal Effort.

members

to’ do

it.’ Let

the

heart

speak out in the sentence or the act, and

ity

will not

The work done. by organized ‘bodies of

be

in vain.

Ask

God’s

it

blessing

Christin people is very important. Real on the eftort, and see how great’ things can
union js strength. Church organizations come from what seemed so small. Begin
meet a real want of human xrature and of at once, and see how soon the weak inward
‘the world. Associations for right purposes life will gain strength, Let-each church
dre most important helpers in the great ‘member do it, and sea‘how the body will
be quickened by afresh life and become a
work contemplated by the gospel.
And
d
one of the largest and 1a® fruits of Chris- recognized power.
tian effort is to appear in the vital fellowMr. Beecher’s Theology.
ship of souls,.and the gathering of the nations into a blessed brotherhood. It is the
naturg of sin to isolate-and eenter thought
Mr. Beecher has entered upon the work
. of
and effort on self; when the gospel has of delivering his third “and last course
Lectures on Preaching, before the students
brought
in
everlasting
righteousness,
Christ's prayer, that “all may be one,” will of Yale College. This promises to be the
have ripened into fulfillment. And they .most significant part of his work there.
who insist on standing aloof from al the For.he,is to deal with the doetrines—the theChristian organizations that are aiming to ology—which the preacher is to employ. in
make the gospel a greater power in the connection with his ministry. Heretofore .
.

world, are either mistaking the proper methods of influence, or yielding to a morbid
self-consciousness, or showing a real lack

of that spirit which is meant to bind Christ’s
disciples together so that they shall be “of
3
one heart and one soul.”
.
:
So much is true and important.

is only one

side

of the truth.

side has not less meaning.

But that

The

other

And. that side

is adapted to exalt the individual and urge
persona responsibility and effort. It is not
enough to join and eo-work with a church.
We were meant to be something more than
parts of a machine, even of a Christian” machine. Each soul has a personal entity.
After all that is due to organic life and ef-

fort has been paid, and even before anything is due here, the demand for personef
loyalty urges itself on the conscience. Each
has, as his primary and indispensable work,
to build his own character, to maintain his

personal loyalty to Christ, to

take

care

his own duty, to find

own

obliga-

out

his

of

tions and meet them, to enter into the labors-te which he is’summoned

as a servant

of the great Master and a worker for the
welfareof those who are so related to him
"that they are especially his moral charge.
* Whoever overlooks this need,or subordinates
it to mere organic life, or trusts to.the fact
that he has become a member of some association,or excuses himself from personal serv-

ice on the ground

that he is meeting the

general requirements of the body

of which

he #frms a part,—whoever does

this, will

misS the most vital part of life, become
dwarfed in spirit, and even take out of the
service that is rendered as a part of

an

ganized body, that which gives it the

or-

chief

virtue and value. ;

A

.

he has spoken of the-men and the methods
concerned in preaching;
now he is to ex-

gle will have eager and

hearers.

there is not = little

suspicion

He

the field, by your teachers.

I do not feel

that I shall very much traverse the substantial facts that underlie all theology sand
yet, I have from the very beginning of my
ministry worked from the standpoint of a
different philosophy from that which has
been employed in times past, and -according to a different method,

and

with

differ-

ent tasks ; and so, even while feeling after
the same same great facts which others, are
feeling after, I may place them in lights
’ which make them apparently . antagonistic,

in a doctrinal form, to those that. were held
by the fathers, or are held by my brethren

in thé ministry.

I think I am very unsound, and not

in another respect, in regard

to

the

since it isn't much temptdtion

buy promises

to

wor-

great

difficulties

The wants are unfolded,”
the

are

brought

out,

the

inward

I hold them not. merely in. curiosity, nor
from a love of their. logical affinities and

vote,

to

And

the

direct

word from the preacher’s lips, when he sits
at the fireside as a Christian friend, go
. home with a directness and force and sym-

grow with them.
(

Never disparaging the church, nor ex" hibiting an audacious and-defiant disregard
of its objects and plans, ¥¢t we

want more

. of the sense of individual responsibility and

ne _the devotion of perfonal effort.

One's duty

is ndt done by'uniting with a church,

by

+ helping to pay the minister's salary, by at-

ending the prayer meétihg and communion:

Wno

CAN RENDER THE FAVOR?

A note

in behalf of the ‘* York Institute,”—a char-

terdd organization for literary and scientific
purposes, whose headquarters are iu- Saco,
Me.,—has been received, expressing a
strong desire that somebody, who has the

ability and the heart to do it, will donate

the early volumes of the Star to the. Insti-

a thousand

dollars and collected nothing, and that a

score

of others

along, the coast fall in the

same category, there is good reason for of-

fering such, a bill, | While Congressmen
are suffering*under an attack of economy,

they mightas creditably
abolish some of

it only

recognition, Russia has officially

a man

to

if he is never

to

partial

refused to

take any part in it ‘or to contribute specimens to it, alleging that the affair is a pri-

the promise

Philadelphia has already had oceasion to pubthe tenants can hear their orders and then’
licly rebuke Massaeliusetts,the
Brutus of all
go to the hustings and vote as they please.
the
States,
for
g
legislative
vaution
against’
There are a great many in America, .as
embarking
too
far
in
the
enterprise,
stating
there are in England, who have small faith
definitely
that
Philadelphia
once
gave
in this theory of secret balloting.
For an
election or two it might prove beneficial, money to relievé Boston’s hungry poor,

may

" ae

\

Polaris

expedition,

and each is unwilling that his opponent shall
the north which can yet be succeed in lifting the business and cqmmercial
world out of the slough into which the grievous
the Robeson Channel,
!
and wild speculations of the past few years have
precipitated. it.
COLONY TO BE ESTABLISHED,
idle
i
Senators Morton, Cameron, ‘Wright, Logan
Veroux of France, who has

A

sea at
FRENCH

+ Count

de

of landin Newton

thes

and

county, Me., extending

to get it some of the members
and senators
these localities wish to take it from New

Territory. The Count will erest flour and England and increase the national banks in the *
South and West. Sich a procedure will not
saw mills, schools, churches and stores at reach the difficulty.
A national bank note,
once, and arrange as speedily as possible ‘whether issued by a R. I. bank.or by an Illinois

the

pathetic

sentence,

ed avoidance

of bribery 1s going to

large-

ly increase it, and especially to debauch
the object of it. . We assume that there is

in Evgland; as -in America, a great elass

who hold.a vote as a mere instrument of
barter. Under-the old system, ifa person
sold his vote he would then be watched,
and prevented frome deing his conscience

further harmgby

selling

it to somebody

else. But now watching will do ne good.
He
may promise,
for ten pounds,
to
vote for B.

promise also

For

to

twenty

vote

pounds,

he

for C. - Somebody

else can buy his promise to vote for

anoth-

He can then

go

to

the poils and vote for ary one or nome

at

all of these bribers.

is

That,

to

be

sare,

good enough for them. But how about
the great class who have consented to be

ballot that they on the whole

believe in,

seems to us, taking the generationg
gether, to be of a much more hopeful

tcna-

not needlessly nor mistakenly destroyed:

~——LoOKING TO RETRENCHMENT.

Repre-

sentative Crossland, of Kentucky, last week
offereda bidl,

which

the ways and means.

complexion of Parliament

will be as fol-

6, 1874,

in

centennial

commemoration

the first meeting of Congress, was opposed
and defeated on the ground that it ho “but

committee reported favorably to the House
shortly after, providing that all custom-

Punctuation

treagurf,

AND THEIR AUTHOR.

reduce
and the
guards
ares of

Notes on the S. S. Lessons appearing this
week, as will be seen, are by Bro. Heath of

Providence.

He sends with them a strong

apology, which was

not needed,

nation
saying
pathy
Howe
for he

as

our

This expla-

we are glad to give for the sake of
just a word of appreciative symthat struggles in the heart. Prof.
could not furnish the notes this week,
was busy with the very sad duty of

bearing what was portal, but

very

sacred,

of his noble and excellent wife to the
grave. It is a very large and peculiar loss
which our brother suffers in this bereave-

ment. A woman feeble and often suffering
in body,but ever keeping a soul full of sweet
and patient bravery; miodest; gentle, un-

demoustrative, but thoroughly hetoié and
not wanting in real energy; cultiviited atid

refined, but full of expansive sympathies;
carrying into society what could hardly

most efficient tools,

CHIEF JUSTICE WAITE.
This

The Custom House

that Mr. Ela, the Fifth Auditor, could dispense
with the services of one female copyist. The
fact, as T since learn, is.this: Mr. Ela and all the
other auditors and heads of Bureaus in the treasary were before the committee on appropriations
to answer’
any questions as to the reduction of
force in their several Bureaus. Mr. Ela stated
that in view of the reduction of work, he had al-

special

sphere in the circle of home,—she well

fill-

ed out the true idea of the Christian woman.
It is a heavy loss and a sore trial: which

Bro. Howe is suffering,but though he is the
chief, yet he is but one of many sincere

mourners. We are sure he will have the
deep and cordial sympathy of many Christian friends and the sacred comfort of God.
We

“affectionately

and

confidently

mend him to both.

com-

:

TRACT. SOCIETY» AND its PAPER. The
American Tract Society, Boston, still does
a good work in both its benevolent and
publishing. departments. Its arrangement

with Messrs. Hurd & Houghton to publish
its books was

a’ good

Lone,

and

it works

twenty-five per cent., and that he had notified
appointment clerk that he could dispense
with a copyist as soon as a vacancy could be

sell has consented to the withdrawal of his
resigriation, which it now looks

found to which she could be transferred. ‘It so

as though

happened

thie President might agree to." If the nomifidtion is pressed, and particularly if it is
the

most

the last comes out

once

clubs of thirty or more

a week.

Where

take the Banner,

it costs but 25 cts. per year. It is a bright,
live, excellent
and well-managed sheet,

having a corps of able and attracfive writ-

that he was the

only person

exciting

the subject of many witty apd”

results,of anything of that nature for a‘long
i
;
CRIME.
it
:
F. B. Evans was hung in Concord, this
State, last Tuesday week, for the murder of
Georgiana Lovering in Northwood, about

humorous

and remarks.

:

PHAROS,

Denning

News and Note
A Sad Word.

sixteen months ago, and on the day of his

hanging there come reports of a foul deed
Mr. Arthur S. Whitehouse, of Auburn, ga a
in Halifax, Mass., by which three aged per- member of the Junior class of Bates Colsons, Thomas and Simeon Sturtevant and lege, our” reporter chanced to meet and
Mary Buckly, were inhumanly murdered.
rreet on the street on. Tuesday evening.
t 2, P. M., on Wednesday, we learned the
They were found in and near the house
young man died Wednesday noon,
He
where they lived, cruelly beaten and cut, “was
suddenly attacked with chills on TuesWm,

E. Sturtevant, a nephew,

is under .ar-

rest for the crime.

SWINDLING THE BROKERS,
A bold swindling game was played upon
the New York stock exchange last week, by
which the members lost about $200,000." Tt.
was done by sending letters, ostensibly
written by the Presidents of the Western
Union Telegraph Company and the Toledo,

were

the

and

letters were found to be forgeries,

losses by thé transactions

as above

The swindlerare
s not known.

stated.

7

Washington Correspondence,

day evening, and died in about 18 hours.
The disease was cerebro-spinal-meningitis.

The blow is a very terrible one to his parents and family. The deceased was senior
editor of the Bates Student. He wasa
young man of fine culture and promise,

and

a

church.

|

member

of the - Congregational
\

The above, from

of Wednesday evening,

own sad story..

Feb.

18,

tells its

Words utterly fail to ex-

press the worth of this young man.
He
was quiet as a healthful child, modest as
a woman, and thoughtful asonly a great
scholar is,—in a word, he was a model of

the Christian gentleman.

:

‘I need not say that the college has mever
received so great a shock intho 1eath of
any student, his death was so sudden.
College exercises are suspended to-day
(Friday), and all the students are at the

Oe
—
:
funeral.
Goodnow,
Coffin, Rice, WhiteWASHINGTON, D. C., Feb. 18, 1874.
house! These are the -precious jewels the
Talks” are regularly reported in it. It de: college has lost within the space of about a
MR. DAWES,
serves Sy
en circulation and a largThe most prominent topic of discussion in year.
O God, our good and merciful Fa‘er prosperity, than it bas attained, and that | political circles here during the past week
has ther, pity us in our trouble;
and, humble
means no

ers, and

Mr.

Beecher's

‘ Lecture

small thing.

Room’

*

been the “speech of Mr. Dawes,
in it anything very marked on the

Events of the Week.
THE POLARIS SURVIVORS.

=

ity or eloquence ; nor does it contain any importunt suggestions, or throw any new light upon
‘the methods of raising -the revenue which the
government must have. The mere fact that Mr.
FB,is chairman of the ways

On Monday evening of last week the
e gives to
Geographical Society in'New York ‘gave a cange which
reception in Cooper Institute to the -surviy- not nun to
or;
ing officers and crew of the Polaris. 'After |

duced a boat flag which went on the first
expedition sent by. Grinnell, with Hayes,

afterward. ‘with’ Kane, and which -went

farther north and south than any other in
the world.
Among the survivors of the
Polatis expedition the meeting had Captain
Buddington, and-Joe and Hannah,and Cap~

There is not
score of abil«

and

means

commit-

this peculiar speech wll the signifigttachesto it. Ju saying this, I do
underrate Mr, Dawes as a man or

for he is a painstaking, hardwerking,

n, and is familiar. with al} the routine
and oneraus duties of public life, He is the old-

est member of the House,

and

probably on

this

account holds the chairmanship of the commit

tee, which by courtesy makes him

the

leader

of

the House of Representatives, . Mr. Dawes finds

that the Treasury fs largely depleted, and

would

replenish it by reducing expenses here and there

and everywhere, that
a cent can he saved.

His

recommendation, if:capried out, will stop all fm-

tain Tyson, and Captain

White

of the

Anything. of this sort may be sent

as in the dust before (hee, may we be the
better fitted to serve .thee. How can our
brethren and sisters forget.us on the day
set apart for prayer for colleges? Yes, I

know they will remember us-

day.

next.

Thurs-

It may be that other duties

will so

press them, that they can not go up to the
house of God, or even enter the closet:
yet they will remember us in the place of
business, on the street,or in the rail car, or’
wherever they may be; and remembering
us, they will ask the blegsing'of God, ina

silent petition at least Gipon the college, that
the-vacancies caused ‘by

the death

of these

young men may be more than filled; that

those of our Christian young men whom
God has called to preach

ther gospel

lay aside all ideas of entering

other calling, and bravely

may

upon

Ne

i

.

eid

;

any

give themselves

gress. Addresses. were delivered
Sor
FINANCE,
{>
‘by Dr. |
to do that which God made them to do;
Hayes, Captains Buddington ‘and Tyson, “It is about impossible to even conjecture what that those who are not Christians may
mediately abolished,
and that the Secretary | Mr. Bryen, the astronemer of the Polaris will be done ultimately by. Congress to relieve without delay become Christians. The colthe financial
nts of the country,
of the treasury be required to discharge all expedition,
. and others. ' A resolution was Not that the realembarrassme
difficulty is so hard tof reach, lego in its great poverty needs money, but
»

or that

the

remedy can not he attained, but the

£5

the Lewiston Journal

umés,
and include those of later years,it | houses which do not pay their way be. .imwill not thereby lose any of its acceptable-

may not be proper- ‘ness.

befose

-the committee who admitted that he could eo :
any help, and that fact has made the one female
copyist, who alone gould be'spared out of sbme
twenty-eight hundred, some‘yhat Rmous, ug

contest, if not produce the most important

well in practice. Its three papers are excellent ones.
The Christian Banner is
adaptedto the use of S. S. teachers and
& Western R'y . Company, to”
older pupils, families, and CHristian Asso- Wabash
the Stock Exchange, stating that these
ciation; the Child at Home s one of the
Companies were about to make a large invery best of 8. 8, papers for average chilcrease of their capital stock. The brokers
dren, and Apples of Gold is a charming
governed their sales accordingly, until the

thing for thé very youngest readers. The
two first mentioned are .issued monthly;

.

ready reduced his force in less “than two years

have

fail to make it attractive, but exerting her time,

choicest influence and finding her

td

cpllector Rus-| the

resort

coifirwed, it will make

as it

out of which have grown the facetious statement

adopted protests and sent them fo the President, and as a last

A. M., and

A CORRECTION,

The

Boston

on

I was somewhat in error in regard to the facts

press is against the nomination, the leading’
of

Washington

enter at once upon the discharge of his duties,

Hence the per-

the-highest office in the State it has twice
citizens

in

the White House on Tuesday,

a man who will swing all that patrorage
for him. But the protest of Massachusetts
is unequivocal. It takes the nomination as
a direct’ insult, since it represents "the
choice of a demagogue whose aspirations to

and

arrived

was Cabinet day the Chief Justice was introdiiced to the members by the President. He will

Simmons is one of his

sistent Benjamin seeks to put in the office

merchants

gentleman

Monday evening and called on the President at

mean#

rebuked in the most emphatic manner,

;

4

it needs
the favor of God more,
..

chidg

~ °

B.C

nt

ZY

to

and

of duties,

collection

fluid time to take this bill up at preswill-hardlyg

governorship of Massachu-

patronage would be large.

SERVICE,

the amount of money. paid to informers
sharers in moieties, and to provide safeagainst oppréssive and-unreasonable seiz- importers’ books and papers. Congress

ent.

the

or to influence the Senate not to confirm it.

setts next summer.

The

REFORM IN THE QUSTOM

“fight” now is either to have it withdrawn
to try for the

S.S. NoTes

was <in-

instead as

is a nice distinction,

and it remains to be seen how the accounting
officers of the treasury will regard it.

laws relatingto the

New England, which

He

duties on

the

that

say

it can be effected, WH! be valuable as itis essentially desirable. - Mr. W. proposes to codify the

is rightly interested
to draw funds from impropernsources, needs
in the filling of that office, But Grant has
to be watched and guarded against, not- _

The purpose of Butler is plain.

lawyers

be refunded, because the law reads

Mr. Representative Woodford,of New York, . has introduced a bill to reform the custom servproposed by the gentleman,if
ice. The reform

unendurable to the merchants of Boston,
and by no means acceptable to the rest of

withstanding it “awakes the most conflicting emotions” in the heart of the City of
Brotherly Love.

a comma in a tariff bill,
the free list. This little
purpose, which ever; it
some. $500,000 from the

wise, fruits, plants,

this

in

of

and

It has come
to light _

tended, fruit-plants, . This

Boston, a orth-End politician of the worst
type, so far as unprincipled partisanship is
concerned, and a person every way objection ablé to the best citizens of Mafsachusetts,

nomination,

nonsense.

The

fruifs must

defeats in his adopted state, sent in for the

the

“

sense

makes ® strong

“sometimes

word of fruit-plants to
fruit was placed upon
blunder, or mistake on
be, will take, it is said,

Ben Butler, the hero of two gubernatorial |

made

ft

that by changing the hyphen'in the compound

consulted his health the past week and concluded to resign the position. He reported
accordingly to the President. No sooner
had the resignation become known than

already

and must continue to be such so far as any finan.
cier has been able to discover, Congress may
debate these ‘matters as long as it pleases;
there is but one obvious road out of our troubBetter
les, and that is by specie payment.
staguation, better that business should be come
paratively at wmstand still, than that the country

and sometimes

the dutiesof the. office "for several years,

position the name of Wm. A. Simmons,

bavé been the basis of all true money for ages,

PUNCTUATION.

and President Grant over
- the collectorship

of

and silver

Gold

sufficient; but not till then.

should be flooded with an irredeemable paper
money, whether in the shape of greenbacks or
national bank notes.

were elected after a contest.
:
**A BUTLER FIGHT.”
ee is the significant name that is given
to a'contest now going on between Boston

‘and

might have been utilized as break-waters
or bridge-piers long before this. We have the ‘election of some new members, includa few relics of the revolution, that are cal- ing General Sherman, the president pro-

culated to resist the action of time for . cenLet us see that they are
turies_to dome.

number of - votes polled in the United Kingdom and Ireland was 2,500,000, and the

sylvania.” Moreover, a proposition to ar- of the port of Boston. Judge Russell, who
range for a meeting of the present Congress "bad honorably and acceptably discharged
in Carpenter’s Hall, in Philadelphia, Sept.

readers will bear us witness,

ay

Gladstone has formally . resigned, and Disraeli has accepted the premiership and held 4
the gisual consultation with the Queen, If
England improves under conservative rule,
it wilt*be a marvel. In the election the

trouble lies in the simple fact that each man has

These are things that should not be

radically different, which they will urge, and
stoutly contend that the healing balin is with
them, The West and South want more currency,

from Neosho to the borderof the Indian | fre! m

ly substituted
for personal effort. What we to. the President, E. 'W. WepaEwooD, or their officers and employees. Considéring adopted recommending additional compen.
want is Christian disciples and who ‘realize to the Secretary, A. S. Smarr.
tbat the Castom-house at Frenchman's Bay sation Wesides’ their pay as saflors to the

well.

left undone. . But

.

arid dthers, have bills and theories, all different,

been examining lands in Missouri and other states for several months past, has just
‘closed a purchase of forty thousand acres

Ti-

tredsuries of benevolent societies. All this is.

& theory which he is determined to try if he an,

Dr,

provements and throw out of work thousards of
persons to starve, steal or die.

by teachinga 8. 8. class,by con- tute, whether few.or many; and if the gift
tributing to the fandsthat’ are sent to the | can embrace a large numberof the vol-

he irs

lows :—Conservatives returned 851; liberals and home-rulers, 802. Of these 466

| ne of the many measures preparftory to
haying Congress appropriate money to pay
er of resisting bribes and intimidations, be the expenses of the great Centennial Expoworth at the end of that time ? Plants that sition - of 1876,”—and ‘Philadelphia again
grow in the shade are feelle.
The tree bursts into tears, Itis well to keep this
must -yesist storm and ‘exposure to give centennial affair in its proper place, and
strength to its branches and toughness to that seems.to be’ ‘he purpose underlying
its fiber. We do not believe a nation can the cool treatment that has thus far been
be at all safely trained to this weakly style shown it. The national pride will hardly
allow it to be a failure. But at the same
of voting.
i
We can see, moreover, how this pretend- time, the national propensity to gush, and

their structural power, but as the wisdom
of God and the power of God unto salvature than that of training them to vote in
tion.
:
secret just to avoid a discharge from servHe insists on employing Mr. Ellenwood
as reporter, who has so long. reported his ice or the, threats of some political bully.
pathy thatflo not- belong ‘to formal pulpit
discourses at Plymouth Church, and who
Current Topies,
3
address.
alone satisfies him in this respect. He" also
But this is not the pastor's wotk alone. insists on revising. even Mr. Ellenwood’s
It pertains to every Christian. There are report before it is sent out to the public. ——IN BEHALF OF THE HISTORIC. On the
occasion of Charles Kingsleys first public
_ few if any who can not perform more or All of which shows clearly
enough that he appearance in-America, lecturing in Salem,
“less of this sortof service. ‘Many are un: feels he has
something sigoificant to say, Mass. ; before the Essex Institute, on Westable to do othet* and more general things, and means to be understood just
where so minster Abbey, remarking that it was a
but they can do this thing. They need not many are anxious to understand
him. This filial duty to preserve the buildings our
wait to have 4a special authorization from course of lectures i8 sure to arvest general
the church. Christ, in calling and giving attention in religious circles, and they will forefathers left usy he said :—* And if it be
them his grace,has commissioned them. He probably call out no little debate and criti- not impertinent, let me say to you: Do you
says to them, ‘*As ye go, preach ;” “Freely ¢ism, He evidently. means to put. his: preserve every scrap of building “elt ‘by
the war of Independence.” Let not a stone
ye have received, freely give.” The less strength,
his mature thought and his care- be
taken away under the pretense of putformality there is, the better, Set phrases ful painstaking into them,
; ting up something finer in its place. Let
are wisely dispensed’ with. The warm
The lectures will be printed -weekly in
heart apd the-sense of true Christian pro- the Yale College Courant, the able official not a stone be removed that can remind
your children that they too sprang from a
~prietyfwill find subjects,~they- will
paper of Yale College; and the mana- heroic generation a hundred years ago.”
fiad ways or make them. Few are so gers of that paper .offer to send it for
The sentiment is’a worthy one. Americans
feeble or unusedto this sort. of work as to the three months
_ during . which
the are not apt to hold their few old struetures
be cut off from the hope of “real and large lectures will appear,’ for $1.00.
The
success. And ability and efficiency will. regular subscription price is $3.00 per in too high esteem. . The Sphinx and Pyramids, had they been in this country,
grow by use. And courage and joy will year.
Gan
;

struggles are reported.

open

‘traversed by

cost

was: kept or vate undertaking. At home, there is ‘not
the “alacrity in the mattér. that a model
not. Neither do the instructions of landFourth-of-July
orator would like to see.
lords'amount to as much as formerly, since

know whether

er interest, and so on.

thy to be called an orthodox man, in respect
to superficial theology—that is, in respect
to religious service and the terms of it; but

about twenty shillings, and ‘that a similar
establishment in Florida

will their independence, or their “vill-pw:

professors. But he insists that he holds to
the whole vi{al substance of orthodoxy, and
believes his method of viewing and unfolding it to be better than the usually accepted methods. The following extract from
Lis opening address will indicate,” in part,
the importance he attaches to the work he
has now in hand. He says:
It would be painful for me to stand in
your midst, and find myself traversing that
which is regarded as sound and very necessary-for the equipment of ministers for

of the

BAT

Hayes expressed his belief that there is an

eight hundred
. dollars and collected

leading powers have given

er votes. The theory is that by thisnneans
one will’ vote according to conscience,

thereby avoid the temptation of bribery and
the threats of ugprincipled politicians, what

with the theological

survivors

¢ 1

for bringing out.some five hundred French bank,is all the same. Nobody cares, and nopeople from his estate in France to estab- body néed care, where the note comes from that
«CENTENARY
Hrrcmes.
©
The
project
of
assumed that “character at the risk of a
he holds, If ft be a national bank note, it is all
:
a
a grand national centennial exhibition in lish a colony on these lands.
thé same whether it come from the West or
broken head or a discharge from service. .,
THE
ENGLISH
MINISTRY.
1876 will doubtless be carried “ont successfrom the East. ‘We may say what we please
t was the extént to which this evil had
fully, but it is at present meeting rebuffs
or about
greenbac
about
ks national bank notes;
,
All
the
Parliamentary
elections
have
now
gone that brought abut’ the present sys- that must tend to take all the selfsconceit
while either areas now irredeemable with gold
been
held,
with.
ope
minor
exeeption,
and
tem of voting. . Now every ballot is -absosilver the difficulty will remain. ‘When our
out of it. Abroad, while several of tie the result
is g stron
triumph for the. Tories. ‘and
lutely secret. No man knows hew anothShal have a specie basis it will be allcurrency

-elements of human nature, and the divine bribed? They have also added deceit and
It has been said, perhaps with quite as nature, and of the essential principles of perjury to their first sin, and made their
moral government
much severity as justice, that cerporations and-of the means ,and of its ends and aims moral condition much more hopeless than
employed in the great
have no souls. But it is true that even the scheme of salvation through Jesus Christ, I it was before. Ifithese were only individChristian effort that pushes the individual hold myselfto be perfectly sound, and, if ual cases, and the system could end in a
heart away from those in whose behalf the anything, sounder than other folks! So it few years, it“would excite less appreheneffort is made, more than half fails of its really is a kind of vacillation, rather than sion. But to think of its continuing ap
anxiety, that] feel in speaking to you, as I
highest result. We become vitally inter- shall,
1m respect to the nature of man as indefinite time, and this practice of double
- ested in those for whom we directly labor. universally sinful; in res
to the nature and twisted debauchery being continually
We eome into acital contact with them. of man
as
univ
susceptible
of doubled and twisted, is nearly discouragconditions in- ing.
They are at once near and real. Their development . out animal
in respect
souls and ours clasp hands, It is true serv to spiritual conditions; and
On the whole, we can put but little faith
the reslity and glory of a personal
ice given and received. The heart-warmth to
in
the integrity that is thus protected and
God—a personal God revealed to us in
fructifies on both sides. The giver acquires the New Testament,
‘in three persons petted in its exercise. We should bé all
a fresh love of giving; and the receiver —in othes words, the doctrine of the Trini: the while apprehensive
that it wouldnt definds the new inward possessions adding ty. In the ever-blessed truth of the divinity velop sufficient strength
and independence
something significant to every generous of our Lord Jesus Christ; in the history of to make it
wholly reliable.
We think
an
substantial
constitutin
work,
life
his
ly
g
impulse and grateful emotion.
atonement for the sins of the world; in the moreof some of Mr. Gladstone's other
This personal effort is what is everywhere doctrine of the'power of the Holy Ghost, achiiévéments than we do
of this secretneeded. The public utterapce in the pul- sent forth fgom God, by which man, who ballot enactment., There were certainly:
pit and the prayer meeting\serves high needs¥o be born out of natural life into abuses under the old system.
They needends. It meets a real want. But even this spirituél life, is regenerated by the develop- ed reforming.
But did they spring so
ment
in
him
of
all-controlling
Christian
only Lalf does its work when it stops there.
much from the system itself as from ‘the
new will and new spiritual
- The private, personal and direet talk of the sentiments—a
power; in the great truths of faith and partly encouraged and partly ignored abuspreacher with his hearers is what generally hope; in the great truths of two-world life esof it? The influence on the pational
sets the truth home, fastens it on the he art, and immortality—in all these great, sub- independence of character of its eitizens
and makes it effective. The single soul stantial, and underlying facts, I suppose ‘I going to the polls'in an
Qpen-handed fashcan be dealt with just according to its spe- stand with the good men who have lived ion, and training Enh
to thow the
since the day that Paul left the earth; and

cific needs,

in Maine cost the Government
last year
about

these offices, which are only operated’ to
reward zealous politicians, as to discharge
broke.no promises. The result was the -| so many of the female clerks from the Dealmost complete corruption of. the. fran- partments, where they ‘do honest work for
gE
chise.
A” few political leaders’ got out their daily bread,
votes to order, and any independent voter

the use of a secret ballot, so that they

frankly confesses that he does not obviously

concur

dain

ING STAR, FEBRUARY25, 1874.

the parfs=that. each individual possesses,
and the value of that integrity depends
upon the individual standard of ‘it. If the
English are to be trained for a century in

resticg upon Mr. Beecher. His orthodoxy
is seriously doubted, and in high quarters.
He knows that fact as well as anybody else.

and in form

ai

but is it a safe principle to establish? The
sum of a nation’s integrity is made up of now Massachusetts turcs her back on Penn-

critical

He does not feel indifferent over it.

x

closing with

hibit his ideas of the substance of pulpit
téaching.

gh

y {1

- The English Ballot.
the fact that they are laborers with God,
and who do their daily work as in his eye,
with the sense of responsibility to him, fo
The distinguishing feature of the present
their own consciences, and to the needy system of balloting in England, which is
Each needs to feel that classed -among - the reforms that Gladhearts about them.
he is his brother's keeper. Say an honest, . stone has achieved
for his cotintry, is its
earnest; practical word for the gospel to the secréey. Englishmen have used the balsoul that stands nearest. That soul may lot heretofore,but it has been an open-handkeep open ear only at your lips. Utter a ed affair... The lords knew. how all their
sentence for the sake’ of inspiring courage tenants voted; first, because
they told
where .despondency is settling. Offer sym- .{gem how to vote, and, second, because
pathy. Give aid, Supply a loaf of bread:
ey then watched.thé voter tosee that he

Atlornin Star.
Chebe Horning
(4,77

MOR

i

a

x
y

THE MORNING
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Hillsdale College and Qur Centennial. time by bis daughter. Both these churches

hundred®years old in 1880.

will be

- We

than has ever existed before.

We regret

hints with

last five

weeks,

Two

States,

New York

and

Next

Ministers, and. Churches,

vania, under the auspices of the. Central

REV, 8. W. BOHOONOVER will close his labors

Association, have already inaugurated the
work for raising $100,000 as a memorial

with the Byron, N. Y., church, April 1,
2

¢ fund, all of which will be raisedas early as
1880.

This

Association,

property,

the noble work which it has wrought and still
further proposes to accomplish for Foreign
Missions, has

TE FB.

eral things for Home Missions and theological education. Bates College, our leading
~ institution in the New England states, will,
in a few months at the farthest,complete the
addition of $200,000 to its former resqurces, thus being ready to engage in [cenbefore

“God be thanked.

was

the

moving

burned

to

a more

It

:

twas insured

]

:

REV. O. C. PARMETER is about to leave the F,
B. church in Bennett, Neb,, when a new pastor
will be needed. We learn that the field is a

centennial

ever, we can lay all sassumption

Shanghai,

aside, ‘it

China,

via

San

Francisco.

He

sill, perhaps, do good to compare notes.
Allow me to *‘show mine opinion.”
Among the most desirable things, in my

will

REV. J. C. GIFFORD closes a four years
t orate with the church in Bradford,

pas-

Wis., with

way of thinking, is to secure the co-opera-]

tion of all the Liberal Baptists on this con-|t

the month
of March. His P.O. address is Clin-

on Junction, Rock Co., Wis., where he can be
.addréssed by any church wishing his services,
Those wishing a field, of labor may correspond
with J. Smith or V. E. Winiger.

” » tinent, in missionary and educational work,

and this without contemplating ofganic
union.” We have only space to hint.
The second object I would name, is to

to me,

But

have

you

not

forgotten

of our Zion.

évening; several have

College, altogether ? By no means. «If I
forget thee, let my right hand forget her

cunning.

IfIdonot

remember

thee, let

been

BroaBryant is beloved by his people, and

to add to

its

necessary

“he is

doing a good work here. The Sabbath school
¢ onnected with this church is in a very prosperous and flourishing condition.—~The second

church, Rev. O. C. Hills, pastor, is in its infancy,
but it bids fair to become’ a strong church in a

endowment funds,
all

fully secured,

preparation to join

as

our

with joy in the centennial
shall this be done ?

should

services.

How

i

have been made

with

up by the small offerings of the many;

donor.

each

from

exceptions, $100

few

Bro.

Hills

is

laboring

hard

sand dollars.

'Wlho will be the first to as-

C. H. 8.

young wife, ¢‘ your Bible must

8 170.

5 3

F. Baptist church,Buffalo, of which he has been a
member since he came from England, some five
years since. Sermon by Rev. A. W. Westgate,

‘sociate his name with a Professorship for
all time to come, by the adequate dona3
tion?

deemed

make themselves

ers, who

can

better

heard

through oth-

represent

them

than

D. M: GRAHAM.

the present writer.
+e

Education Society.

To TaE PAsTORSOF F. B. CHURCHES :
DEAR

BRETHREN :—The

usual appeal of

the Education Society for additional
wid to
beneficiary students was not made last
Fall. In consequence little has been con-

tributed,so that we have been compelled to

distribute a

much

less

amount

years past in the Fall term.

than

for

Still -we hop-

ed to go through the year without adding
to the calls made upon the churches. But
a report of the Treasurer stateing: that only
about half the usual allowance can be avail
ableat the close of the présent quarter, which
comes in a few weeks, compels usto ask
you to present this appeal at your earliest
opportunity.

A

few

hundred

dollars,

in

embarrassment’

to

mall sums from many, will prevent severe
disappointment

and

many worthy young ‘men.

is urgeiit and large, ‘and we

necessity

The
hope

peal will méet a cheerful response
.

form

of

an

early remittance

to

our

ap-

in ‘the
Rex.

Curtis, Treasurer, Concord, N. H.
W. H. BoweN, Cor. See.
Lewiston, Me., Feb. 16, 1874.

therefore be it resolved,
1. That it is with many

Bro.

have

several

converted,

and

church,

‘Others

await

been

2.

That we have

always

Phillips a faithful shepherd,

one 1

in all the oan

that

we

=“ Creek ‘also revival moetings

of pastoral

the

At Bear

have been}

Bro. P. was assisted much of the

.

$ com. *

ground

Home

Dorset,

alone

cost

$360,000,

and

the

A SPECIAL WORD.

Dr Fuller New Lyme, O, **

Mainevillé,
it.
ooo
Providence,
Pleasant Grove,
** to con. Amelia Kitchen,
Rachel Cra ig, Hannah
Kitchen, Melvina J
Tufts, Matilda Kitchen, L M's,
1st Wayne, 0, Géo Ridge, per J 8 Manning,
Selma, O, cslored people
Wheelock Q M Vt, er E O Small a
Mount Pleasant ch, Wis, per A F
Greenfield ch, Pa, per C urch,
Bequest of Rev A
Buck, Pleasant Ridge,0, per H
B Turrell, ex.,
Sam’l Conkey, Hingham, Wis,

int Blossant

will notice,on the death of Rev. John Chick; and
to the Committee on resolutions was committed

recommend Rev.

A.

D. Fairbanks.

Concord, N. H.

agent for

Ch,

and

bene-

having. had

did too

much,” is a common expression.

The sum proposed is three bundred dollars,too

devoted to right and righteofisness,always,in business,

evidencing

even ‘the

highest

sense

of

honor,

The Wolfeboro’ Q. M. will be eanvissed for

funds; and friénds abroad will please send their
contribiitions to the Chairman and &qliciting

he

agent,

Wolfeboro’, N. H.
b

A. Di. FAIRBANK,

under the name of Parsons’ Purgative Pills.

Stop IT Now!

settled dangerously on the lungs, but to-day, count.
eract -that cough, heal that irritated throat, and prevent the progress of pulmonary inflathmation with
Hale's Honey of Horehound and Tar,

“Criftenton’s, 7 6th Avenue.

Sold by all Druggists.

Pike's Toothache Drops cure in I minute,

“The

Anndal

Statement

given

elsewhere

’

of the.

‘NATIONAD LIFE INSURANCE COMPANYof U.
S. A. shows a net increase of $650,000 in Assets, and

New Policies to the amount of 12,000,000 in 1873,

Certainly
where,

a grand record.

Agents wanted

the Maine

every.

and no disease can possib y be in the body if the
blood is pure.” It is of
importance to kno
what medicine will pu:
and renovate the blk
eradicate the disease, renew vitality, mentally and
hysically, and instil fresh vigor into all the vital
nections of the body. This medicine is the VEGETINE, the
bl
purifier.
It extends
its.influence into every part of the hu.
man organism, commencing with its foundation;
SOrsectine diseased action, and restoring vital powers, creat ng a jlealthy formation and purification of
the blood, driving out disease, and leaving Nature to
perform its allotted task.
.
VEGET
is composed of Roots, Barks and
Herbs. Itis Jay pleasant to take; every child likes
it. Sold by all Druggists.
:
465
TWO rollicking, handsome fellows!

and most artistic Oleographs

Ee

NR

a

doing.

eed

_

a
1p, 1874,

|

froreien

'

M

Wyatt Couk, Tripoli,
Postage.

Lil

Raymond, Wis, per G
A sister, Mantua, O,

ary

Dover, N. H.

————

pa-

New York,

mailed.
A large

Churches,

Sunday
4t3

HIXMN AND
THE REVIVAL » ONE
500 x.

82,00

12.00
32.61
18:50
i 2.00

Broadway,

IDDER'S
LA

!

KIDDERS

Treas.
Pe

Y.

4t5

PASTILLES

bri relief

STI

Pricodocts

PASTILLES.

135

;

My

N.

KIDDER'S

$126.58"

Mission,

aby

5

SCHOOL

AND

MANUAL
and Colleges.

FIELD

:

BOOK.

A

most

The

OF BOTANY. For higher gradgs
700 pages. Price $2.25.

same,

with 7%he Lessons.

Price $3.00.

sore same, with Mosses and

Liverworts.

Price

STRUCTURAL

and
SYSTEMATIC
BOTANY,
with
1300 wood cuts,
556 pages.
Price $3.50.
5 **We will send single copies of either or ail of
| the above, if desired for examination with a view to
introduction, on receipt of half the a pended prices.
The most liberal terms will
given for
XEntroduction.

Full descriptive circulars of Gray’s Botanies, with
many
téstimoniald fromi® eminent
Sseientists and
teachers, by mail on application. Addr ess,

Ivison, Blakeman,

Taylor.& Co.,

Educational Publishers, .
138& 140 Grand St., New

York.

-
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250,000 COPIES SOLD!
OF

RICHARDSON'S NEW METHOD
’

FORTHE

PIANOFORTE!
This, the par excellence of all Piano Methods,

maintains the

front

rank, and

its

sale eclipses

that of all others—Foreign or American—combined. The ‘Publishers claim its annual sale of
25,000 copies is indishutsble proof of positive and

intrinsic merit, and its suecess is no mystery, but
due to thorough excellence in all its departments
—rudimental and instructive; to its Valuable
Exercises as well as its Charming Recreations.

A New

Edition just issmed contains

“ Schu-

man’s Maxims ” and the famous * Czerny’s Letters on the Art of Playing
the Piano.” “Richardson’s New Method” thus contains over 260
Pages Full Music Size, and is justly claimed to

be the Best Piano Method Extant.

PRICE, $3.75.
ic&" Used by Thousands of Teachers
by all Book and Music Dealers.
PUBLISHED

OLIVER BITSON & €0.,
Boston, |

[2t8)

and

sold

BY

CHAS, H. DITSON & CO,
711.Br'dway, N.York.

Liver Pills!
An old physician once said that nearly all diseases
originate froin A DISEASED CONDITION OF THE
LIVER, and this statement is trae, although it may-at

mail.

nat

IN A SINGLE
and prevent a whole train
MOTT’S LIVER PILLS
MOTT’S LIVER PILLS
MOTT’S LIVER PILLS
MOTT’S LIVER PILLS

TEA AGENTS

_ Bt., Chicago, Ill.

Lane,

N. Y.,

or

18

wanted

country to sell TEA,

& Cor

Good wages

DAY,

of diseases that may follow. :
cure torpidity of the Liver:
give tone tothe stomach.
cleanse the System of bile.
drive out fébrile affections.

MOTT’S LIVER PILLS regulate the Liver, and
are more reliable as a Liver medicine than any of the
mineral preparations that DO MORE HARM THAN
GOOD.
For sale by all Druggists. Price 25 cts. per box.
JOHN F. HENRY, CURRAN & CO., Proprietors,
R 418
§ and 9 College Place, New York.
in town

or

get

and

up

club

orders, for the largest Tea Compan
in America. , Importer’s prices an
to

Agents.

fend

for

WELLS, 43 Vesey
Bs

Circular.

St.,N. Y. P
id
3mé

Ad-

MURDER?

<i Mass.

&c., &e.

and that is

MOTT’S LIVER PILLS strengthen the whofe system.

inducements

ASTHMA:

Stowell

He is moody, restless and despondent;

the time to take a SIMPLE REMEDY that will restore
him to health

A Dy But a mancan earn with this WELL AUGTR,

| $25 Per Day wii
Maude of Cast stock ang pasa:

feudal In for

CAAT?

coal aaa oto too] inthe world for
and County
to for sale, Send
hi
y P.0., Co. and Btate, and get descripahtive
book with
explanations. Address Auger Co., Sk Louis,
Mo,

Clark

#l

26eowb3

PATENTS OBTAINED’ ~=~= for Inventors.
+ No Shargesunless successful. Pamphletsent free.
C. A. 8uaw, Solicitor, 110 Tremont St., Boston.

NEW PERFUME
AD

For the

“192

x)

40.
1
3x
n
4.

z

MOTTS

guaranteed, Address Hudson River Wire
0. 128 Maiden

:

A complete and

Price $1.12.

popular and comprehensive School book. This
work in cgnnection with * How Plants Grow,” supplies a complete course in Botany for Common
chools, Academiés and Seminaries. 622 pages.

(then13tfromOct1)

ministers, teachers,

T

10.00
23.00
5.00
4.38
5.70
9,00
.B0
900
x
10.15

Bo-

LESSONS EN BOTANY,
and i Vegetsble
Physiology, to which is hid LXcopious Diotio
of Botanical terms. Fully illnstrated. Price $1.30.

dress, RUBERT
Box, 1287.

ANTED—AGENTS~—$75 to $250 per month,
everywhere, male and femal
to introduce
J the "GENUINE
IMPROV
COMM ON
SENSE FAMILY SEWING = MACHINE.
This Machine will stitch, hem, fell, tuck,
Iowa,
104
quilt, cord, bind, braid and embroider in
.
A most superior. manner. Price only $15.
H Hubbard,
2.80 ]
Eully hcensed and warranted for five
|
5.0
years. We will pay $1000 for any machine
hat will sew a stronger, more beautiful, or
ie
$450.68 ‘
mord elastic seam than ours. _ It makes the
04 LIBBY,
Tveas.
“ Elastic Lock Stitch.”
ery second stitch oan be
%
ii
.
i]

HOW PLANTS GROW.

charming elementary work.

| to employ reliable persons everywhere to
FopLesens our firm. Sercha nts, farmers,

© 2.00
1.00
1.00
2.50

EXTENSIVELY,USED THAN
ALL OTHER
TANICAL SERIES COMBINED,

DOES ‘NOT KNOW WHAT AILS HIM.

ORGANS,

FOR THE MILLION. Enlarged. This little work
contains 96 pages of choice Mevival Hymns and
Tunes for
Prayer and Social
eetings,
Sunday Schools and Congregations... Among
the many gems, we would name:
* Where is thy
Refuge, Poor Sinner?”
“EX Will Never
Cast
Him Out.” “0, Be Saved.” “Almost
Persuaded.” “‘Fesus Died 10 Save Me.”
“NX Nove to Tell the Story.”
“Save, © Jesus, Save,” and “Jesus of Nazareth Passeth
By.” Price, paper, 30 cents, mailed; $15 per hundred; boards, ®> cents, mailed; $20 per hundred
Publishers, HORACE WATERS & SON, 481

27.97

.
of Harvard.

GRAY,

200 PIANOS AND

Organs.
Xllustrated Catalogues
Great Inducements 0 the Trade.

*

ASA

first seem like an exageration. When the Liver is
out of order, the whole system. and every organ and
function suffer more or less in consequence. In the incipient stages of the disease a man

discount fo Ministers,
Schools, etc.

.

Rev I M-Bed€1l’s § 8 class, Lynn, Mass,
80 Ayer, 8 Newbury, N H, per J Moses,
F S Hyde, Chicopee, Mass,
J
John Gould, Danville, Vt,
Mrs Bally ®rould.'
sb
Alton, N H, per E W Ricker,
N Foster, R I, per C F Cook,
Brownington.
Vt. per E C Smalley,
Wheelock
Q M, Vt,
dy
PrairieCit oN, Ill, per J X Bayless,
‘Wash. 8t ch, Dover, N H, per'W B Foss,
Julia A Heath, Lewiston, Me,
Central Association, or support of missioparies, ,
, perd Short,
Neapon, AT
per ¥ F Bailey;
Casanon la,
Chester,
4
Tyrone,
id
J Spangeaberg,
.Grand Rapids Q M.

any

York.
Agents Wanted {o.5¢ll Waters’ Celebrated Pianos, Concerto and Orchestral

$31.33
Treas,

$19

R. DEERING,

J. B, FORD. & CO., Publishers,

-

Boston, Cincinnat, Chicago, and San Francisco.
‘Chremos
delivery.y
:
3e ready y for immediate
piv.

E Loud & EJ Clifford, .50 each, M & L Taylor; :50, | 1.50
J
Y
Portland, Feb.

by

New and Second-Hand, of First-Class Wak.
ers, will be sold at Lower
Prices for cash, or on
Enstallments, in City or Country, during
this Financial Crisis and the Holidays, by
HORACE WATERS & SON, 481 Broadway,
than ever before offered in New

5.00
10.00
4,33
1.00
1.00
10,00

‘Dexter, 5.00, ch, Chester, 7,00,
v
2d Poland ch, 7.00, Cumuberland Q M, 25.61,
Houlton Q M, 15.00, col. by 8 M Haggett, #50,
Thos Cobh & Lucy Howe, 1,00 each,

|

The prettiest

ever given

er, Edward EggleUR
gton’s new
rial
Fast
n in Beecher’s re 1 jRious week]
the
STIAND
UNIO.
Bac
Spapiers supplied.
OYSY, pays to canvass!
Write now for terms, and see what our agents are

F. 1B. Hl. M. Society.

Houlton, $13, Bowdoinham,

Lisbon,

Not to-morrow, when it may have

costiveness,
headache, neural
rheumatism,
and numerous other complaints ?
No
disease can be
in the body without first being generated in the blood ;

(}

SILAS CURTIS,

Ch, Portland, 21,47, Gray. 6.50,

|.

others are good

Society,

y

TES STH DUE

For

the six years that he has been in New York.

SAYS A little ipionc, to produce vomiting,would be an

.

Education

Treas.

Corinth Q M, Vi, per C D Burgin
TY Smit o Salem, Mass,
i
Wheelock Q M. Vt, per E C-Smalley,
Rev 8 D Wiggin, Sandwich Center,N H,
Rev I, B Tasker,
'*
bid)
hd
Rev Slias Curtis, Concord, N H, int,

also the matter of recommending measures to he

ty; wo

$266.14

SIMAS CURTIS,
‘

.

This is

We understand that the whooping-cough is quite
mittee of three be appointed to take measures to
prevalent in the towns around us; butthat no cases
erect
a memorial over the grave of Bro. Chick,
the chairman to be 0 Sem
i Yue funds or . have proved fatal. Some families use nothing but
this purpose in the
Q.'M.. and
in
the communi~
Johnson's. dngdyne Liniment. Our Doctor, however,

deh,

Concord, N. H,

building,

.- Did you ever see
a child that .did not have holes
taken for the purpose of erecting a monument . through the toes of its shoes. If you did they were
over the resting place of our departed brother;, protected:by SILVER TIPS.
They never wear
and their report reads as follows:
.
i
through at the toe. Try them.
316

CIRCULATION OF THE BLOOD.

The circulation of the blood is the life of the body,
and its stoppage is death. We are healthy when the
blood circulates freely; any interruption preventing
its free course is the commencement of disease.
‘“ Blood is the life of the flesh,” Can we expect to
enjoy good health when bad or corrupt humors circulate with the blood, causin pain and disease; and
these humors being deposi
through the entire
ulcers, indiges£ body, produce pimples, eruptions,
tion,

,

the one now occupied
by this congregation was
rendered necessary
by he remarkable success
which has attended Dr.
Hall’s preaching during

ing, held with the First F. B, church at Mill Village, passed resolutions,as the readers
of the Star

oh.

Washington St ch, Dover, N H, per W B Foss,

a large outlay; but a much larger building than

The Wolfeboro’ Q. Meet-

Your comtittee would recommend that a com-

s*

175 Tudor Street.
’

South Boston, July 10, 1871.

Missi

“"
“

Try it,

fad you will, join with me in {ling ic A grent bless
ng.
.
y.
MRS. ELLEN
3

steam

Conneaut, O, per J 8 Manning,
Plerpont, **
\ig
“
Lenox,
i

MORE

I often say, the true value ®f this medicine to me is
a dollar a drop. Try it. Cleanse the humors from

EXPRESS,

8;

try it.
It has
sores
gi

until very late in the
at mid-day.
Her app is like a
different
child.

your children’s blood while they are young.

D W Beamer, care Smith & Brown, Moffat’s Block,
Detroit, Mich.
Rev C Campbell, New Sharon, Me.

in Edin.

it is estimated, will cost $500,000 more.

soundly
from her bedtime
morning, besides a long nap
tite is good; and, in fact, she

.

W H Fillmore, Ortonville, Mich. .
Vall, Linneus, Me,
Jorn West, Horicon, N'Y.
Miss Alice Hall, N Richfield, O.
G P Linderman, Paw Paw, Mi ch.
Mrs Nancy Day, Burlington Flats, NY.
D 8 Heffron,
State 8t, Chic ago, Ill.
J T Parsons, St John, N B. exp. to Boston.
to St John.

has worthily exemplified the precepts he has so | burgh, Scotland,in connection with the labors of
efficiently taught.
Mr. Moody of Chicago,and Mr. Sanky of Pennsyl3. That in all our connection with Bro. Phillips
vania. The
largest halls in the city are crowdye have always obseryed him to possess the
ed at their services, and among the converts
c \aracteristics of a true friend, a wise counselor
:
a nd faithful Christian,
are old men and young men, soldiers from the
4. That we extendto our dear Brother our
castlq and students from the University, the rich
sympathy mn his “bodily affliction , and that he
and the poor, the educated and the uneducated.
have our earnest prayers that he may be spared
et many years to occupy.his chosen field of
The
“new church edifice for Rev. Dr. John
abor and usefulness.
Hall, now in course of erection at the corner of
5. That a copy of these resolutions be sent to
Fifth avenue and Fifty-fifth street, will, when
Brother Phillips and a copy to the Star for pubcompleted,be the largest Presbyterian church
lication.
:
»
in the United States,if not in the world. The
A. 8. HOPKINS,

C. A. WIGHT,

8.

for some days.

heard of the VEGZTIVE, and determined to
It has proved a blessing to me and my child.
cleansed from her stomach and bowels the
which kept gathering there; and now she

Hubbard—

MAIL.

D Stiliwell, Kilbourn City, Wi

nall of Philadelphia was on the condition that
$100,000 more be subscribed before January 1st.
On Dec. 21st, $12,000 was still needed. Several
brethren in N. York City with characteristic libs
erality came to the rescue, and saved the project.
Reports come to us from across the Atlantic,of
tes
hE

and

nights ahd trouble

Geo L Davis, Calhoun, Mc Lean Co, Ky. (2)

publish

labor | & remarkable raviy al ny in progress

GH

Rev & Summerlin, Waverly, I owa,
** J Baker, Epsom, N H.
* A Moulton, Derby Line, Vt.
“ RDB oydston, Game Hill, Franklin Co, Ark.
«
(2)
“ IM Bedell, Rockingham St, Lynn, Mass.
‘J M Kayser, Gobleville, Mich.
Mrs Emma
ng. Chester ){ Roads, 0.
E A Benchley,
Fowlerville, Mich,
B R Clark,
West Geneva, Mic h.
Elliott Buck, Java, N Y.

The fund for new building for the Baptist Pub-

as

8 Cornell—J

Forwarded,
BY

denominations.

ly indebted to Bro, Chick for its continued exist
ficial. Old Dr.4Parsons invented one of the best
ence, especially. the. little church. where he has -anti-bijlous pillsin the market. They are now sold

held, and 18 have been addedto the chureh,
among whom were infidels ‘and hardened

+ sinners,

all other

worthless and iafrion,

‘reclaimed,

td

leading

that

Pratl QUIRDTEN Po Pe eal Ber

four hundred relig-

the Methodists

Gerhan_ Reformed, 14; Congregationalists,
Hebrews, 6; other bodies one or two each.

in Bro.

an able teacher

the benefite of his best endeavors. : “He

20 added

of which

‘Worth a Dollar a Drop.

Mothers, are your little ones fretful? And is your
atience aimost exhausted in vain efforts to please
hem? I can sympathize with you, and can teil you
what will make your little child quiet, give it a good
appetite, and procure for it hours of sweet, sound
sleep.
My little girl is two and a half years old; and during that time I have not had two ‘consecutive nights’
rest. She has-been sick a number of times
no
one seemed to know what was troubling her. ‘It was
hard to hear her little fretful cry, and not know what
to do for her. I doctored her 10r worms, but it did
no good; and T was nearly tired out with sleepless

Mrs B A Harkness—H 8 Harriman—H F Hawkins—H 8S
Huntley—W Hartford—Mrs C Hamerton—C B Hart—C
Hazeu—L H Hobbs—S8 Jenkins—W Johnson—N Jones—
M H Jones—P Lewls—H W. Loomis—J M Lowden—E
Manson—A S McLean—N Miner—DM Meserve—E Manson—J Moxley-J B Manning—P Newman, Jr—J C Osgood—J C Oliver—F H Partrid,
A Pratt—R J Poston
—A Pomeroy—S8 Pouley—B 0
ine—A
Pratt—
uinby—
erry—
e—8
)
tengi'l & Co—J W Rogers—] Rackley—G S Ricker—C A
Rider—D M Savage—O A Smith—Miss J D Sargent—J A
Stanton-+M B Smith—I N Soper & Co—E L Sa
er—T
Trac ~G 8 Thorne—A Taylor—E A Thissell—J
rafton
oliver—~B Walker—Mrs S B Weld -L L Walton—M
B Wells—Mrs H White—T T Yates—B F Zell-WWalker.

The Catholics publish 41; Baptists, 85; Presbyterians, 29; Episcopalians, 21; Lutherans, 14;

.are

Phillips

recognized

“served as pastor for so many. years,

baptism.

forty-seven,

zeal and earnest
have won for him
his people.

‘has heen holding meetings in the vicinity | small indeed as the measure of our indebtedness
of Ridgeville with good results.. In Day's and honor due one that was so self-sacrificing,
backsliders

journals,

the pur- | ‘advantage.
1
There are more than one thousand different kinds
We ate sure that this move will meet with hearty
of pills in the Upited States.
Some of them are
approval by word and deed,
This Q. M. is large-

RIDGEVILLE, INDIANA. “Rev. Asa Pierce

Ginn—Ella Gale—W Gunn—G Howell-

BOTANY.

Price $2.50.

.Mydaughter has reeeived great benefit from the
use

MOTHERS, READ THIS!
A Great Blessing!

© -Connor—W _ Cook ~W
Clark—~M Caswell—-Mrs A I
Clark—M B Churchill—J M Davi s—W
‘B Davis—P 8
Doolittle—S BR Evans—Clara A Edgecomb~T D Farrar
—E N Fernald—D 8 Frost—J Fellows—A
Given—N
Gammon—J B Gordon—H
Grave s—C B Grifin—W 8

and was to have inherited considerable property.

it expedient

regrets

called thus to bid adieu to

8, | as chairman of that Com. and
I pose ahove specified.

Revivals, &c.’

Cregk

that region, has been con-

The United States possess

be best to do

—C W Bartlett—T B Colby—A Coombs—T

|.
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A Source of Great Anxiety.

N. H. TTLDEN,

with this office direct.

Books

Mr. Seneca

standor
is

In the Fields again with Prof. Gray.

Prof.

ary E. Horton,of

Feb. 14, by rev. N. F. Wey«Jones and Miss Eva A. Perry,

of VEGETINE. Her declining liealth was a source
of great’ anxiety to all of her friends. A few bottles
of the VEGETINE restored her health, strength and
appetite.

A C Angell—J M Akerman—D H Adams—A L Ayer—C
B Buffum—C Bishop—S H Barrett—W Bacon—G 8 Baton
=A J Buker—I Brown-T D Bassett—J H Besou—O Blake

that he resign the pastorate of the Pascoag
lication Society has been secured. It will be reJF. Baptist church owing to his declining health, { membered that the gift of $25,000 from Mr #Bugk-

Of ether educational interests I had in-|o ur pastor, whose untiring
t¢nded to speak in this article, but they labor in the cause of the Master
the confidence and hearts of all

vill

Ceylon Mission, a young

|-

3

beep writ-

Brahmin, the first in

A

Letters Received.

P

Me.,

Ins. and Real Estaté agt., 49 Sears Building
Boston, Mass. une 5, 1872.
3

.=T

|. At Tilipally, in the

ious

as-ae-

pw

him, but it will ordinarily
business

verted and baptized. He is eighteen years of age,

Whereas our esteemed pastor,

Phillips, bas

M.,

ten by a woman it contains so many kind things
about us, Our Bhasters say nothing bus what
is bard and cruel of us.”
-

ORDINATION. Brother James Huxtable, of Mil
ler’s Mills,N. Y.,was set apart to the gospel ministry Thursday, Feb. 12, by the Niagara Square

mouth,

Books in Chicago.

|

Wis.

In Burnham,

they or their friends should hotice this, they are
requested to inform us of their residences,

always calmly

have

Raymond;

Miss

can

Standard Text Books,
B

Wagdeworth, both of Lafasette, Wis: Dec. 25, Mr.
Andrew C. Atison, of Milwaukee, and Miss Ellen
J. Hoyt,of H.C.
Jan. 6, Mr, Albert 8. Langmaid,
of H. C., and Miss Esther 8. Miller, of Vienna, Jan.
29, Mr, Hiram Newman,of Mount Pleasant, and\Miss
Hattie Quackenbush, of . Yorkville. Feb. 11, Mr,
Charles K, Clark, of Waterford, and Miss Christie
A. Pervis, of Vernon,
;
At East Albany, Vt.,Feb. 12, at the residence of the
bride’s-parents,by Rev. C.W
,Griffin,Mr. David Syland

He is now en-

Prepared by Walter Clarke & Son, Minot, Me., snd

and Miss Garsie

Mr, John H. Clague

with

sold by Druggists and Medicine Dealers generally,
lyeow4s
:
\
!

Jun
Won,
In Honey Creek, * Wis., Dec. 23, ayby Rev.
GVH.
#r, Randall W. Peck

made with D. S.
Heffron, 250 State St., Chicago, for the sale of
our denominational and Sabbath school books.
They may be purchased there at the same price
we charge at this office. Remittances for the
Star and other papers may be made through

\
‘General.
:
One of the teachers who had visited a zenana
in Calcutta had been telling the ladies therein of
some of the especial promises made in the Christian Scriptures to women.
‘‘ Really,” said a

ti on of $117.23. Also for gifts received at various
times, amounting to $52.77; making a total
of

sc rip) is quite

cords and completed the ‘cure;

tirely free from Rheumatism, -and
walk as.erect as any one, = *

W. Perkins, M.

vester-and Miss
Olive Hunt,
oth
ot E, A.
.
In Rochester, Wis., Feb. 10, By Rev, A. Coombs,

testifies

cane. : A few doses of Clarke’s Rheumatic Elixir

both of Norton,

Clerk.

x
Me.,

of Buxton,

rclieved the pain, and a few. bottles relaxed
the

BROS.

cob H. Ham andl Mrs. Sarah E. Hayes, both of Now
Dec. 25, Charles

Arrangements have been,

RELIGIOUS MISCELLANY.

REV. L. A. CRANDALL and wife return hearty
th hanks to friends in Pittsford, Mich., for a dona-

Rev. Mowry

As a Christian, he was

(except

Cures all erup-

D.,-of
Alton and Miss Esther A. Langmaid, of Durham.
Feb. 2, Mr. Augustus E.Batchelder and Miss Hattie
E. Ayers, both of New Durham,
In Taunton, Mass., Feb. 5, by Rev. J. N. Rich, Mr.
Everett M. Lothrop and Miss Mary
An
1i

Hubbard,

Record,

side had become contracted, so that it was

113 Maiden Lane, N.Y.

Durham.

.

Mr. Isaag

great difficul
he could
ty walk with the ‘aid of a

In Rumney, Feb. 15, by Rev. Thomas Wyatt
Jr., Mr. Benjamin F. §
of Anamosa,
Io
and op, Een As healer of R.
voy 5a,
19%ay
n
Alton,
Dec.
y
Rev. E. W. Ricker, Mr, Ja-

Letters on business have been received at this
office from Alvin Cooper, Josiah Dewey and J. C.
Ford, but without the name of town or state,
If

Clerk.

the last session of the Q

currency

disease.
|

that he suffered from Sciatica and other forms of
Rheumatigm, for thirty-five years, ' That one

MARRIED

both of B,

ceptable as U. 8. bills.

Q. M.— Held its session with

hereas, since

r

ses-

.

Canada

MILLER

26t30

Registéred letters still come to this office charged
Jifteen cents. Since Jan. 1st eight cents is the price.
| If Post Masters are mot informed of the change,
those making remittances will do well to refer them
to the published statements in the United Stages
Mail.

Address.

even to feed

After taking less than twoubottlesof

Clarke's Rheumatic Elixir, he was able to go to
work, and in two years has had no return of the

a———————————————————SMAUUHBRIIN |

Saturday,

<8. BOWDEN,

himself,

It

;

a." large portion of

the time confined to a bed,

Price

the skin.

iis

Welchville, _Me., suffered

from Rheumatism six jyears,

i and thrifty

freshness to

>

Mr, James Ring,

for beautifyin
SMOOthhpss, ng

‘It imparts

VT

commen heey Friday y

commencing

cured him perfectly,

tions of the
face. Is not injurious. Sold by Druggists, or.sent by Mail, Price 50 cents
per box,

Publisher's Notes.

Sabbathyin

resolutions were unanimously adopted :

advance the cause of Christ in this part of the

RESOLUTIONS.

at Smithfield townhouse,
the’ "Feb. 28 at 10 o'clock,
A. M,
and

The location of. the next Q. M. was left with
the clerk.
;
J. M.* BAILEY, Clerk.
WATERLOO Q."M.~Held its last session with
the Waterloo church. It was a very interesting
session, The Jresenice of our divine Master
was vouchsafed unto us: It was indeed good to
be there. ¥ Elds. Hall and Letts were with us.
Next session with the LaPorte City church,
last

next

-ency and rosy

WATERVILLE Q. M. will hold its next session

Miss. Soc. the sum proposed at a former session, viz: fifty cents per resident member.
‘

to

of Attica; Prayer byB. C. Van Duryee, of HamWhile this important feature of gathering | burg; Charge by Rev. D. M.- Stuart, of Buffalo;
the small offerings should be carefully pre- n Hand of fellowship by Rev. Robert Dick of Buf
served, the time has come for gifts of thou- falo; Benediction by the candidate.
D. M. STUART.
sands, and tens of thousands.
:

No donor has yet given his name to'a
Professorship, by the offering of ten thou-

Q. M.—Held its last session
On_ accountof the storm the

warded to sister Chick, aud also to the Morning
Star for publication.
E. G. YORK, Clerk.

be

While Bates College is a wonder, in its
way, as an example of individual beneficence, especially of a man belonging not to
our denomination, but another, Hillsdale
College, in its way, is no less a wonder.

" Her present relources

ected with it.

at least -€ity. . May success attend his effort.

another $125,000, and

this

n

to the H. M. Bogard.
' *N. GAMMON,

trustful, kind, fervent and persevering.
As a
minister, he was self-sacrificing, earnest, zealous
and abundant in labors to save souls, and build
up the kingdom of Christ.
2. That we acknowledge the goodness of our
heavenly Father in permitting us to enjoy so
long the prayers, counsels and labors of so faithful a brother and member.
3. That we
tender to his deeply
afflicted
companion our sympathies in this Ane of sor
row,and assure her in our prayers she shall not
be forgotten.
4.
That a copy of thege resolutions be
for-

much for the first generation of our pioneer | b ardly possible for them to fail. The spirit of
college, as the movement out of which it revival is in their midst. The Sabbath school
grew commencedin 1844. But our work connected with this church looks flourishing,
is not done. To make Hillsdale College Several earnest Sabbath school workers are conwhat we call it, it is absolutely

subject

spiritual. Collection for Foreign Missions, $10.5
for M. 8. M. Soec., $25.61. A resolution was6
adopted stronzly Pp
ng the ministry and the
laity to seek at once to raise for the Maine State

his race,

of life.

few years, There is connected with this church
band of brethren and sisters
are earnest.
Sol workers, determined on suce that
, and it seems

funds.

the

Tarbox a Com.

humane, active and honorable, ever ready to
co-operate in all measures that might benefit

in buildin
: £125,0
00gs and grounds, and an-

other $125,000 in endowment

to present
é

hold its

on hand, and your children will never be sick,
will instal

.the complexion.

day evening
preceding the Q. M. The exegesis to,
open
y a sermon by Kev. R. L. Howard and
followed b, Sssays’ 1. Christian Union,~Wm. Taylor; 2. Christ's
JRerings Vicarious,~I. J. Hoag;
3, Atonement,—~W. Walker;
Jackson; 5. Obligations of Ch urches to mMinisters, A
—W. C. ‘Fairb
; 6.
7. Incarnation wi B. Hart; 8. Resurrection,
—R,
L. Howard, Al 0
cism. A
general attendance is requested in Institute and Q. M.
W. WALKER, Clerk,

Q. M. conference voted to ask the
ety to aid this Q.
M. in the

sum of $100,and chose Rev.M.H,

. M. Ministers’ Assocation will hold

gion with the iad Ghul

of Bro. Chick the true elements of Christian
manhood. As a citizen and neighbor, he was

converted,

way

labor-

we have been deprived by death of one of our
oldest and most worthy members, Rev, John
Chick, therefore
Resolved,1.
That we recognize in the life

their house,

|*0dothers are inquiring for the

my tongue cleave to the roof of my- mouth ; |
if I prefer not thee above my chief joy.”
Hillsdale College has, in round numbers,

already

and

acceptance,

the Home Mission cause, amounting

to $15. The
Parent H. M.

ing

that has been a great burden to them, has all
been arrangso
ed,
that they are free from further anxiety,
Just now they are enjoying a
precious revival; meétings-ire being held every

Hillsdale

and is traveling

churches to g

ebting, yet solemn in conseqdfence of the heavy
loss we sustain in the recent death of ** Father
Chick,”in remembrance of whom the follow-

Se

The debt on

us

the

ble to dress himself. He says his sufferings were
terrible. Six bottles Clarke's Rheumatic’ Blixir

MADAME DE ROSSA’S
- ANTHEO ©
is the best preparation in the world

B. H. RESTON, Clerk.

ROCHESTER (N.Y.) Q. M. will

the 1st Wolfeboro’ church. It was a good season,
‘Sermons were Prrached by Bros. G. 8S, Hill,
R. D. Frost, J.
vis, C. O. Libby
and J. 8,
Potter.
The session was harmonious a nd inter.

The First chareh, Rev. A. F. Bryant, pastor,

is prospering finely.

among

WOLFEBORO'

HARRISBURG,
PA." Having an’ opportunity
to stop in this city a few days, I have learned
our something of the condition of our churches here,
and perhaps it will not be uninteresting to many
be to of the readers of the Star, to hear from this part

should

of our meeting. Among these were Rev’s Tarbox and Gidney, who preached unto us Christ

Hand to the back of his heck, and oftén was una.

Chemist,

BABY SYRUP

jrowih will soolindivale, Sold by
.
.
bottle,
cents per

its next session im the vestry " the Hod. Hap tint
church at Lisbon, (Factory ;
e)
Tues
March 3, commenging at 9 o'clocls, ryA. M. Rev, Ww
H. Bowen, of Lewiston, is ex
th
read
a papar before the Association. All our ministers are
Vv ited to be present.
GEO, 8, RICKER, ‘Sec.

Rev. J. M. Carr has recent-

MILLER’S

:

‘out, and still the cloth cannot be pulled apart with-

out tearing it. We pay Agents: from $7) to $250
per
‘NOTHING
BETTER.”
Cutler Bros., Bogs, -month and-expenses, or a ¢ommission from which
ton, celebrated VEG-3 twice that amount can be made.
Iv.
John Ware,
Address SECOMBH
ETABLE PULMONARY BALSAM, for Colds and Con.
& CO., Boston, Maes, New York City, Pittsburgh,
13t4%%
sumption,
*
"
Pa., Chicago, 111, or St. Louis, Mo,
15t8
“>
’
.
2.

:

a

:

from Rheumatism more than twenty years; for. ~
more than ten years he could not lift his right

MOTHER
READS,
THIS!
KEEP

Cas

—A certain cure for Rheumatism and Neuralgia:

WiLBOR,

ing it to sleep, as its restored h

ER ORDER,

BOWDOIN

by A.B.

San

From hundreds of examples the following are
selected : |
:
Fi,
Rev. J. B. Holt, Mechanic Falls, Me. “suffered

Cod Liver

only

{

| CLARK®'S RHEUMATIC

cure sour, stomach, dysenter
ipin
in the bowels, wind colic, &c. Gives relief IS toetle
lng. Pleasantto take.
Contains no opium or morphine,. Relieves your child by. bi y 0ot by caus.

agfleld : {Me Q. M. ConMarch 6,
instead of

iy

Special Notices.

factured

Clerk.

a

i

erty which renders the oil doubly e
us, Remarkable testimonials of its eficacy can be exhibit
ed
Jo those who desire to gee them,
i
plianu

Feb. 27, as reported in the Efar of Jon. 28

;

HIRAM CHAMPLIN,

be ready to inaugurate a. second Foreign

make our Home Mission work at least
four fold more effective than we have.at
any time in the past. This expansion of
our most important denominational work,
may “lead to the establishment of a church
building association,

Bast Williamston

I'd

Ra

seatin
the Oil as hereto:
by the phosphate of lime with a
dow!

and

commencing Friday before the
March, at two o'clock, P. M.

Mission, in 1880, whilé not slackening
hand in the one already established.
~The third, it seems

The

UY

r

tried, ‘ Wilbor's Compoun
;
or
,” without possess ng af very”
nauflavor of

i

Cor. Sec,

hid

-one easily
Oil and

' Notice.

There {8 some reviv-

attendance was smaller than usual, but
meetin,
of worship were
interesting

have the sympathy of numerous friends, and he
asks an interest in their prayers,
"1
COM,

C. 0, 1BBY,

“a

Langue wna He a al seron” of ‘Gur olmate

f

AROOSTOOK Q: M.—~Heéld: a session” commene-

CumBrRLAND
at Mechanic Falls,

REV. J. M. W. FARNHAM, with his family,
|; eft Boston on ‘the 17th inst., on his way
to

To this question, many and diverse answers, no doubt, will be given, If, how-

'

.

:

SR

through any pulmonary complain » Or even those
who are in decided consumption, by no means despair.
There is a safe and sure Xeglody at hand,and

The Free Baptist church 'of Pascoag is at present |
Without a pastor, and
the
und ersigned committee
would ike to rd
me
isto
Who are
at liperty,
relative ve to assumin,
po aiisl . pastorate
torate o of
[thie above ysLurch.
© JOHN WALLING, inCom.
v
H. L. HOPKINS,

all brought

ing Feb. 6, 1874, with
church at Fort Fairfield, The weatheran going were very unfavorable, yet there was a fair attendance; the
churches were well represented; und we had
what we regard as a very profitable
mee ng.
There was quite a delegation from the Houlton
. M,, which added very much. to the interest

bath to aid

ANY small church in want of a pastor will do
well to correspond with Rev. William Miller,
North Ashford, Conn.
D. C. WHEELER.

a7

cause of Christ as the result of his labors among
us, A collection was taken up on the Sab-

'

promising one for a devout laborer,

Friends are invited to be present.

v

+

missionary will take plicce in the evening of March
4, - at 7, P.M, in the Washington street church.

He is well received wherever
he preaches,
and we are hoping to see
great good to the

for

i

-

87. CROIX Q. M. will hold its next session at Olivet, Pierce Co., Wis, Commonl
y Feb. 27

ing among

Meeting House in Oxford, N. Y.,

recently.

® ORDINATION,

We'were

0. D: Buran,

ly come

.

"

The ordination of Bro. R. D. Frost as a foreign’

The church-

nearly

the

with

and him crucified.

'

the time.

#

this and

contemplate

$10,000,

What are the objects that should especially claim the attention of the denomi-

nation between

and

desirable location,

resolved to do still more lib-

. tennial services, six years

*

WE learn that the Seventeenth street F. Baptist church, New York, have sold their church

notwithstanding

session

church, June 19-21,

WwW. H, EDGER.

Penisyl-

session.

ae

Mission.

Clagk; from the-{~5
untington Q. M., whose labors ad
much
CORBECTION. The 8
to the interest of the session,
ference
will ‘be holden

3
:

Foreign

its last session with

Preselice of Rev’s Waldron

re-

————

enough

al interest within the limitsof the Q. M.

The work is still going on, and’

reference to

besides

8. school, Temperance and Mission 'inter®sts
are well sustained,. We were favored with the

and

about forty have been converted and

RO

Q. M.~Held

bey

The Executive Committee of the F. B, For. Miss.
Society will meet at. the office, Wednesday, March
4, at 11, A. M., for the transaction of business.

Ae IL MORRELL,

es were all represented, and

‘occasion, it may be” well for any of us to the Lord is blessing the people.
throw out a few

A

favored witha very good

$100KTON, Wis. I have. been holding a

the‘ objects of such plans.

purposes,

words of encouragement.

meeting here for the

od

the 14th

the Kast Orange church, Jan, 16~18.

“

of that. claimed.

demand

.

“CORINTH

Js in failing health,

As afew months will
session of our General
it willbe well for us
six years to comp, so
the

.

to learn that Bro. Crowell, the pastor here,

mentum, as it passes into the second “cen-

as properlyto meet

been bap-

tized. There is snid tobe a deeper intérIt est in the subjéct of religion in the village

works that shall give our cause new mo-

session

in yearly memberships (at $1.00 each) pledged
® awe) He sun hi about fitty dollars!
The reival at
Berryville Is progressing.
’

shall ‘ nat-

urally desire to emphasize that event.
will do us good to mark the era by some
tury of our history.
bring us to the next
_ Conference,at which
to lay plans for the

have already

collected for Mission

i

i——————

“Notices and Appointments,

its last

inst., and continued over the Sabbath. A very
harmonious, happy and profitable. session was
enjoyed, - Sixteen dollars .and upwards. were

place has been enjoying a revival interest,
and about thirty have professed faith in

a Christ. Twenty

M.—Held

a

A

»N
Sos Hel
8s

organized,’ our denomination

AR,

with the church at Winchester; Va., on

Puanix, N. Y. The church at this

Durham, N. H., instead of counting from
1827, when the Général Conference was

J

4

nk

S8=5F

soon be here. If we count from the organization, of the first church .in New

Q.

By

oS

will

WINCHESTER

i"

Le

Quarterly Meetings.

this visitation
+. Com.

ly

ANBRVEAS 7 FR ETN
ferret d————————————

SESS

The centennial of our denomination

ave greatly encouraged,by
of the Spirit.
A

FEBRUARY 25, 1574.
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New York.
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"Mothers, Mothers, Mothers. .
«Don’t fail ta progure MRS. WINSLOW'S SOOTH
ING SYRUP for. al disqasos inoident to he
of ‘teething in children." It relieves the

od
from

pain, pures wind colic repniates jhe howels, na hy:
li

hd

8 yes
Yoshio ths
WINSLOW'S SOOTHING SRR
For, sale by all druggiags, th %
:
:
La

giving relief and health to ¢

mother.
Be sure and oall for
.- =“ MRS,

=)

14

.

.

hii

s

:

oe

| Pui

ho

“ Why,

—

Oe

.

)

The past looms up before me,’

Ji

I dreamily turn the leaves;
And far away in the distance
T catch a glimpse of a land

,

Sip

Where.Love was the star that guided,

And Hope waved her magie wand;

There in life’s rosy morning
Gathered our household band.

Spring came with freshness and beauty ;
“The summer was laden with flowers;

And the golden tints of autumn _

Gladdened théh¥ppy hours.

for the love of toiling,

(lod, make room

How swiftly the hours flew by,
Till one in the prime of manhood
Lay calmly down to die.
As they did in the days of yore;

mamma,

why

on her
-you

are

so

1€r mother’s low, pained voice answer-

©

I sat in the twilight as now,

d,** My darling, the sun

face.”
She sank upon her kness;

~

Or if for the moment I slept,
But inte our quiet chamber
One entered with noiseless step,

And told of that wondrous city,

Unseen by mortal sight,
‘Which needeth no sun nor moonbeams,

For God and the Lamb are its light.

.
So I know by the many tokens
The Father is sending to me,

in your,

shines

the clasped

hands were uplifted, as if, reaching for
8 omething unattainable; the face quivered
with inward anguis! Bj vat the expregsion of
beautiful than
her sightless eyes wadmore
was:

in their days of undimmed beauty they had
»
e ver been,
As her mother bent over her, she heard
the pale lips whisper,

That the land our friends inhabit,

“

Is fair as fair can be; That the paths their feet are treading
Are not strewn with thorns as ours;
That o’er that Goldea city

*

P

co

“goin my woes to be
-/
Nearer, my God,
to\Thee;
~ Nearer to Thee?’

-

—The

.

Churchman.

Ethel Bent’s Trial.

»

tl

OG

monly gifted in musical attainment for a
playing

upon

his

“ All that Thou sendest me,
Tn mercy given.”

kind,

knock him down and take my hoop away
from him.” “Very well,"said his mother.

and I

«J am going out into the garden,

shall take the hoop away, and I shall punish
him also. But now listen to me a minute.
You hope some day to live with Jesus in

heaven; try to fancy yourself there now.

What do you suppose Jesus. thinks about
your cousin ? You know Jesus died for all
of us, and loves all of us. He has loved

your cousin

and taken care of him ever

since he was a baby, just as he has loved
you and taken care of you. Now, suppose

we are close,to Jesus; who is sittid)

on his

that terrible book in which all our

sins are

golden throne.

there. - There dre

driving

good, plain, but lovable Mary Ann

“a winning way."— Hearth and Home.

in a sledge,

this

and

What do you think

Jesus

ask what he

captain,

who

per-

haps was only trying to see if he had got an
honest cabin-boy, ‘‘you ave right; I will go
on shore and try to find the owner.”
After some trouble she was found, and

~

as'a reward she gave the boy a large um
-of money. By the captain's advice it was
laid out in hides and furs, which, when the

ship came to England, were sold for nedrly double the price they cost.
|

As soon as John landed, he set off for his
widowed mother’s cottdge, But when he

got to it he found it shut up, and the grass
was growing about the door. ‘‘Ob,” thought
he, “my poor mother has Hied of want!

many

is one

He looked about him in the greatest: grief,

all

when

feels?

he

heard some one eallto him:

violin

the work-house.
Jesus, you also ought to feel sorry.” Now I
John was soon
must go out and punish your cousin.”
ringing
the bell.
“1
“boy;
“No, mamma,” said the little

only want him to give

not punish him.”

back

my. hoop,

the

work-house

‘*What do you
said the porter.
Se
“I want my mother,” said John.

do

But his mother. kissed

gate,

want?

The pdrter said she must not go out with-

him, and answered, “Yes, my dear, I must
punish him, not to please you, but to .make
your cousin know how naughty he’ has

out an order; but John went in, fell on his

mother’s neck, then putting her arm

under

. 1874.

com

rs.

The

~

in.

Psalms, Ecclesiastes, and
opportunity for them-to set
their study and reflection.
frankly
. done, andfv & way

by the announcement of its plan ‘at the outset.
The results of alarge

amount of critical study

are here given us, while the processes are, for:
" ——
happily kept out of
The bréakfast was good enough, in it- the most part, modestly
well

placed

on

the

table.

all the

sight, oritioal and the practieal elements
admirably
‘and supplement each other.
The wants of
‘thé understanding and the heart
are remembered and provided for. Reason and
faith are constantly respected; Now and then
one finds what is perhaps a little ‘excessive ten-

dency to affitm and employ
ment, te find,
couched under
- fact, and:
rather freely

the symbolical ele-

hidden and spiritual meanings
the plain statements of outward
Il light of the New Testament is
used to illuminate the text of the

solemnity of an undertaker at a funeral, Old. But the merits of the work-are so many,
handing the people out to their seats in the 80 large and so real that itis a special pleasure
carriages. By the look of injured inmo- to commend the Commentary with emphatic
cence which shot forth from every feature,” words, and repeat the statement which we have
it was plain that she had failed to enjoy her heretofore made, that, taken all in all, this Commentary, for use by average ministers and stu
night's rest. And having failed to en- dents
jn connection with the ordinary work of
joy it, she considered it her duty” to im; interpreting the Bible, is hardly equaled by any

part to all around

her that.melancholy

meditativeness which is such a distinguished element in her character.

Firstly,

Aunt

:

Grumblebug

begins her

morning exercises
by saluting everybody
at the table. When she says “good morning,”it doesn’t sound good. There is verjuice in her lugubrious twang, which seems

other and is certainly excelled by mone. This
volume contains a Jarger amount of matter than
any of its predecessors, and indicates an wtention to put the entire work, if possible, within
the compass of eight volumes. They will include & large mass of knowledge and
sug estion,
with Jittle that is redundant or of ‘doubtful val.
ue, and can hardly fail to secure a liberal patronage

and a wide

circnlation,

The volumes

are

to make it say ‘‘abominable bad’ morning ;”

or “awful bitter
morning.”:. When she
wholesales it, and
sses the whole
breakfast party with.«‘g'd m’rn'g to-y'awl,”
[e'sivage clip with which
it is uttered is
off a kitten's

pair of shears.

at

&

Sold by E, J. Lane& Co.

"

marched in and took her seat, with

‘Yes, very sorry; and

tle boy.

our

called

and jolly good-humor sat on the faces of
the children. All weve happy enough un-

as we go back, what would become of us #»

Solomon,

that
can hardly fail to awaken real respect for
both their ability and their eandor.- They have
crowded
a Jarge mass of suggestive matter into
these introductions, and the work of exposition
wn detail is very inteHigently and satisfuctorily
embodied. ~This Commentary
is more than
meeting the expectations that were awakened

Sunshine streamed through the windows,

>

lpg—

Song of

ripner,

tiesof opinion among

Augg, Grumblebug’s Breakfast.
self, and was

said, “Why,
these .are all
will sell them

IV. Jo

in our
The issue of this part of. the work popularly
artifice, known as the Speaker's Commentary affordsan
on, in- opportunity for the editors and special assist<
ants to bring out their attainments’ as biblical
inbred, critics,
and their special theories in the intervenéer- pretation of what has developed great diversi-

bud, and we shall have the result that

«If we should have another storm, captain,
“Ah, John,” said the

ork:

- Vol,

esiastés—The

octavo, pp. 702,”

and grow. from
it as the flower from the

longs to you.”

(yours and

there

New

way is

til Aunt Grumblebug took her seat at the
“But they belong to the lady,” said he.
table.. With an expression of woe in her
The captain replied, “Oh, you picked it countenance, and her breakfast shawl tightup, and you can not find the lady—it bes ly pinned around her bony shoulders, she

See, the Angel has brought

other sins written down

anon, of Kxate

of

The trouble with it, when it is merely

«John, is that-you ? It was a woman of
1 think he is angry: but is he also glad or
the
village that spoke to him. She then like cuttihg
“Very sorry indeed,” said the littold us, sory?”
told
him that his poor mother had gone into
love
if you

A few days ago the newspapers
in the brief, laconic way that newspapers
must, a story as full of pathos as any that
is ever told in a three-volume novel. A
child, scarcely seven years old—uncom-

child—bad been

saw a lady, who was

«I should like,” said the little boy, ‘‘to

our sins.

night after night to crowded houses. The
manager of the establishment ai which

——

in

you,”

look

more.” But Jesus came to take away

Little Ones.

in

assumed like a dress, is that in sudden troductions to Job,
emergencies it will fail of its end, or crack | the Songs afford an
like an ill-fitting mask, and betray the real | forth the results of
nature beneath. ‘Let the naturebe sincere This they have very

An English sailor-boy, in a Russian port,

Eres-

was quickly out of sight.
him, he struck you in the face, andgow. he’
John ran to the captain to
himself’
enjoying
is bowling your hoop and
ought to do, when the captain
have
you
and
rest,
the
with
garden
in the
Jack, your fortune js made:
come crying into the house. It is quite
diamonds on the bracelets ; I
what
me
tell
but
angry;
right of you to be
would you like td have done to your cousin.” for you when we get home.”

mine and other people's),

These

ing.

drop a small book-casein which was a diamond bracelet. He rushed forward to piek
your.
away
took
cousin
big
soangry. Your
it up, and called after the owner, but. she |
from
it
take,
(o
tried
you
when
and,
hoop,

&in written down

:

No storm-cloud darkly lowers;

In the Saviour’s fair domain,
And not for the world’s best treasures
Would I call them back again. «

expressions

obliging acts; in short, a winning

The Honest Cabin-Boy.

chil-

written dewn, and Jesus sees your cousin's

“But they’re safely, lovingly sheltered

~ @he Family Circle

at her

«I know,” said the mothér, “why you

? Is the room light?”

8 i lent

Rove

prompt

and genial, and then let the manner suit it

ently ode of them came crying indoors.
D

“‘thapk

said

he hadn't

oh by IA Te aud Shar P.O.
Corgy afCo k, theM, Ao
A,

and by

words, once, all this time.—8t. Nicholas,

dren playing together in the garden.

Pa

¢ Mamma,

For once, when the day was ended,

a

Sim-

llotn chureh.. Edited by

are, for I think you are a gentleman, also?”

and, yet,

«

o

A mother was once looking

let in

i ng breeze, but no light came to the eyes.

- Would I esl! them back to-night.

fellow,” ask

* ++

pare arms she felt the warm sun-and morn-

‘But not for the world’s best treasures

ride, when they:

|

THE HOLY BIBLE, according to the Authorized
Version. With an Explanatory and Critical

ple, gracious courtesy; politeness: to the
people one meets ; recognition, by thanks

of the utmost value in society- and
homes. . We Hite veneering’ and
and in so far as manner is a putting
can to help others and to make them happy.” stead of a growth from something
«+ Well,” said he, ‘‘Lthink you are a gen- | igs artificial and of the nature of

Anger and Sorrow,

I can-

She turned toward the window;

And my heart betimes is weary,
Weary of sorrow and blight,

little

-

bandage.”

4To a home on the other shore.

for a

little ones.— ‘Hearth and Home.

all the light you can before I take off the

Another bridegroom took them away

y

=~ +

Manner is a very important thing.

_1t was my turn to be a littlé bit puzzled;

whom

bring her to the Saviour, for it. came from

©“ Open the blinds wide, mamma;

oc)

want to?”

a great many ways of offending these
are

All day long she waited, her lips moving
;
in prayer. The morning dawned.

And one by one they have left us,

because it does not think it worth its while

to show how fairitis.

me square in the face, * do
tinted, looking
gentlemen always let boys

Wiiterary Beview,

what happens, while the really kind, .good,
|g elf-denying disposition is
unrecognized,

at any rate,”
pal pride, sometimés endanger the darlings | tleman,
And so I said, “Will you tell me who you
you love as your own lives. Thére

at her cross. The path, though dark, had
one ray of light, which, if followed, must

mamma!

Did you think

one ?" 1 said laughingly.
“Well—yes—I'm afraid I did, but,” he con-

yourself whether you dd not, in your mater-

ed. She no longer spoke of her hopes and
fears. She looked more and more calmly

noon-day is too bright; I will promise you
to let the morning into your room.”

Begirt by Love’s rosy fetters,

)

as

"Once, the thin, white hand was raised

‘And you didn’t ask me.

:

who

of tickets,

buyers

the

they do; but a
_ Mothers, whose tears have dropped at | and I said, “I don’t think
gentleman
is
one
who
always
does all he
ul
**Merecif
the petitionof this poor baby,

not wait : let the light in now;” but. her
mother said, ¢ Have patience, darling, the

We spent in the old home nest.

defrauds

applauds—once in a while kills.

if to dash the cup from her lips.
Days passed. . As her strength came
back, the inflammation’in her eyes decreas-

* One day she cried, “0

Andlabor made sweet our rest;
|
Ahme! what joyous happy days

le

that the gaping crowd listens to, looks at,

;

him.

187:

b

to fit any artist for agreeably performingin
public, and no little child can. 10" anything
in a musical or dramatic way that can be
called highly artistic. It is the little one,

«If Thou the cup of pain
~ Givest to drink.”

>

‘and bland,

The tears of a new-born Sorrow
Bedewing my cheek and brow.
I knot not if twas in a vision,

ag

i

‘Where skies were flooded with sunshine;

‘We tolled

‘‘ you

Through it all those words wére in Ethel’s

‘mind :

Rl

because I had nice horses and a ne carought to have their money's worth for their riage, and wore good clothes, and looked
money. It takes long and severe training like a gentleman, that therefore: wasn't

and

Ethel,” dried her mother,

nd

TY

of public tastes,

tone

the

less—it lowers

daughter back to_her seat; then bending
nearer the shaded lamp, she read aloud the
Cw
1 essons for the day.

Sitting atone in the twilight
Of these lengthened winter eves,

And breezes were balmy

wide

her eyes

= | will tire yourself;” and she half carried her

BY MRS. Ei A, Cy
.

“THE MORNING ST.

turned toward the door,
open.

Review.
|

a

Few

tail with

people

Nextly, Aunt Grumblebug relates her
experience of how she slept, or failed to
sleep. The spring bed = credked in the.
night, and made
her unhappy.
She

a mouse

- Dean of Westminster.

8, 1878. °

New

Scribner,

York:

A itron & Co. 1874. Soldby E. J. Lane &

to

thankful cordiality.

was

lology at Oxford.
men,
by
Arthur

a big

respond

such a salutation
; and it isnot in human nature to respond
to it with avy degree of

thought that there

minster’ Abbey, Dee.
Maller, M. AZ, Pro

But for the furor awakened in England over
thé act of Dean Stanley in welcoming Max Maoller to the pulpit of Westminster Abbey, at the
regular hour of Sunday service, to speak on the
subject of Christian Missions, this discourse of
ly have gained any such
his would not
notoriety as it
thoughtful, fresh,

now attained. It is able,
manly, putting the case on

in the Jower ground than it would have been put by an-

he was engaged, noticing his languor and
sure, but still maknot to do as he his arm, he maréhed out with her on the
room, and fancied that the nimble creature evangelical clergyman to be plea
What more weary time is there than the’ lassitude, insisted, much against the little been, and to teach the others
for earnest and
a strong and effective
ing
way
to
the
old
cottage.
There
he
saw
her
shall
I
and
him,
for
am sorry
would take advantage of the darkness faithful work in the lands where idolatrous sysweak convalescence which follows severe performer's will, that he should rest; and did. But I
placed
in
comfort,
and
leaving
her
some
than I can help.”
of the night to nibble at her elderly tems are yet enthroned, and for the development
illness? White as the pillows that support- in the night, as he was resting, the over- not punish him more
money to keep her while he was gone on toes. There was a cracked
see
you
r
wheneve
angry
be
to
pane of of such a type of Christian manhood among the
right
is
It
warm
ed her was Ethel Bent's face, one
taxed brain and the over-stimulated -lifeor sin of any kind. For another voyage, Le went again to his ship. glass in her room, and she was sure she missionaries as will beget confidence, sympathy,
cruelty,
or
injustice
glowing
golden,
the
but
powers suddenly gavé way.
* Merciful
Sunday afternoon;
John was a good son to his mother from
would soonbe laid under the sod, owing to and receptiveness of heart among the people
or two, perhaps, you may be so
sunshine was shutout of the quiet chamber ; God, make room for a little fellow,” his a moment
that
day;
and
he
afterwards
becamé
the
faith, He urges a dimibut
g
cold contracted oy the draft ‘which’ came who are offered a purer
you can not feel anythin
. indeed, so dim was the light that when not father heard him whisper, and with this angry that
‘mate of the vessel in which he first left the through that crack, and blew all the way nution of the controversial spirit and work and
angry
be
not
can
you
r
an increase of the parental. He divides the great
accustomed to_it, it would be dangerous to strange, sorrowfully-worded petition on auger. But remenbe
shores of Yarmouth as an orphan cabinfrom the far corner of the room on her religious systems of the world into the aggresmoments together with a
many
for
rightly
at
the
to
glance
over
‘‘
One
went
this?
was
child
why
tired
the
And
lips,
read.
his
boy.
venerable head. She had been troubled sive and the quiescent, or the missionary and
bad child,unless you feel also sorry for him.
the young girl's eyes would tell the whole niajority,” where there is always room.
John had been a _Sunday-school scholar,
presalt
As
anger.
of
by ill-favored dreams, some of which she non-missionary religions. The former, he says,
salt
the
is
Sorrow
this
in
told
are
we
as
sad story.
SE
;
No doubt it is true,
sorrow pre- and had learned to read the Bible. It was proceeded to relate; and scared by visions are sure to die, 3s they deserve to; the latter
bad,so
turning
from
meat
vents
They were closed ; but the poor, swollen case, that music was a passion with thjs
this book that gave him courage in storm; of the night which appeared to her in con- will live longer and contend with each other for
from becoming a fault.
lids quivered with pain.
baby-performer ; that he loved to play to vents anger
it taught him to resist temptation, and to nection therewith. A panorama of ruffians supremacy. These "last are Buddhism, Molike
you
would
how
When you do wrong,
For weeks she had been stretched upon throngs of listeners, and enjoyed the
hammedanism and Christianity, The latter he
you, and not, -at be honest ; it made him kind to his mother; had appeared to her, each armed to the ‘expects
to triumph over all the rest, slough off
a sick-bed. Her very life was despaired lights, the flowers, the excitément, and the people to be angry with
you ?— Parables and we hope it led him to know our Lord teeth, and a villainous-looking murdexer certain defects, and win its way to supremacy.
of ; but God is good; and the prayers of applause. Not the less was his public per- the same time, be sorry for
Jesus
Christ
as
his
Saviour.
'
Young
read;
had pointed a pistol at her head.
he
The address is full of interest, and the prelimifriends and the church were answered.
forming a fatal mistake, whether per- Jor Children.
‘er, this holy book:speaks to all. It directs dreams and visions she attributes to iu- nary discourse of Dean Stinley is a worthy toHer eyes had been weak from the first, mitted’ by parental pride or caused by
you to repent, and to forsake all sin, It
to it. The two men pay each other
A Boy’s Ride.
> points you to Jesus, the sinner's friend. If digestion. Then she launches out into a troduction
though the physicians had thought renewed parental cupidity.. The death of the child
a quiet but meaning compliment.
discussion
of
the
pathology
of
herparticuhealth would strengthen them; but, alas! was Nature's answer to the defiance his
you pray to God for his Holy Spirit, he will
lar species of in digestion. The boys laugh CENTRAL Asia. Travels in Cashmere, Little
It was a beautiful day in the early Spring bless the reading of it to your hearts.
the fearful truth forced itself mwpon them, way of life had been to her unchanging
one
in
and
the girls snicker, She says that in
then,
Thibet, and Central Asia, Compiled and arWest
the
at
lived
I
18—.
of
and they shuddered. at the heavy cross upon laws. All children thus tasked and overYork: Seribranged hy Bayard Taylor. New
the
her
youthful
days,
boys
and
girls
were
which
for
of those half rural cities
her. =.
do not die, and occasionally
ner, Armstrong & Co. 1374. 12mo, pp. 365.
stimulated
| trained to be polite. They wonder if she
Sold hy E.J. Lane & Co.
A Winning Way.
Ethel herself would not believe it, and one grows up and fulfills the promise West is so far famed. I had started out for
was so trained ; and if so, what sort of po- " It is a fine series of books which this House is
;
— > E—
,
° little a drive.
looked forward with unabating hope toa of his early precocity. But many
sending ont under the general title of ‘‘ The LiJust ahead of me I saw walking on the ‘There once lived in a certain household liteness she calls her present manners.
full restoration of her sight.
} children loved and cherished in beautiful
of Travel, Exploration and Adventure,” 2
brary
Moreover, Aunt Grumblebug is on her
There was something ‘of selfishness i homes, do die of over-forcing under our road a very small boy» He was dressed in a-damsel from the green isle of Erin, whose,
and the publishers did a natural ‘and significant
the eager way she begged. them to attend radically wrong system of infantile educa- plain clothes,known as Kentucky Jean. On name was Mary Ann. To a singularly un- dignity about being helped first, and with thing in getting Bayard Taylor enlistedas geuthe service her illness had deprived them of tion, and many others from being brilliant his head he wore even thus early in Spring, graceful and bulging figure, a walk resem- “becoming respect.” - She says that nobody eral editor of the volumes, Each of the volumes
this latest
so long ; she wanted solitude to be able to specimens of baby proficiency become the a plain straw hat; over his shoulder he bling that of a lame and discouraged duck, respects her, and she is not very far from already issued is a choice thing,and
with the
‘installment will compare favorably
being
right.
The
“if
you
please”
with
handsilk
red
a
in
up
tied
bundle,
and
a
very
marked
and
obtrusive
squint,
a
carried
people
of
look her trial in the face; but now she dullest and most commonplace
rs. It describes the counpredecesso
its
of
best
which
she
accepts
what
is
offered
her
has
shrapk from it and tried to satisfy herself when they arrive at maturity. The law kerchief, and slung upon a stick. In his Mary Ann added the unfortunate distinction
tries mentioned, in a pleasant, popular and inby saying, ‘* The Bible says we are not of healthful growth is gradual and slow, hand he held his great heavy shoes, whilst of haying had the small-pox. Her face was nitric acid enough-i?#itto sour everything structive way, setting forth what is most noticehe tugged on manfully and wearily, sore of seamed and scarred from the topmost bit of on the table. She is on the constant look able in the lands apd life with which it deals,and
tried above that we are able to bear, and I and above all things symmetrical ; and the
to aid the impresher forehead to the lowermost bit of her out for affronts, and finds them where freely employing the pencil
could not endure that.
Oh! no; I shall not mind cultivated at the expense of the foot, and sore of heart, I had no doubt.
none
are
intended.
The
children
are
sion
produced
by
the
work
of
the pen,
1
drove
quickly
past,
and
then
stopped
double chin, and altogether she made upon
be blind.”
Wiley
‘body in the first years of life, not seldom
cramped and fettered into silence by her
¢¢ Sister Ethel,” said a low, sweet voice suddenly reaches a point from which it and looked back, and waited until the little one who saw her for the first time the imTHE WETHEREL AFFAIR. By J. W.DeFor:
pression of something at once pitiful, sad awfulness. The fountains of cenversation
Kate Beaumont,”
near her, * Sister Ethel, may I come in ?” can be cultivated no farther. There are fellow came up.
est, author of ‘ Overland,” **
3s New York: Sheldon &'Co. paper. pp.
“Holloa,” 1 said, “‘don’t you want to and grotesque. A woman who has made an are dried up, because Aunt Grumblebug
“ Why, yes, Ruthie, if you want to.”
multitudes of mentally-dwarfed young ‘men
:
v
n
utter failure in the line of beauty is always sits in grim judgment on every word ‘hat
‘I wanted to recite my hymn to you; dnd women whose barely respectable at- ride ?”
This is the story which has been for some
:
:
:
:
an ohject of compassion and; in a lesser is said.
“To be sure I do,” said he.
and it
it is some new verses to ¢ Nearer, my God, tainments are a painful disappointment to
time past running through the Galazy,
One by one the younger members of the brings out the best qualities of the author, who
“Then why don’t you ask me P said I.
degree, of wonderment,
to Thee,’ and I like them so much.”
those who listened with pride and pleasTo Mary Ann, as to prettier demoiselles, family hurry thiough their breakfast, dnd is certainly a most skillful analyzer of character
*“ Well, dear, say them; I don’t mind.”
ure to the marvels of their genius in the | “Because,” said he, *‘I had asked so
r of life and manners. He
The low ‘voice seemed to Ethel to be nurserys ,
: many times, arid been refused so often, that however, there came one day of triumph leave the table. It isa great saving of and a vivid delineato
both self-restraint and passion,and he appeals
has
provender
to
have
Aunt
«
Grumblebug
think
didn’t
I
and delight. A youthful compatriot of her
very far off at first; but hark! what was
We never see a child trotted out by an 1 bad got discouraged, and
about. It is a ‘stalled ox and hatred strongly both to the critical intellect andthatthea
she saying now ?
admiring mamma for the purpose of shoWw- you would let me,” with some emphasis on own‘came a-wooing,and to him it was nothsensitive hearf. There is little danger
ing that her eyes squinted, ‘that her therewith.” Most of the “ox” is left over reader will tive over his'maguetic pages.,
:
ing off how much it cgn do—in very nearly the “you.”
“ If where they lead my Lord,
Je
a
“Well,” I said, ‘get in.” He stood look- rbair
was
carroty,
and
that
her for the next day's hash.
the same way that a promising eolt is put
v
1, too, be borne,
Oh!
miserable
Aunt
Grumblebug!
Don't LA CREME DE LA CREME. A collection of Muing
hopelessly
up
into
the
cushioned
and
face
was
a
sight
to
behold..
He
loved
her,
through
its
paces
by
its
admiring
owner—
Planting my steps in His,
sic for advanced players. New York: J. L.
~ Weary and worn;
without a feeling of deep regret. We are carpeted buggy, and down at his bundle and his love, like an- enchanted mirror, spoil our. meals! Come and see us; do.
;
Peters.
tl
May the path carry me
transformed her ugliness into satisfying But don’t come more than once in five * This'is No.8 of this monthly issue of instruvery far from desiring that children should and his stick, and his heavy soiled shoes.
Nearer, my God, to Thee,
_| be taught nothing. The writer of the ex-| «] am afraid I ain’t very. clean,” he said comeliness and grace. She pleased him, years, or 80,'and then don’t stay long. mental music, and the compositions have abunia,
Nearer to Thee }”
and his courting sped smoothly on. “You Don’t come on Christmas, New: Year's, or dance of character and will.tax and reward the
cellent article entitled, ** An Accidental at last.
Don't come at meal effortsof well-trained pianists, There are five
,“Oh!
never
mind,”
I
spid.
“Getin;
this
see, ma'am,” said Mary Ann to her mis- Fourth of July.
ln That is not for me,” "thought Ethel
Kindergarten,” in last week's Hearth nnd
pieces here, whieh, at the usual price, would
tress, as on the wedding-day she came, in time. Don't come on a sun-shiny day, for cost
« It means the old-time martyrs.”
Home, suggests to reflecting fathers and vehicle was'made for use.”
$2.00; but one can obtain the twelve monthcome
Don’t
cloudy.
it
make
will
you
‘sky-blue gown and emerald ribbons, to be
“She tried to shake off the feeling. How] mothers one method by which quite young _ “I'd better leave my stick,” he said.
‘ly numbers for $4.00. Ttis not mere ordinary .
, “Oh, no!” T answered. “You may want’ congratulated, “it is not my beauty attract- when it *is cloudy, for you will make it and unsalable music which Mr. Peters sends out
«could the dark path bring her nearer to children can be 4gught much, and taught
!
darker. But ‘‘do come’ and see us.’— under this title, but such as warrants the phrase
/£
again.”
ed Pat. Tt was all my winning way.”
it
unconsciously
and
delightfully.
What
we
God?
;
And
so
he
climbed
fn,and
the
bundle
was
which is employed to give it a name, , It is well
We fcel like preaching a little sermon to Christian Standard.
But the childish voice continues, lower urge, with all the earnestness of which we
&T3
the attention of those who prize the ‘“‘con“|'worth
stowed
away
under
the‘seat,
and
the
stick
our
readers
about
the
essential
charm
there
are capable, is that they shall ‘not be
and more prayerful now:
sweet sounds,” and know how to draw
of
cord
Our Moral Warfare.
is in'a winning way. Mary Ann's obsermade objects of display, even in private, put:down between us.
od
‘If Thou the cup of pain
BS
' it from the instrument.
«]
never
rode
1n
such
a
nice
carriage
bevatien had in it a déeper truth than she in
to gratify the vanity of their elders, and
+Givest to drink,
The
moral
warfare
which
every
rational
to awaken their own., When it eomes to fore, and I don’t nA, ever saw such her innocent self.horification dreamed. and accountable creature has to sustain,posLITTELL’S LIVING AGE holds on its chosen
Let not my trembling lips
’.
horses,” he went on, and his eyes fairly We have seen charming faces, fresh in tint /
way as steadily as.the sun, Other Jiterary ven:
From
the
draught
shrink;
bringing
gifted
children
upon
a
public
:
a |
sessesan essential importance, totally in- tures appear and ‘disappear, flourish and fade,
!
80 by my woes to be
and dimpfing with youthful loveliness, that
stage, and asking people in ito see their sparkled.
dependent of the magnitude of the events
and then exhib
Nearer, my God, to Thee,
“Do yop want to drive P"
absolutely seemed to have been bestowed or the publicity and splendor of the scenes now show strength and promise
- | paid-for performances, the injury is two.- Nearerto Thee!”
suggest. the grave; but this ad-
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to whieh it is aifachéd.” The moral his- mirable weekly eclectic goes on w

#hout

special ©

its orbit. Its
tory of a beggar, which faithfully revealed bindrances or deflections from that
there hus
chosen
the interior movements-of his. mind,
dnd | original plane was so well
been little need of modification and re-arrange-

lay open the secret causes which econtributed to form

and

determine

his character,

might enlarge and enlighten” the views of a
philosopher.— Rober! Kelly.
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PVR
ETE
sore “oy mistakeon the wrong péTsen, so flat and
fold, First, it hurts the “child who 18 thé | “May 4?
gave
soI
And
how.”
know
you
if
“Yes,
|
*¢ Never mind finishing it, Ruthie; my show, ‘mentally, morally, and physically;
glaring was the contrgdiction between their
| deteriorates it in a way that never can be ‘him the reins, and we were friends at once, gentleness
and the ungentle manner of their,
WERE RED head aches atid I want to be along.”
“Who did you ask to ‘Tet you ride?” I possessors, - We have seen really unselfish
+ 1 am 60 sorry,” said the little girl, th e made™upto it, and invites death to take
:
and noble actions utterly marred and sppilJoye almost drowning the disappointmen t it to a purer atmosphere and a fenderer. asked.
¢:Oh!all those men inthe great farm ed by the fact that they were accompanied
in her tones.
;
home. The sight of a child who ought to
4
Lz
"When the child had gone, she rose fr
by a manner that was rude or _ill-temperbd
be tucked up in bed between - blankets, wagons.”
“And what did they say?”
This
or crusty. Very often indolent
and ‘selfish
: is Jer chair and knelt by the little bed. Al and sleeping the . sound slecp that all
“If they had a load they said they couldn't, men and women acquirean ill-deserved rep*.
though
no other words save, * 1 can not growing things need, playing upon piano
~ bear it. Oh! tell me what to do™ passed or violin, or speaking pieces at eleven and if they had no load, they only smacked utation, for amiability in this world, simply
o'clock at night, is a mournful
and pa- their great whips, and rattled by the faster, becnuse they have a way of looking pleas“hor Tips,
ew gradually more quiet.
ant and smiling benignantly, no “matter
br “Her moth 8 step roused ber, and she thetic sight. Second—though that matters “or yelled at me to get out of the. road.” -

“

|

practically regarded; and soit is to-day its old
ipo self, with an added roundness and ‘maturity.

tulance, and we
* Nature rebukes: our
vital can: ever
come to learn that nothin
die—least of all love, which

| God

wot

»

‘

ment: ‘What {ime, experience, observation and
gradual elevation of the public taste” have suggested in the way of slight changes has been

Nofhinghas exceeded its later issues.

.

Andif

«the future varies from the past. one may

be sure

provement.~Boston ; Littell & Gay.
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The following quotations from the writI believe that in.no- other country in the
ings of Thor#au are takeu from William world is thére such a complete absence of
of Ellery Channing's book about him, pub- the fitness of things 4s among thé inhab-

. . PRICE OF
Lesson Papers

assignédto some of the other
itants of Peru. They are constantly
do- situation fearfully suggestive of some trag- the-begiuning
; for instance, architecture from birds
exaggerate the theme. "ing ‘and saying the most grotesque .and fn- edy, but, not more startling, dnd little more |-arts
building
nests, Sid textile fabrics from the
:
"Some themes A‘ti pg are significant,
mysterious,
thah
this
story
of
Lake
St.
appropriate
things,
with
the
same
unchangspider
spinning
waby 0:1
Hay
;
thers. i Insigpific it. ddedk that my
“and. others,
lished by Roberts Brothers, Boston :

"Men commonly

life

cheap.

is very

homely,

my

ing-air of dignity and sober earnestness

pleasures vel

that makesit only the more ridiculous. To

Joy and sorroW, success ‘and

ure, grandeur and meanness,
and indeed Allusbrate si 13asup
Yat 2s dlink al alg
most words in the English. }
, do | Daily there passed my door an old Cholo
not mean for me what: they do foray waterman, carrying his water-jars, ou the
neighbors; I see thatmy neighbors1

with

compassion on me, that they think

is a mean and’ unfortunate

it

destiny which

makes me to ‘walk in these fields and woods
80 much, and sail on this river alone. But

80 long as Tfind here the only real elysium,

1 can not hesitate in my choice, My work
is writing, and I do not hesitate . though I

know that no Subject is too trival for me,

tried by ordinary
standards; for, ye fools,
the theme is no ing. the life is gretything.
All that interests
the reader is the depth
and itaty of the life exerted.
e
touch our subject but by point which has
no breadth ; but the pyramid ‘of our experience, orour interest in it, rests onus by
a broader or narrower base. What is man

is all in all.

Nature is nothing but as she

most diminutive
and stunted

of donkeys,

and daily
is the’'same: sdene enacted.
As
Peru is a Catholic country, there is erected in‘the center of four streets a large8°
wooden or stone cross, and- itis the universal vustom’for every man, woman and
child, whenever they pass one of these
wayside crosses, to stop, and making
the
sign of the cross, to bow before it.
Some

of the move devout kneel ‘and mutter an
‘Ave Maria, while every one doffs the ha
and makes the sign of the ‘cross.’ Either

this little donkey of the aquador (watercarrier) has been brought up by a priest,
orelse he possesses more devotion than
the rest of his species; for he invariably
stops

square before the cross, sets

his

fore

stukdily at right angles, puts up his
drawshim out and reflects him. Give me legs
ears aud straightens his stubby tail,
simple, cheap, and homély themes.
fi long
and
obstinately
and potsistantly refuses
As 1 walked I was intoxicated with the to move
an
inch. , The waterman -disslight, spicy odor of the hickory-buds and ‘mounts,
at him, kicks: and shouts,
the bruised. bark of the blagk-birch, and In tugs at his pulls
bridle, and belabors him witha
the fal with the
yroyal. The sight of stout cudgel;
but all to no puipose.

budding woods

xicates me

like diet-

drink. [feel my Maker blessing me, To
the same man
the worldis a musical instrument. * - Formgrly
methought Nature

developed as I developed,

and

grew

with. me. My life was ecstasy.
before I lost auy of my
senses,

up

youth,
I can re-

member that I was all alive and inhabited

my body with inexpressible: satisfaction ;
both its weariness and its refreshment were
This earth was the most
"sweet to me.

glorious musical

instrument,

and

I was

audience to its strains. To have such impressions made on us, such ecstasies be-

Standing as immovable as 3 rock, the don-

key brays and brays again,

his nose

fair-

ly rubbing the cross, and at every blow,

only plants his feet more firmly and brays

the louder. ' Little donkey-boys

say: ‘Let

him alone—he is at his devotions;" bystanders cry, ‘“‘Look at the ‘piety of the
beast;” and the waterman, looking around
in despair at the crowd, says, ‘What shall
1 do? what can Ido?” inthe most hopeless tones; then, turning
to the donkey he
says savagely to it, ‘‘Beast! stop your

braying ; you are nothing but an old fool,
and your mother was a fool before you!”
gotten of the breezes, I can remember I This settles the donkey, for he moves on;
was astonished, I said to myself, I said to amid the, jeers of the lookers-on ‘and my
others,—There
es into my ‘mind’ such own laughter.
:
an indescribable, infinite, all-absorbing, di- - Ihave been much amused at the drunkvine, heavenly
pleasure, a senseof salva- en antics of u
le:of sailors, ashore:
tion and
expansion, And I have
naught to fora spree
YO.
.» In. front
r a
#0 with it; I perceive that I am dealt with
|
a fonda)
by superior. powers.
5 all manmerof these reeling tars see standing a donkey;
bounds and
threatening the extreme whose Chinese waterman hasore
penalty of the divine law, "it' behooves ' us BO
I
I
esh
See,

of 8 Chingde eating-houte. {eal

to preserve the purity #&nd sanctity of the

mind.

That I am innocent to myself, that

1 love and reverence my

life. . .

The moods and thoughts of man are re-

volving just.as steadily and

ineessantly as

ving the little denkey
: patiently

waiting

towards

the animal’s tail, and his long legs

present, launch

self on any wave, find

your eferuity in each

moment.

Fools stand on

partunitics,

your-

their island

and look toward

another land.

here is no other land, there is no other
life but this or the like of this. Where the

good husbandman

is,” there

is the good

soil. Take any other course, and
be a succession of regrets.
What a faculty must

that

life will

be which

paint the most barren landscape

can

and

hum-

blest life in glorious colors. i is pure and
invigorated sense reacting on a sound’ and
strong imagination.
Is not this. the poet's

case?

The

intellect of most men is barren.

1t is the marriage of the soul with Nature
that makes the intellect fruitful, that
gives
birth to imagination.
When we were dead

and dry as the highway, some sense

which

bas been healthily fed will put us in relation with nature,

in

sympathy

with

her,

induce the donkey to go on, but in vain;
he will not move or
,-and only plants

his. legs more sturdily, and sets his head

stiffly in the air, ' Out comes the Chinese
waterman, and begins to reason with the
drunken sailor to get off from his donkey
and let him load on the empty water-jars,
But, the sailor is drunk enough to want to
have a little frolic, and refuses to get off,
or to allow the Chinaman to pull him . off.

The

waterman

now

waxes

mad,

and

be-

gins to scold, going from Spantsh to shrill
hinese, and screaming higher and Jauder.
The sailors, who can neither understand
Spanish or Chinese, retort in oaths and
in English; so that neither-can understand
the other. One sailor pulls at the donkey's
bridle-rein, and the one seated upon the
animal jerks the beast’s tail up. and down,
and digs his knées into the donkey's sides,
shouting and kicking at him to go on: A

crowd assembles; and some

side with the

Some grains of fertilizing
pollen floating in sailors and some with the Chinamen. Aftthe air fall on us, and suddenly the sky is er exbansiing all hisarts to dislodge the
all one rainbow, is full of music and fra- jolly tar, the Chinaman appeals in
Spanish
grance and flavor. The man of intellect to the crowd, and says: ‘‘Gentlemen, pity
only, the prosaic man, is a barren aml me and help me! See how I am bindered
staminiferous flower ; the poetis a fertile ‘and tormented by this. drunken American.’
and perfect flower, "The
t must keep Will not some one be good enough to
himself unstained and aloof. Let him per- bring his.mother, that she may coax him
ambulate the bounds of Imagination’s prov- to get off and leave nie to go in <peace ?’
inces, the realms of poesy and not the in- The idea of bringing his mother !
significant boundaries of towns.
How

‘many faculties there are

which

we have

never found: Some men methinks
found enly their hands and feet,
It is wise to write on

many

have

subjects;

opportunities he may
in
or
er
a

neglect?

:

It is nob

vain that the mind turns aside this way
that: follow its leading, apply it, whithit inclines to go. Probe the univeise ai
myriad
points. Be avaricious of these

the whole maw,

that

our

speech

may

be

writ

he

pe of ya

he is

the corn and he grass-and

the catrmosphere
It i$ always ‘éssenlial that we live

Lord Holland

and Lady

him to grow up

without

good-natured; unpriucipled

Caroline,

The

restraint.

If he

father “suffered

wished to break a fine watch to pieces, no
one must prevent. him. All hs misdeeds
were Sasily pardoned, and
al his wildest

whims indulged.

Charles

Fox's education

at home seems to have resembled that of
Oriental princes who are spoiled by servile
menials,

and despotic tyrants

who are nur-

depéd’ in - guilty

‘angusement.

was twenty-five Fox had
000.

He

was

reduced

lost

to

Before he

over

£100,-

poverty.

= The

tan, those

let me

the men found the yawl hard on the

the oar being
clasping the.
foot. of water

Have-hunting oi Fox-hunting”

Tug

5 ‘at least, “they only are
‘I omit the tinusual, the hurricanes | and never ceased to feed on the purest
of nfental, culture. : The gambler
and earthquakes, and deseribe the common. sources
and spendthrift found his highest enjoyThis has the: greatest charm, and is
the
true theme of poetry,’ You may have the "ment in the study of Virgil and Shakspeare.
extraordinary for your province if you will ; His taste in letters was of the purest kind,
let me have the ordinary. Give me the He beeproe slowly the finest debater in the
The purity of. his
obscure life, the coltage of the poor and House of Commons,
humble, the.work-days of the world, the style gave force to the. strength ef his argument; and constant labor added to the

Re

i

Give me
which you

:

CRLTIsL

the’ American colonies against Lord North ;
he. joined. in the memorable ‘‘coalition,”
sustained the revolutionists of France,

How watchful we must be to keep the

parted from Burke

in tears. ‘He

and

demand-

ed’ incessantly reform for England, and
when almost All. other men faltered, still
by: our eontact with the world, so that it upheld the ¢fuse of the people.
7
will-not reflect, objects, If I would, pre- * .. In 1806, Fox.became Foreign Secretary:
~ serve my relation to Nature, I must make His vices had Jong, passed away, « His only
my life more moral, more pure. and inno- aim now was to abolish the slave-trade, and
well clear,that it be'not made turbid

cent. | The problem is as'-precise and

sim-

. ple as a ‘mathematical one,: I must not
live loosely, but more and

more ‘continentA

to reveal

his

identity,

nor

to

show

how

he had been cast adrift. “No one could

say

how long he had been afloat or when ‘deat
overtook him,
There was neither. mast

I

ship of all who

were

’.
o»

or —

with

her

where, and

that

he must have been blown

off the shore.
;
He had used his oar to keep before the
wind, anid had frozen to death in his seat.

$

This certifies
left my bed and
I hereby forbid
on my account

ac-

fe

E

A
tree. he Worth,

viru St as

Bi

Furnishes ijege Preparatory, No
ical and Ladies’
Full course of study.
weeks.
art
:

-

a

have their mysteries as well as the broad
ocean.

4 ;

.

£

:

Medical View of Spiritualism.
Of

all’

mental

——————
ailments

:

:

INGSBURY

none

seem

to

81

»

and

larly through their successive stages | MARY BRAY died 1n
terminate in open insanity, and have the house of Zebina

never been ableto mitigate the symptoms
nor avert the result. ‘Spiritualism is the
most
uncompromising
complaint
with
which the psychologist is called to meet.
No epidemic of modern times can compare
with it. .It-is a delusion which has existed
twenty-five years, and attacked in the
United States alone nearly three millidns
of people. The last census’ informs us tha,
there are in the republic twenty-four thou-|
sand insane, setting aside idiots; and it is
believed that out of this number seven
thousand five hundred cases may be

traced

peace, Feb.
Weld, her

17, 1873,

at

son-in-law,

in

EVANSVILLE-SEMINARY,
The location of this institution at Evansville,
Wis.,
is a beautiful one, being surrounded by a rich, productive, farming country. The village of Evansville
can not be surpassed in the high moral tone
of its inhabitants, having no liquors er billiard . saloons.
The school enters upon its fifth year with increased

Josian

PHILBRICK

died in Effingham,
and

of

talent

and

NORTHWOOD
N.

classes, and is spreading with fearful rapid-

ity among the rude and illiterate. ‘Whole
communities are given over to its influence.
Its believers have their organizations, places of worship, mediums, books, papers,
and asylums; they are as sincere, earnest,
and fearless as were the Flagellants, Lycanthropes, and Crusaders of the Middle
ges; bul,’alas! they are even more deranged.—New York Medical Review.

Bro. Philbrick has borne the pains and sufferings

Comic

Lecture.

’

. The popular humerists are, taken as a
class, probably the dreariest in the army of
lecturers—though there are splendid excéptions, like Artemus-Ward,
I must say that
even the printed wit of many professional
clowns of literature, such as the eccentric
Si. Slocum, and the droll Tommy‘ Topkins,
is to me not very diverting ; for when jokes
must be misspelt lest they be missed, or
separated into one line paragraphs to provide them with point,

they

become

some-

what obtrusive, Nevertheless, as the jesters
come daily, with hop, skip, jump, and summersault, before the public, it is plain they
amuse, and amuse, too,

week

rr week,

year after year, with the same musty tricks,
-the same stale gibes, spelling of ‘‘ov,” and
writing 2 in place of ‘‘to,”” with kindred

witticism. They are the Tom Fools of-current literature, never saying a

word

with-

out a grimace, always appearing in patches
and paint, earning like other mountebanks
an”honest livelihood by a trade that gives

innocent ‘mirth ‘to multitades.
But when
the humorist, mounting
the rostrum and

harsh;

or

squeaky;

his

‘gestures’

may

be

awkward, his whole ‘mannér unpleasing?|
and since no art can-make the spoketi’ *¢of”
as ludicrqus as if it'were ‘‘ov” nor the spoken-‘to” as if it were *‘2,” his strongest prop
may be cut from under thé Sr
lr
at the start.—The Galaxy for. March.

3 The

large circle of mourning friends.

1¥€3t

that they

from

the

ture.

not

be

denied: that-the

Nile,

alter

an inundation of which a quanity of reeds
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$450
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WM. REED, Sec. & Treas.”

LITERARY INSTITUTION.
LYNDON CENTER, VT.
Faculty :

Miss MARY

be obtained at reasonable
:
address the Principal, or
S. TASKER, Secretary.
20, 1873.
s

E. MOREY, Music.

:

Miss ELLEN A. PERKINS, Penmanship.

CALENDAR:
Fall Term of 13 weeks, begins August 26, 1873.
Winter Term of 13 weeks, begins
ecember 2, 1873."
Spring Term of 13 weeks, begins March 12, 1874.
TUITION:
N
Lali
fe
ong

Primary Studies,
Common English,
igher English
Latin‘and Greek,
French (extra),

:

-

-

.

-

Instruction on Piano or Organ,

.

.

.

-

.

-

-

.

- aioe

-

.00
.00
S50
.00
00
.00

Use of Piano or Organ (ex‘ra),
.
00
Instruction on Guitar,
.
00
Vocal Music,18 Lessons,
Pelimaisbip, 15 Lessons,
pe i : velei
ergymen’s
children an
udents
relying
on
Me Be exertions for an edu¢ation, receiyed ri reduced tuition.
Board from $3.00 to $3.50 in
lies; in clubs at
lower rates, and rooms furnished
self-boarding.

Common Exglish,..... YEAR

Latin and Greek, eXtra, ....ccocoueneees
French, extra,....... FE
Instrumental Muste,....

A. B., Principal.

Miss Lizzie CALLEY, Preceptress.
Miss MARY C. BRADFORD, 4ssociate.

6 50

vi

Calendar:
FALL TERM, 13 weeks. Opens Sept. 2, 1873.
WINTER TERM; 12 weeks.
ens
. 2, 1873.
SPRING TERM; 12 weeks. Opens Feb. 25, 1874.
Taition :

generation

to

apply

J.S. BROWN,

600

G.T. Swasey, L: A. Butterfield, E, C. Smith, Miss
Abbie Lyon,

a

.

LOCATION

:

The new, commodions building, ample in its are

Userof Piano and Organ,
BOATd seesrerrrrrerarsvecs .

Book-Keeping,

A Gem worth Reading + Diamond worth id
SAVE

YOUR

EYES,

of this

Institution

North

commenced

A

"|

SIGHT. Tells how to Re= (7
store Impaired Vision and
iA,
Overworked Eyes;
how to cure W
Watery,
Inflame
and
Near-Sightea
Eyes, and all other Disenses of the: yes.
WASTE NO MORE MONEY
BY ADJUSTING
HUGE GLASSES ON YOUR NOSE AND DISFIG-

URING YOUR FACE. Pamphlet of 100 pages
Madled Free, Send your address to us also,

gents Wanted

post, on receipt of price, by

TEE

ars 4 SON
A Great Offer LAGE,
dispose of 190 Fianos,
elodeons and Or-

HAYES;

has

»

»

TAYLOR

This Institution offers to

peculiar advantages.
send for a Circular to

+

For
x

CO.,

VBEST

particular
~~

revise

d

much

improved,
new

[thas a large number of selected

type

printed on
throughou

choice Tanes

and

Price
is well adapted to use’in social meetings.
per single book, when: bound in cloth, 40 cehts; per

Secretary.
> 32tf

doz., $3.84. Price per single book, when bound in
thick -pasteboard covers, 30 cents; per doz., $2.88,

VIRGINIA.

students Important

been

as well as many of our best HMymys. It if compac
in form, can be easily carried in the pokket, and

WEST VIRGINIA COLLEGE,
FLEMINGTON,

NEW!

WORK

stereotype plates, made from

Wi

gans, of first-class makers; including Waters’, -at
very low prices for cash, or part cash, and
‘balance in small monthly installments. New ¥-octave
first-class M*kameos,
modern improvements, for
235 cash! The
aters Concerto
Parlor
rgans are the most beautiful in style and perfect
one ever made. Illustrated Catalogue mailed. 1yds3

I. D, STEWART.

The Sacred Melodies

$3.00 per week.
Those wishing to board themselves
can obtain’good rooms near the Academy.

West Lebanon, July 29, 1873.

Creation

Origin and Anti

ENTITLED

parents. and guardians and the public, as eminently
gulifieg to fit scholars for every honorable positibn
n life.
:
i
TERMS:
Common English, 8d.50
Middle
hs
5.00
Higher
uf
.iilie
5.30

Use of Piano,
.
ee
2.00
Good board can be obtained in private families at

1y46

of Man’s

SOMETHING

For beauty of scenery, healthfulness and comfort,

this location is wnsuTnasged
It is free from those
Places ofresort conducive to idleness and pernicious
o niorafs, common to large villages and cities,
°
The preset management take great pleasure in
presenting the Corps of Teachers to the attention of

6.00
8.00

Biblical’ acgeunt

quity,
Taneeph P. THOMPSON,
D. Dj LLD,
one vol., 12mo, Price, $1, Will be sent prepaid I'"

. I. G. N, FISK, Tedcher of. Vocal Music,
The course of studies in this schcol embraces
everything necessary to fit one for eollege or a prac
tical business life.
/

Languages,’
« , «=
Instrumental Music (20 lessons),

AN: IN GENESIS AND IN GEOLOGY:

tested by Scientific Theories of his

-M18S SARAH C. GILMAN, Assistant.
MRS. M. E. FLINT, ~Teacher of Instrumental
[Musics

RESTORE your SIGHT,

Scituate, R, I.,.Feb, 3, 1874,

or, the

+ GSU FLINT, A, B., Principal.

TIROW AWAY YOUR SPECTACLES,

|.

TERM

Penmanship,

Tuesday, August 19,1873, and continue eleven weeks,
under the instruction of
1

art

For these instruments it is said. the Egyp-

2.80

CHARGES.

Ridgeville, Ind., July 18, 1873.

Mrs. E. C. Smith, Principal Ladies’ Department.

flourished in. Shisie rable perfection among
the Egyptians. This. was due mainly to their

tians were indebted to the river,

-

Higher English,

The FALL

fact

construction of instruments for the aceomaniment of song, and is probably what
io
refer to-when they speak of this
wonderful people as the inventorsof musio.

BY

B., Principal,

, Miss M. E: Prentiss, Assistant.

a few
and a

By reading
our Illustras=
ted
PHYSIOLOGY
AND
ANATOMY
of the EYE=-

originated from
nature. *Thére-

EXTRA

55%

e

rangements, recently erected for the use of the
School,is situated on a gentle eminence in the village
of Lyndon Center, and is in
midst of the unibut few books, he had obtained a good knowlversally admired hull scenery of
¥ermont. The LynPen
edge of the elements of Astronomy. With him struction in
donville station, on the Passumpsic railroad, is but
-ten : minutes w: alk trom the Institution. It is thus.
it was interesting to converse on. the operations
Location.
easily accessible from all Jaa of the country, and
of nature, the planets, stars and systems of
at the same time removed
from the activitiés and
worlds,as the writerof this can bear witness.
The Building, one of the finest in the State, is ro- temptations which tend to divert the attention and.
With his extellent wife, a family of.seven chilmantic situated amidst the highest mountains corrupt the morals of the young in our cities.
dren have been raised, whose good influence is and grandest scenery of Vermont.
For further particulars, address the Principal at
being’ felt. Three sons are doing business in |
Lyndon Center, or I. W. SANBORN, Secretary, at
Theology.
>
Boston, one of whom is connected with the choir
Lyndonville.
3
A special effort will be made, by the Principal, to
yndon Center. Vt.. 1873.
:
31
of our church in Charlestown, and whose munifspel
icence hay aided in- the late reconstruction of Piepire those students who may have the
Ministry
in
view,
by
furnishing
thém
every
assistance
the place of worship there.
PF.
WHITESTOWN SEMINARY.
ju) his power towards the prosecution of theological
;
y - The 32d Academical year of this institution will
Mrs. NANCY
RICH CLARY,
formerly of studies.
For furthér particulars, address the Principal at commence March 23rd.
Brooks, Maine, died at the residence of her
Waterbury Center, Vermont.
33tf
Complete courses of study for both sexes.
daughter in Atlantic, Iowa, Aug. 18, 1873, aged
A
Normal Department for Teachers of Commdn
84 years: She was born in North Yarmouth,
Schools.
Tuition free,
;
NICHOLS LATIN SCHOOL.
and with her father’s family, moved to Jackson,
Free tuition to students from this and other states
when it was a wilderness; was converted, when
LG. JORDAN, A.M., Pringipal,
with three Assist who first secure the Regent’s certificate in Common
a child, under t 8 Preaching of the youthful
English. Send for Catalogue.
ants.
J. 8. GARDNER, Principal.
Colby, and united
with the Freewill Baptists,
Spring Term begins,
Jan. 6.
Whitestown, N, Y., Feb. 11, 1874.
10.
with whom she maintained an endearing relaSummer Term begins,
- Mar. 80.
tion te her death. Her life was exemplary, and
The special work of this school is to fit students for
ber last' days peaceful and triumphant,
Her
College, and it is open for both sexes.
The ‘school
~e" TREATISE.
message to her children was, “Tell them it is beg composed of only one department, a thoroughwell with me.”
It shall be well with the
ness m doing their work is secured from both teachThe New Treatise, just revised by order
| ers and
upils, which is not ordinarily found in
righteous.”
pt
J. N. RICH.
schools where so many kinds of work are done. The of the General Conference, can now be had
on application, for 25 cents for each copy.
students
are
faithfully drilled in Latin and Greek
MARY, widow of the late Rev. Wm. Getchell,
died in Pittsfield, Me,, Jan. 4, 1874, aged 77 Ancient Geography, Ancient History, Algebra and Postage (extra) 4 cents for singleof one,
Geometry,
Special
attention
is
given
to
reading,
ears, She joined th 1s F. Baptist church in
Ordeclamation, composition, Greek and Latin poetry, 4 cents each for two or more copies.
ittsfield, in 1823, Her #husbahd
was ordained scanning, &c. The location of the school so near ders are solicited.
about three years later, and until his death servthe College and,Theological School, affords advan= J
ed as pastor. Her position through life gave her
tages of association with students of a higher rank
and culture, The public lectures ot these institutions
a full share of toil and sacrifice for Christ’s sake.
LAPHAM
INSTITUTE.
:
A.M. JONES, Sec.
Her remaining children and large circle of are invaluable.
The SPRING TERM, of 13 weeks, commence on
friends are consoled by the assugance that thé
Monday, Mar. 23, 1874.
3
path she trod has led her to the land of rest.
¢
LEBANON ACADEMY.
Jomplete courses of study for hoth sexes.
Com.
:
« H. RICKER, Prin.
LOCATED AT WEST LEBANON, ME.

were the roost successful nation in

It can

to

mduced

Hampshire, at Dover Neck, in 1623. He had
many friends because he showed himself friendly, being kind to the poor and ever ready to assist the needy. Hismind was adapted to mathe:
matics, and unaided by the schools, and with

the cultivation of the art, have received the
ereditof the discovery of music. But musie, we may be sure, has existed in all ages
and countries, becausé it
the constitution of human

clubs, about

at the regular rates.
For Catalogue a

MOUNTAIN SEMINARY.
WATERBURY CENTER, VT.
ALA
Faculty:
;
Re
Rev, R. H. Tozer,
A. M., Principal.

of Edward Hilton, one of the first settlers of New

BE

doubtless

Pe

$

GREEN

was a resident of Acton, Me., but was taken ill
while at the faneral of a brother in Middleton.

Origin of Music.

The Egyptians,

Primary Branches,
Common English,

Board and Rooms can
rates.
For further particulars
JE.
Northwood, N. H., Nov.

L.E.T,

seventh

A.

French and Music extra.

MR. ANDREW HILTON died in Middleton, N.
H., Deg. 27, aged 63 years and 9 mouths. He
He was a descendant.in, the

SAT

Dee, 10, 1873.

Classical,

He was
of Bast
became
Rev. T

previous

his death, and his disease was probably

HOD,
Pe Seti pri v. LA
oard, Toll,
per wee

The tuition will be as follows:

fever, aged 21 years and'6 months,” He had been
living in Sandusky city for the year

Rey, G, 8. BRADLEY, A. M., Principal.

RIDGEVILLE COLLEGE.
CALENDAR FOR 1873-4,
Fall Term
ins Aug. 26, and ends Nov. 14, 1873.
Spring Term
begins Mar. 10, and ends May
29, 1874.
\
ar Term
ins June2, and ends Aug. 21,
1.
OL
:
EXPENSES.
Tuition and incidentals, in advance,
$7.00

SEMINARY.

WILLIAM H, COTTON,
competent Assistants.

incident upon 8 long course of fhe diseaseof
which he died, in a most resigned and Christian
like manner.
Full twenty years have elapsed
since asthma, in its most malignant form,
ended
ithe enjoyment of that health which perhaps he
hardly knew how to
prize before.
A devoted
wife, two children anda mother, whosestender

by severe injuries received from a ‘fall
weeks before. He leaves a young wife

of

For. further particulars, address,

The WINTER TERY of eleven weeks will commence
WEDNESDAY,

genias, but they were attacked years ago;
and we venture to say that, had they remainéd free from the disorder up te the W. Hill,
JOSEPH §, HILL,
present day, they would not now be very
EMERSON
KE,;
youngest
son
Alfred Kuapp,
susceptible to its influence. The fact is, died in North Fairtie)d, Ohio, of
Sept. 15, of brain

spiritualism has lost its hold on the higher

ae} Dot

- Principal.
Instrumental Music, twenty lessons, = $10.00
M188
NELLIE D. MAXFIELD,
- Assistant,
Use of Instrument for practice, per term, 1.00
J. W.
ROBERTS, - . °- Teacher of Penmanship.
Vocal Music, twenty lessons,
1.50
The tuition will be as usual.
;
Penmanship,
fifteen lessons,
1.50
Board and Rooms can be obtained at reasonable
Rooms foy self-boarding may be had at reasonable
rates.
"
|
rates.
BStuglents
may
enter
school
at
any
time
of the
. For further particulars address the Principal. .
g from such time to the close of the term
Center Strafford, N. H., Jan. 17, 1874.
4
» term, p:

5 months.

in the assurance that his end is peace.
a worthy member of the F. B. church
Ossipee and Wakefield, with which he
counected in 1858,-under the laborsof

EE

WINTER TERN opens Deo. is March 6, 1874.
SPRING TERM { opens March 24, 1874,—ends June 12.

ACADEMY.

Tuesday, Feb. 24, 1874.
O.T. MAXFIELD, -

J. R. ANDREWS.

directly to spiritualism! The delusion does
not appear to be decreasing, though fortunately its victims are now almost altogether from the Yalgar and illiterate classes,and
scientific men do not seem to be liable to
the contagion. It numbers among its vic- care has never ceased, mourn his death, and
tims a few men and women

AUSTIN

united with the Freewill Baptist chureh.
She
was a native of Anson, Maine, and daughter of
Elijah Bunker, a deacon of the Freewill Baptist
church. She emigrated with her husband
to
Minn. in Nov., 1864, where he now stands patiently“wating by the river-side, for the boat to
come over and land him on the other shore.

H., Sept. 26, 1873, aged 48 years

EE

radley an
je having,
ur ye
\
the prety recently en
to a Rt
Ee
Trustees to condnet it
ve years to come, thus
giving permanency. .
Al
503
CALENDAR :
:
FALL TERM opens Ang.
26, 1873,—ends Nov. 21.

Professors Collier

Tile Spring Term of ten weeks will commence

Watonwan county, Minn., in the 67th year of her
age. She experienced religion in her 14th year
and was baptized by Elder Samuel Hutchins an

C. A. FARWELL, Secretary:

L

4

SCIENTIFIC and.
CLASSICAL.

and. Downey, Miss Hoyt and Pres. Calder, all formerly of Hillsdale College, are laboring in this institution, and are much encouraged by the results already achieved.
1y48 y

whom he longed to meet, and to be at rest.

De-

Miss ELLA C. HURD, Teacher of Music.
.
eu
anaiy will,be taught by an experienced
Te
er.
:
4
No deduction for less than half a term, exdept on
account of sickness. "Half terms commence at the
beginning and middle of theterm.
»
;
price of board, in clubs, varies (rom $1.60 to
$2.00 per week. Ladies’ clubs as well as gentle
men’s are formed.
: uf
Jooms and board in private families at reasonable
r
OH
:
:
For further particulars, address the Secretary, at
Pittsfield, Maine.

COLLEGE

nified their intention to enter.

A. B., Principal,

Miss PiNDA C, VICKERY, Teacher of French.

Ten Pyofessors and Instructors, Not sectarian,but
thoroughly Christian.
Location can not be surpassed in healthfulness,
beauty, and freedom from corrupting influences.
in prs er, and at the last, while a radiant smile
.
Expenses only $175 for College year of 40 weeks,
lighted
up her features, she exclaimed, “I am
Tujfion, Boarding,
Washing, Rent, Fue)
almost home,” and felt asleep in Christ, having including
and use of he#vier Furniture,
3
faithfully ‘and well. performed
life’s duties.
For Catalogue or further intormation, address the
Funeral services were held at Amesbary, and
President, Rey. J. CALDER, D. D., or the Preceptress,
also at Wolfeboro’, the place of her burial. * Be J Miss
JANE W, Hoyr, A. M., Agricultural
College
ye also ready.”
E. G. YORK.
P, O,, Center Co., Pa,
The Spring Session of the abovemstitution, located
Ica op CoweLL dipin Lebanon, Me., Nov.
near Bellefonte, Center Co., has opened under very
30, 1873,aged 86 years and 7 months.
He professed religion in 1843, and maintained his hobe
pleasant circumstances. Already upwards of one hunin the merey of Christ tothe last. He bore
his dred students are upon the roll, and others have sig-

ment of a loved companion a few weeks before
ualism.
I have watched many cases of his
own ‘departure with resignation, and died
genuine spiritualism, . but do not remem- offering up- fervent prayers
the Redeemer,

BATCHELDER,

:

:

25, 1874.

Mathematics.
.
i
CLARA A, FORBES, Teacher in Normal
artment.

Miss

OF PENNSYLVANIA.

yield to treatment so reluctantly as. spirit- | 100g sickness with fortitude; and the bereave-

1873.

CYRUS JORDAN, A. M., Associate Principal.
Miss R. ANNIE DRAKE, Teagher of German and

children, father, mother, sister aud
For days, ‘and perhaps for a fortnight, the darling httle
but in conclusion would add, “1 love
frozen man sat there with his icy fingers brother,
Jesus, 100,” Just before her death she engaged

clinging
to the ashen oar, and the waves
Seed him to’ reach the shore and obtain
hristian burial. ' Truly, the great. lakes

21,

Summer term SOminencas 2

Commenced its Fall Term September 2. Continues
16 weeks. Vacation during holidays. Winter Term
commences January 5, 1874, and continues 11 weeks,
followed by Spring term of the same.
.
Catalogues sent to inquirers.
PER ORDER.

x

term commences Aug.

Academ
Terms, 10

inter term commences
Nov, fy 1873.
Spring term commences Feb, 5, 1874.

COLLEGIATE INSTITUTE,

AGRICULTURAL,

INSTITUTE.

PITTSFIELD, ME.

WILTONg MUSCATINE CO., IOWA,

disease, pleuro-pneumonia, occasioned the most
intense sufferings, but during the five weeks of her illness not 4 murmur of complaint escaped
her lips, She. often expressed deep affection for
her relatives, pspecialiy for her companion, two

Torn. begios Monday
Fob.2, 1676, .

MAINE CENTRAL

&e.

AGRICULTURAL

|...

New Hampton, N. H., July 22, 1874,

that my wife, Mary E. Runnels; has
board without jusprovocation, and
all persons harboring or trusting her
after this date.
>
:

rdond cos

WILTON

foundation can no man lay than that is laid,
which is Jesus Christ,” she resolved to build
upon the Rock of Ages, and was soon rejoicing
in the
peace which passeth understanding.
Sept. 8, 1870, she became the wife of our brother,

LY
1

Spring

quaintance; and since to natural accomplish
Elleridge W. Fox—attest.
ISRAEL RUNNELS.
ments she added the graces of a trae Christian
4
Acton, Maine, Feb, 9, 1874,
deportment
she became doubly dear. From
A
———————————SEE
TE —————————
early childhood she was either a scholar or teacher in the 8. 8.; and ever a constant and attegtive
listener in the sanctuary, but
lected to
;

»

Ah

privileged

EAC
= Hoar

CALENDAR:

of

Sbring Term Begins id, Apel 0 1876
Summer Term begins
Apri 97, 1874.
Bier Torm rages Thursday July 2 Hons
For further particulars, apply to the Princfpal, or
EC,
'
LEWIS, Seo,
tees.
;

thus avoid frequent renewals.
a

nor sail to the boat, and there was nothin 2 | was baptized by him at South Berwick, Me.,
in it but the one oar, showing that the poor the following month, and ever after partook of
fellow had not intended on a long trip any- the sacrament administered by his hand. Hér

to promote
a lasting peace.
But he died would be ‘left ‘behind on the banks, and
soon after’, He began life like Alcibiades, and. | through these reeds the wind Whistlinglug,
ended it by laboring-to become a Washing- gested the idea of something: like a flute.
.

v

te 4

.

out behind, and both hands
handle.
There was aboula
in the boat, but the crafl did

smdllest . share of: all clearness of his perception, “He Uetended “fore the true inventoris good” "Mother Naperception.

- things but poetical
but:the eyes to see the things

crystal

beach,

34

not show rough usage.
;
There was no name on the boat, and the
Retsan who brought the informfation to
religion a personal matter until
Feb. 24
)
indsor yesterday could not say that any- whieii
Tistening to a sermon by her pastor $ Ww
thing tas found on the person of the man her bereaved husband,) from the words,—‘‘Other

heard.

possess,

spot on their return,

»

ETTA REMIOK, wife of Rey. J. Frank Locke,
and daughter of Charles and Elizabeth Remick,
of Wolteboro’s N. H., died in Amesbury, Mass.,

26th, aged 25 years. Of our sister it was
and the man sitting stiff and motionless in Jan.
true that ¢
None knew her but to love
her stern.
Leaving their wagons, they indeed
her,” Endowed with fine and well cultivdted
discowered that the man was frozen and intellectual powers, naturally amiable and atlifeless. He sat bolt upright in his seat, tractive in ‘disposition, she won the friend-

cant and musica

the

the. same

furniture.
kept him

record and it will be poetry. The sounds | Through all his career of unbridled diswhich I hear with the = consent and coin- sipation
the clear and methodical intellect
cidence of all my-sensés; - those are” sighifis
of Charles James Fox never lost its vigor

- barven-fields;

:

doffing the mask, speaks from his undisguised personality, he loses the bld coigne
out: of Newgate. ' He would
sometifies of vantage and encounters novel drawbacks.
leave his watch in pawn for a pot of porter. - His actual phiz may’ be anything but funay
—like Pantaloon’s with the danbs’ off; his
Often he was without a shilling. , The
voice may be—generally - is—weak, “husky,
bailiffs were. hig; eonstant companions,
bailiffs sold out his house .and
Nothing but a seat in Parliament

© writing.
to do whatwe are doing, de it with a heatt, Onee, after a- dissplution of Parlinment, he
Chere are flowers of thought and ' there are
leaves of thought, and most of our thoughts was walking with trisfriend Hare, who was
are merely leaves to which the thread of also deeply in debt, and expecting an arTwo
bailiffs suddenly
appeared.
thought is the "stetn. Whatever. things I rest.
“Well, gentlemen,” said Fox, ‘‘are you
perceive with’ my entire

Passing

The

tured to dissipstion.- It is not a little won-4
derful that he should become at last the
teacher of the wildest liberalism.
In his
impulses.
Nature makes a thousand acorns early youth his father took him to the Gerto getone oak. He is a wise man and ex- man spas, ‘Here he acquired his taste for
perienced who has taken many views, to gambling.
He came back to England a
whom stones and plants and animals,sand a. spendthrift, a fop, and the most reckless of
myriad objects have each suggested some- the frequenters of White's Play consumed
thing, contributed something.” We can not all his leisure hours. The vast sums given
write well or truly but what we write with to him; or left by his indulgent father,
gusto. The body and senses must conspire melted away, and the ill-gotten gains of
with the mind.
Experience is the act of the corrupt Paymaster-General were squan-

vascular, The intellect is powerlessto express thought without the aid. of the heart
and liver and of every member.” Often I
Poo boi uy Jead i
out too dry when
1t should be immersed.
A writer,..a. man

thingy and but little attention was paid to

¥

younger son of

Any number less than 50, 12 cents each copy per
year, Payment in advance.
!

* The papers will be discontinued at the expiration
‘of thé time for which they are paid. Each paper is

for the longest time that they may be wanted, and

Four 1m

Fo ER id,
Angi
Wir frm EiSo,

. -

for 85 copies or less; six cents for more than 85 and
ess than 75, &c. The postage is more for papers orered and paid for by the month than by the quarter.
Let the orders for papers be given for the year, or

the yawl.

Sourses for both sexes.

CC

t although there were no vessels in sight, |

a

Charles James Fox was a

MLL

PARTICULAR NOTICE! ' Persons wishing obit
iid on the lake, hea
g
ards the
ach, and about half a mile away. They uaries published in the Morning Star, who do’ | prepared for all the Sabbaths in the month,
Postage will be paid by the subscriber at the office
could plagnly make out a man in the stern- not patronize it, must accompany them with cash
sheets
stefring the boat with an oar, and equal to ten cents a line, to insure an insertion. where they are received. Three cents per quarter

Charley James Fox.

to

try many themes, that so you may find the
right and inspiring one. Be
greedy of occasions to express your thoughts Tororove
the opportunity
*to draw analogies; there
are innumerable avenues to a perception of
the truth, Improve the suggestion of each
object, however humble, however slight
and (transient the provocation ; what®else is
there tobe improved? Who knows what

po

»

NEW HAMPTON INSTITUTION.

Any humber above 50 at the same rate, ,

the morning was so pleasant and the sea Brevity is spedially important. Not more than a
so snfooth, that it was supposed the man single square can well be afforded to any single
had put outf om shore to pick up some- obituary. Verses areinadmisdible. -

oy 1

A. DB: MUESERVEY, As My Principal; with eight

100 copies to one address, $9.00 per year,
Bec
t ion Bait vi uok vr paailrDoe
33

Obituaries.

attend church, noticed, when about eight
miles below . oi" east of
the town, a ship's

for him. Ina moment-one of the sailors
to have seen a chronic case permanentis across the’ foot ,'and has ‘mounted as- ly rcured.
Ihave seen typical cases pass
tride the
donkey, with his face turned

or quite touching the ground.
©
Nature's. - Nothing must be postponed ; almost
other
saflor
takes
the
poor,
beast
by
the
take time by the forelock, now or never. bridle, and. by blows and curses tries to

You must live in the

Clair, told by the Detroit
Free Press:
Sunday
‘morning two farmers and their
families,
who were driving ‘to. Malden to

J agile

9

Thoreau.

iT

amaox

D.

aharaeter? + iv

A slllof 6 ii ns ass
* the harp.
A hmllas origin is Signed the he Jmp
the sbiood, would hare Sue flesh dried an
wasted by the sun,and nothing would
re.
,
:
main but the shell, nerves, and cartilages.
BUSINESS CARDS, &e.,
It is said that Mercury, in his rambles, once | done in the best manner, at this Office.
strack his foot against one ‘of these shells,
:
:
eu
"Not long ago ‘a ship was discovered at and fruding it delightfally sonorous, ‘it oelyre in the
sea with nearly éverything in order within curredto him to’ construct’a
and abouf her, but not a_soul on board—a, shape of a tortoise, = This account is akin to

Soom

“ Henry

(Tob Workers sme
ok Brie

ly... How can we expect a ‘hatvest of ton. Until recently, at least, the
genius of
thought who have not
“a; seed-time qf Charles Tames Tox. haa ruled at Holand
House,
— Harper's
Magazine.
|
!
aR.
,
The Dead: Boatman
A Land of Drollery, .
inte
ih
.
Sle a 4

pt
CB 2D

| iterary Whiscellany.
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Postage

and
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(extra)

on a single copy, 4 cts,; on a dez,
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Address,
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On Monday, ‘in the Senate, the session wa 8
mostly taken up with a discussion of a substitute

offered by Mr, Cameron, of New: Jersey, for the

bill to equalize the national bank ciredlation, the

‘substitute being in effect a free banking. In the
House of Representatives, Mr. Kasson, of Iowa

introduced a bill to reform the present-evils connectéd with the refunding of, customs duties,
which was discussed at length, A large amount
of new business was introduced.
On Tuesday, in “the Senate, Mr. Bogy, of
offered a resolution directing the
Missouri,
finance committee to inquire as to the propriety
‘of having all banks chartered by the States iff
. which they are located, whiéh rvas agreed to.

resulting
author-

passed,

and other

mew

‘business

An

Senate,

The small house at Urbino in which Raphael
was born in 1483, and which has hitherto been
in priyate hands, has just been purchased for
22,000
frances by the Academia Rafaello of that

Arkansas,

some

which was

finally

city.

discussion

was had on the proposition to consider
_ tennial bill,

made

the cen-

Itis to’ be restored and formed into a mu-

seum to be named after the illustrious painter.

a regular

‘The name of the gentleman who presdnted to
the city of London the statue of the prince con-

order for Wednesday. A bill was passed
propriating $20,000 to improve the navigatidn®of-.
Sort erected on the. Holborn- viaduct, is known
the mouth of the Buffalo River, The considera-

only to Queen

tion of the currency bill was resumed and another long discussion took place, resulting in no

Victoria, the Prince of Wales,

Alderman Sir J. C. Lawrence, in whose mayor
alty the offer was made, and Mr. Bacon.

final action. The amendments”
of Senators
Cameron and Merrimon were rejected, and an
Sane
ent instrycting the finance committee to
a free b:
g bill was adopted. In the
Report of Representatives,
the bill for the free
transmission of mail matter in certain cases was
again resumed,
but no action was reached. A

The old Hall of Representatives at Washington is gradually becoming.the property of smallfry merchants. There you can purchase cigars,
chewing tobacco, stereoscopic views, rattle-box«es, necklaces, rubber rings for teething babies,

bill was passed that the course

ara transformel iuta souvenirs of Washington,

of instruction

fans, paper “Weights, and

in

the naval academy for cadet engineers be four
years instead of two.
On Friday, in the Senate,
bills were introduced, and

a number
the

the bill for the redistribution
was resumed,
consideration
amendment ;
then rejected,

of the

from Niag-

An imposing ceremony took place
princes

of

the question being upon the reof the vote adopting Mr. Cooper’s
which was finally reconsidered and
and Mr. Merrimon’s
amendment,

looking toward the increase of the*national bank

In the

House of Representatives, it being private-bill
day, but little business of, general interest was
transacted.
The introduction of a bill to extend,
a railroad line through the city of Washington
caused
an exciting and noisy discussion, but no
action was taken on it. Messrs: Beck-and Crossland of Kentucky apologized to the House for

recently at

and

dignitaries of the

kingdom.

|
Alexander H, Stevens i 8 seriously ill.

was 70 years of age. ‘At thé head of the list
| stood 4 competitor, aged 102 years, who, says

Theé Dictator, which-it was feared was lost,
has arrived safely at Key West.

the Chinese paper, showed his intellectual vigor
by the brilliant manver in which he passed the

arduous trials of his examination, and his physical energy by the rapidity of his movements.

reports

that he has discovered a new planet.
A mew horse disease is said to-be

of the business

with

dust of this

affecting the

stage and street-car lines ir New York, but it
rarely proves fatal and yields readily to medical
treatment.

Then,

further,

consolation,—~oh

solation !—that

is”

visited

on

the

d

bran

the con-

estoration.
evidence to

tortures

unspeakable,

Destroy your

in horrors

digestion.

Would you

live in the

instances have

und

been recorded of the

display of intelligence by

rats,to which

interfered with.

of

Tuesday,is

days at will, and

has

been

used

edges

of the

milk-basins, as ifa

The Lowell murder trial in Lewiston, Maine,
concjuded Thursday,

and the jury

rendered

ment of horticultural science in France.

a

verdict
‘of guilty of murder in the first degree, ;

About three weeks ago General F. E. Spinner,
treasurer of the United States, received a letter
requesting the redemption of an-enclosed twenty dollar ‘confederate note, or information asto
where redemption could be obtained.
General

Mrs. Elizabeth Browlee, wife of a wealthy
farmer
in Davenport, Indiana, was’ brutally
murdered by an miknown person in her house
on Wednesday evening, as was also her young
child.
The unprecedent number of 1234

Spinner gruffly told hig clerk to tell the man to
go to the chief of a very warn place,
The clerk
putthisiin yery polite but distinct language, and

applications

for patents were received at the patent

office

at

General Spinner

‘Washington during the past two weeks.

day an

+ Philip D. Corie, cashier-of the Atlanta

added that as he was
house that dignitary
encé of

B. Gardener,

Mass.
; Thursday, to protest against the taxation

tion without representation,

any recommendation

he

would

make

.

in this case in the procedure of the rats;
* We have something

replace that burnt by the Communists, has been
opened to the public. It occupies a portion of
the Hotel ' Carnavalet in the Rue Sevigne, néar
the Musee Historique, now in process of formation. Although, alas! but-a poor substitute for

"addresses.

/

=

FOREIGN.
are bombarding Berga.
Dr. Beeke, the English traveler, reports that
he has discovered the true Mount Sinai.
pa
xeported from Cuba that the insurgents
have gained another victory over the Spanish
troops, routing them at every point in a series
of engagements;
Wisiugaiones, death as “ almost

8 the story

of

ildly improb-

abe,
;
An extensive cotton will in Leeds, England,
3 burned on Monday.. Loss estimated a t
Large fires are reported in Dildos

British ulatry as formally xoninod.
A despatch
from London says that the Archis seriously 01.

tains 23,000 volumes or pamphlets and 15,000 engravings. About 8000 of the books and 12,000 of
of the engraving¥®-have been presented to the li-

brary; thagrest have been purchased. Only about
a hundred volumes from the old library survive, being those that had been lent ,out previ-

: Advices from Spain announce that the Carlists

Sir Bartle Frere still, denou

still to tell regarding

the

‘opening for the furtive intruders. The rats were
not to be so easily cheated of their prey. Of discovering that the mother-duck and her family.
were closely shrouded

from

intrusion,

they de-

vised a pretty plan of engineering, which was
eminently successful.

Inthe

course of a single

stole every duckling from under the guaidiage
ship of the mother.
;
al
Two rats belonging to the same aiony pers
formed pat quite as ingenious. A trap which

was baited

for their capture was habitually plunithout

securing a single

ouslyto the fire.

The néw library is indebted

to the librarian, M. Cousin, for a gift of 5000 vol-

umes and 7000 engritvings; alsoto

M. Besancap,

doctor in medicine, for an extensive, collection
of books, pamphlets, newspapers, afiiches, and
other documents.- Fung to the revolution of
1848.

Mr. Oliver Royet

has ust ‘hrought

France the splendid monuments from

ok

to

the Tem-

ple of Milleds (ancient Miletus) which Pausanias
mentions as tlie finest in Agia, He himself su* perintended the excavations, which were éifect-

ligent liberality. The young professor has’ begun

‘a course of lectures on the explorations ade by

bim at Hilets, Herusloum; ete.

’

They had

invented some plan for safely stealing

express

could onthe trap.

how the theft was effected.

the
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of Horses.

bai

written

false economy in various

now-a-days

about

ways.” My observation

leads to the conclusion that one

important item

haps a week

or two

at a time,

exercise, and, When

with

Jittle

or ng’|

they are driven, are let fo

gout the top of their* speed. Fast driving, with
stomachs full of iudigested hay, is the very worst
of treatment. The result is that, in a yearor two,
the horses have Je heaves badly, are spoiled for
market, and are unable to do the amount of serv-

.

MACHINE COMPANY.

Plain and Galvanized

ing a shed with a yard for éxercise, and by feeding food of sufficient strength to keep:the muscles
in full strength, Some say that wintering horses
in the field on hay alone
will cause a falling|
away of muscles and strength difficult to_regain.
No doubt being chilled by standing in a cold barn’

isvery injurious to horses.~Country Gentleman.
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Steel pens were introduced for use in 1808.

The trap wad of the kind which i
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employed for catching mice, It was a box with
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" Nickeline Non-8pilling Inkstand.
mouse a prisoner. The two Tats saw through the work up with it about a quart of sifted flour,
the lacerated and excoriated s
venom of the disease produces. Utstes Which, He
device, and resorted to the following. very sim- making a tolerdbly stiff. dough. Let it -rise as.
A scientific friumph!
Circulars
. Sa
sent prepaid, for 75 cents. Address foe
ple but effectual methodto take away -thie’bait, usual... When quite ligut, strew over it a spoon
ple
which was a piece of tousted cheese, and yet e s- ful of salt, work in well, pull off small pieces,
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It
Do be
he too late to effect a‘cure even after the
cape imprisonment. One of them placed- itself all of equal size, and work and shape each one
given youwu
~ Room 8 No, 157 Asylum 8t., HARTFORD, 1 Coun, doctors
under the door, 80 that it might fall on its back, into round cakes.’ Lay them in a
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buttered bak.
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ew articles; sale.
panion. This demonstration of rat intelligence, of dough makes nice bread, baked in a shallow | ible pea
HALLS BALSAM is leo a suré remedy fox
dress N.
HITE, Newark, N.§
like the preceding" incident, is of recent occur- round or square pan. Send it to the table
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rence.~Chamber’s Journal.
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ed af thé sole expense of MM, Gustave and Ed- |

mond de Rotheehild, who have generously presented to the Louvre the precious relies thus re| covered; and furnish a fresh progf of their intel:

rat.

away the bait, and what the plan was
1y be learned by setting a watch on

“I 'the splendid collection of 125,000 volumes which

Canon Charles Kingsley and

the

is almost entirely overlooked, and that thouingenuity of rats. A family in a country-house
sands of dollars are lost each “year by the carein Hertfordshire had a fancy for rearing ducks, | less wintering of farm
horses. "For instance,
but could not well do so on account of rats,
farmer A. owns a fine span of horses; he is not
which systematically got hold of and carried much of a horseman but in the summer he works
away the young ducklings, even from close to
them, and keeps a man who takes good care of
their mother. With a view to circumvent the rats,
them. In the fall, ’after work is over, the horses
the maternal duck and her young were housed
are put in the’ stable and fed all the hay they
for the night under a coop, which admitted of no will eat (be the same good or bad,) are left per-

ars of the Massachusetts | perished,
1
the new library, even in point of numWe shall explain
held at the American bers, has made a fair commencement.
It con},

Mark Twain were at the dinner, and both made

ly

leaving Pluto’s bankinginformed him that the

The new library of the city of Paris,intended to

of property held by females without the right of
suffrage. - Numerous™ speeches were made . 2
persons well’ known in the cause,and resoluti
|
were adopted denoundfag in varied terms ta

¢

the effect that

friend Spinner.

A women’s convention was held in Worcester

House Tuesday.

other

loaded with the rieh ¢ream, and licked them.
An arrarigement of the basins, such that the rats
could not get upon the edges of them, put an
end to all further depredatiéons of this kind
here was surely something. more than instinet

night they excavated a tunnel, going below
was sufficient to secure its adoption.
The wag
tif8 outer edge of the eoop to its interior, and
goes on to say that Pluto spoke very highly of his: thus very neatly, without producing any alarm,

posed of Generals Sherman, MeDowell, Pope,

A reunion of the mem
Press Association "was

It wasto

The

treasurer of the United States was well known
there us a partner in the concern, and the influ-

The President has ordered that the eourt of
inquiry in General Howard’s case shall be com-,
A.

came.

the letter.

that Pluto had redeemed it with promptness. He

of the Freedmens’ Savings Bank and Trust Corhpany, has been arrested asa defaulter to the -estimated amount of $10,000.

Meigs and Holt, and Major
judge advocate,

answer

signed

the owner of the note had done as requested,and

branch

The anthracite

string bad been dipped in and drawn out, 50 as 4

to leave a mark. At last she discovered the secret, The cream. was stolen by rats, which got
upon the edges of the earthenware basins eon-

institution are not yet arranged, but it is presumed that it will be self-supporting, and that it
will render valuable assistance in the develop-

“estimated at from $150,000 to $200,000.

first

matches was granted.

the

The finest kitchen garden in France is that of
Official intelligence is received of an atiacil on} Versailles. It belongs to the state and brings in taining the milk, and not being able to reach
a yearly revenue, taking good and bad years tothe Comanche Indians by United States troops,
down to it, a depth of several inches, nor daring
The Assembly
on Double Mountain, Texas, and the killing of gether, of about 20,000 francs.
to attempt to go down; as they ¢ould never have
has
determined
to
apply
this
valuable
properten Indians.
‘climbed up the smooth surface again, dipped
ty to the formation of a model markét~garden
The loss to the members of the New York and school of horticulture. The details of the in the Lips of their long tulls, drew them up
‘the swindle

the
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constructed.

leave to add the. following: A farmer's wife.in
the west of Scotland remarked that the eream
on the surface of the milk in her dairy was often
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The nineteenth century has witnessed many
and great discoveries.
In 1809, Fulton took out the first patent for
the mvention of the steamboat.
The first steamboats which made regular trips

About the

we beg

like

00

FLOUR

ex

world which combined all
ents of making finished cloth from the raw cotton.
In 1790, there were only twenty-five
postoffices in the whole country, and up to 1837 the
rates of postage were
twenty-five cents for a
letter sent over four hundred miles,
-In 1807, wooden clocks commenced to be made
‘by machinery.
This ushered in the era of
cheap clocks. -

of Rats.

tht

Mshy

of

first time lighted with gas.
In 1813, there was built in Waltham, Mass.,
a mill, believed to have been thé first in the

body forever? Keep your digestion in full vigor;
and although the end of the world may come,
your end will not come,~you will have
to go
after it, Old age is but the failure of nutrition.
Nutrition is life ; non-nu trition is death,

Anecdotes

been
after

- Changes of a Century.

In 1813, the
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feeling about Stomach, Rush of Blood to Head,
High colored Urine, and Gloomy forebodings,.
take Dr. Pierce’s Pleasant Purgative Pellets. In
explanatiod of the remedial power of th
little Pellets over such a variety of il
proper to say that their aetion upon the animal
economy
is universal, not a gland or tissue es-

The first public application to practical use of
gas for illumination ‘vas made in 1802.
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selves at their “ wit’s ends ” to answer all the
questions that could be put. I hope some of the
boys and girls will try this, for they will find out
in the first place how little they really’ knotv
about the articles they handle and use every day,
and in the second place they will find that these

done,

dusty clover hay, the inhalation

seedwhaff

dry

horse

evening.
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it? why is the

doubt some of the older people would

of salt was

else was

might

On the other hand,
to become diseased

feeding upon

the

The

and

to drive rapidly

cured.
known

handful of gravel

of this

handful

Nothing

have begun in 1820,
In 1836, the first patent

to shorten

The election in Philadelphia, . Tuesday; resulted in the re-election of Stokeley for mayor,
His majority is uncertain.

stock exchange, by

able

stones: of the size of a pea downward, finally
sneceeded in transtorming ene ? jnto *¢ cure,’
face

tions

for

NO:

FISH,

aries and other books

for the better, and no trouble from the disorder

Who took his cue from his chickens, and by

in the

A

at all after
a few weeks.

and consequent exhaustion to have ‘ ambition »
asit would be to expect a corpse to have an
appetite. Remedy: everybody’s
advice,~that
is, ride everybody’s hobby. Cure; death. Drugs
are but aggravations, “ bitters are bitter indeed. We have heard of a chronic dyspeptic.

Nevertheless,

writer

*

Lowell sup. Sply
xtra Superfine.. @ 1 35

that
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as

eatsfootigal 120 @ 1 40
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Then
the chimney and shade are glass, and
probably but very few can tell much about so

girls

..

why

dnd a whole lot more can be learned about that.

a whole

no medicine was given, no long hay was fed, and
the feed was carefully . guarded
all dust
against. The result was an immediate change’

made to appreciate that it is as preposterofisto
expect one who is undergoing constant torture

He claimed complete

together.

were given in addition.

“ shiftless,”
indolent,” and
ambition!” Nor can his friends be

swallowing daily a moderate

ground

iceh

| wick made hollow, in a form of a cylinder? Phen

given in each feed, and oecasionally a few raw
potatoes or carrots cut and sprinkled with bran,

I lazy,”

‘ without

the

. Linseod—Eng,

88

° . DOMESTICS,

besides to
make “brass? So the same series, or
a longer, of . questions about eopper. The base of
the lamp has lead run into it to make it heavy,

is ¥ single article in the room

.

Low Midling. 1 8...15% Grwund, Bure 18. 1310

of?

about that.

iQ

Seo rane? 10a. 13!
IRE

What is brass? What is zine? Where does it come
from? In avhat shape is it found? What color?
Does it melt easily or not? What is it -tised for

avery small sum, as being incurably diseased
with the heaves, was fed three times a day with
a pailful of cut timothy hay and oats in the
sheaf, soaked in hot water, and fed when cold,
mixed with three quarts of oats, corn, and rye

Friends,—when he is lifeless
fr ym | Or vitality ,—friends ‘will exaspirsie AlA with taunts of

being

by

B.....

E's

Take, for illustration, the first thing before me,
=my lamp. See what a lot of questions may

most nutritious and least stimulating food in
small bulk, avoiding all dry dusty food. For

Then
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‘commen one whatever, and questions the others.

rite a story
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side,” or it may be the “Home Encyclopedia.”

idea is this:

case in our experience that was not either greatly relieved or entirely cured by simple
treat~
ment. This was as follows: To aid the digestive power by simple tonics, and to feed the

nding

do.2 Muscovado2$Ren
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a lot of bright boys and

by riot what they fail to get by appeal.
life trembles in the balance.
:

to make

Perhaps it is not exactly a. game, but it might
be easily made into one. I dop’t know whatto

satisfactorily accounted for. Itis said by some
vetinarians incurable; still.we never found a

erless to provide,-and the brain can not transmit.
At times all the starving organs conspire together, suspend work and undertake to compass

BOSTON WHOLESALE PRICES
For the
CANDLE

-

ul stream,
The brain complains bitterly on
its own account, and, vehement complaints are
being continually sent up to it from the famishing liver, bowels, spleen, heart and lungs.
Like
“ sweet" bells jangled out of tune,” the entire
organization breathes discords.
Even the remote toes telegraph up to the brain:
We are

purchased

or

COAL,

the oil,~there is

liberty of dipping pieces of bread into it, but she
could find nothing to co nfirm this suspicion ; and
by-and-by she noticed s
little streaks of

the Premier

necessary in order

- The cause of heaves or broken wind is not yet

instance, a horse

minutes,

All cakes of this

)

every part of his system is contaminated by the

starving down here; send down some proven.
der.” The brain makes requisitions on the
stomach, which are futile. The stomach is pow-

The Markets.

in cold water

a few

common a thing as that. The wick,~that is of
cotton, What is cotton? what part of the plant?

Heaves.

The Parliament which has just been dissolved
was the longest of Vietoria’s reign.
The legal
duration of a Parliament is seven years; but the

of dissolution enables

oven

ee

Journal of Applied Chemistry.
>

hot

Game for a Winter's Evening,

erator.
By this means large quantities of ice are
produced in tropical countries ata reasonable
price. None of the gas is wasted, and the only
expenses are for labor, apparatus and fuel.—

pangs

stricken, then impure, and, as ¢ blood will tell,”

A report by thé Pekin Gazette, on the result

An average of twenty car-loads of California
‘barley pass eastwurd through Nebraska daily.

»

a worm

continually

find colors and abilities varied enough
to paint
‘his condition? His blood
omes first poverty-

of certain examinations for government offices
in China, shows that on a recent occasion 208
candidates were entered, the youngest of whom |

MISCELLANEOUS.

College

him

world has writhed with the dyspepsia until it
has assumed a virulent chronic form, who shall

The

poses to pay its professors sufficient salaries to
secure first-class men.
Instead of adopting the
plan of employing a large faculty of second-rate
men at starvation salaries, the trustees have deeided to begin with five professors of salaries of
$3500 per Year each, and thus secure the best talent.
a

their disgraceful conduct of the previous day.

Professor Peters of Hamilton

«

drical space, into which a closely fitting vessel
filled with water is now placed, and the appsiratus is rev ersed, the generator being immersed

the contrary, we re-assert that for chronic dys
Shah publicly presents a diadem of great value
pepsia in its worst {oftm
there is but one certain
to his favorite wife (who is understood fo have cure,~absolute rest. Preventive: take as good
been one of the chief promoters of the intrigue
care of the coats of your stomachs as you do of
against the ex-Grand Vizier), and at the same
the coats of your backs. Do you wish for faith
time decreed that “she should bear the title of in God, in human love, in earthly happiness, in
Melik Afak, ‘“ the universal Queen.”
:
4 the beneficence of Nature, and in immortality?
The new Cincinnati University starts out with Keep your digestion vigorous: on that hang all
these. Would you prefer an abiding faith in
one sensible notion which commends it. It pro-

currency

circulation to $400,000,000, was accepted.

curiosities

the palace at Teheran, in presence of all the

of new

consideration

bread,

erator is placed a solution ‘of ammonia saturated
at 82 deg. Fahrenheit, which is heated by means

of all. known, and several unknown

dipping’ them

a

batter, but is not

by re-

Ferry

A young Japanese nobleman, a scion of one of
the most powerful families in Japan, who was
sent over to study the sciences at Ann Arbor,
Mich., a year ago, is said to have beén converted and baptized into the Methodist church.

were

was sworn in.
On Thursday, in the

Harper's

A New York firm have in their store a piece of
lace
yards long worth $1200 a yard, which a
man could erowd into his watch-fob or pocketbook.

introduced,

from

from

joices in a single locomotive.

after which the bill providing for thé free passage
thtough the mail of public documents and other
exemptions from the payment. of postage was
taken up and discussed; but no action was taken,

-Mr, Wilshire, the new member

correspondent

No country upon the face of - the habitable
globe, having a railroad system
in operation,
has so carefully guarded against the possibility
of collisions as the republic of Costa Rica.
It re-

In the House of Representatives, a number

of new bills offered by Mr. Frye of Maine

done

in

kind are made lighter and more delicate by being
beaten ten or fifteen, micutes while mixing the’

be liquified by
cold, if allow-

rapidly, whichis

setting

‘steaming over boiling water,

a receiver made of iron boilerplate, and connected by means of a strong iron tube. In the gen-

lid always up.
An eminent English physician
has said: *“ A man with a bad dyspepsia is a

“Britain,

amendment offered by Mr. Howe of Wisconsin,
also contempldting specie payments, was reject-

ed.

es, like sulphurous acid, nitrous oxide, carbonic

diseases? If yes, then you have had the dyspep- ,of a suitable furnace, while the empty receiver
sia, or .its full equivalent. Chronic dyspepsia is immersed in cold water, On heating the §omay be defined as an epitome of every com-, lution of ammoma the. gas is driven off and colplaint . wherewith
transgressing
mortality
is lected in the raceiver, where it1s condensed to
a liquid as soon as thelpressure passes ten atmosscourged.
It is as nice a thing to have about
you as a trunkful of tarantulas, with the trunk pheres. The receiver is constructed with a cylin-

_ ‘When

backs for every new issue of a dollar by the national banks thus created.
Mr. Scott offered an
amendment for the. redemption of the whole
volume of national bank currency, which, after

refected,

plicatiofi”

There were $20,000,000 expended last year in
hassage money between this country and Great

providing for the burning of a dollar in green-

was

lowing article from the December numberof the
Overland Monthly :

has beer secured,in that part of the country. “which
torments
The grass by the wayside and on the sides of indescribable,
hills looks green.

izing the creation of a commission to investigate

discussion,

Did you ever have the dyspepsia? Did you
ever have,z~or ever imigive you had,~a com.

and

moving the" pressure. The apparatus invented
by C. F. Carre, of Paris, for freezing water by
means of ammonia, consists ‘of ] generator and

will find

Three - railroad accidents ‘are ‘reported from
England, by one of which fifteen persons weve
:
injured, two of whom have died,
Lucea, Murské and .Vizzani, now in Havana,

Gus-

villain,” He is, and worse. He is by turns.a.
rater. The liquefied ammonia, having the
says t fiend, a moral mopster, and a physical coward,— int
that the snow is gone, and the farmers will quite
and he can not help it. He is his owh bottom- pre€sure removed, passes again into the gaseous
soon be using “the ‘plow freely.
Very little “ice less pit, and his own demon at the bottom of it, state, and is re-absorbed by the water in the gen-

the effects of the sale and use of alcoholic drinks
was discussed daring most of the morning hour,
at the expiration of which the free banking bill
of Mr. Cameron
was
again taken
up. “Mr.
“Chandler of Michigan offered an amendment

considerable

malady

some bf their own feelingsidescribgd inthe fol-

A

a three hours’ gfscussion of the contested

On Wednesday, in the Senate, the bill

from this horriple

southwestern portion of Europe, ind numerous
disasters to shipping are said to have occured
.
3
Ay
on the Black Sea, '

as good asnéw by
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